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i
Abstract
A bearing chamber may be modelled as a horizontal cylinder, stationary or rotating
about its axis, with a film of fluid coating the inside of the cylinder wall. The impact
of droplets from a two-phase flow in the core of the chamber drives the motion of the
oil film. In this thesis we develop a model for the film based on conservation of mass
and momentum across the interface between the film and the core, droplet-laden flow.
We derive a fourth-order partial differential equation for the film thickness which can
be applied to a range of droplet parameters. Solution of this equation is primarily
numerical, but approximating it by a cubic also provides useful analytical results.
The equation for film thickness contains terms omitted by previous models of the bear-
ing chamber. In particular, we show that terms due to the azimuthal component of
droplet motion have a significant effect on film profiles, as they tend to destabilise shock
solutions. A dominance of surface tension over the azimuthal droplet momentum is
critical for stable steady shock solutions to exist.
We consider the effect of the droplet impact being non-uniform about the cylinder, and
the positioning of a sink to remove the mass added to the film by the droplets. We
will also examine the underlying flow in the film, with particular note of recirculation
regions and the residence time of the fluid in the chamber. These factors may be key to
the effectiveness of the fluid as a coolant. We also show that Marangoni stresses on the
film surface, one of the effects of heating the cylinder, can be modelled using the same
film equation and also has a destabilizing effect.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 The aeroengine bearing chamber
This thesis concerns the modelling of oil films driven by the impact of droplets, such
as may be found in aero-engine bearing chambers. A typical chamber considered is
that of the Rolls-Royce Trent series, a schematic of which is shown in figure 1.1. This
particular chamber has co-rotating shafts, although in other engines there are contra-
rotating shafts. The region of interest is enclosed by two concentric cylinders rotating
about their axis. The walls of the chamber comprise parts moving at three speeds: the
HP shaft at up to 10000rpm; the IP shaft at up to 7000rpm; and stationary sections
[32].
Cross section Inner shaft Outer cylinder
A 7000rpm 7000 rpm
B 7000rpm stationary
C 7000rpm 10000 rpm
The fluid in the chamber is a mixture of air and oil, rotating with the central IP shaft.
Oil enters the chamber from the oil injector, and forms a mist in the air, impacting on
the outer wall as small droplets. It acts as a lubricant for the bearings, and also as a
coolant of the hot metal surfaces. It is important that a constant flow of oil is maintained
around the wall, since stagnant or dry patches may overheat, and in extreme cases lead
to coking on the bearing walls. Oil leaves the chamber through one or more sumps (not
illustrated). It is the behaviour of the oil film that forms on the inside of the outer
shaft, henceforth referred to as the cylinder wall, that primarily concerns us in this
thesis. The chamber has been modelled before, notably by Farrall [15, 17, 18] using a
three-part composite numerical model, comprising the core air flow in the chamber, the
oil droplet motion in the core, and the oil film motion. However the motion of the oil
1
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HP-bearing
Oil injector
IP-bearing
IP shaft (7000rpm)
HP shaft
(10000rpm)
Stationary component
C
C
B
B
A
A
Seals
axis of
rotation
Figure 1.1: Schematic of part of the Trent 800 aeroengine bearing chamber. The
chamber (central white area) is approximately rotationally symmetric
about the horizontal axis. (After Maqableh et al. [32])
HP shaft
IP shaft
IP shaft
HP shaft
C
C
axis of
rotation
End view
Figure 1.2: The region of interest is an annulus between the rotating shafts, where a
film of oil forms on the outer cylinder.
film in response to droplet impacts is insufficiently understood, and further analysis is
needed.
The aims of the thesis are to develop a suitable consistent model of droplet impact
on rimming flow, and hence derive and analyse an expression for film thickness. In
particular, we need to establish whether there are any terms in this equation omitted
by previous work in the field, and how such terms may affect solutions at leading order.
We will also establish a link between terms in this equation arising from droplet impact
and influences such as temperature and the cylinder wall rotation.
Although three-dimensional behaviour is seen in the chamber, we want to reduce com-
plexity and focus on the effect of droplets driving the rimming film, thus we will focus
on the three distinct axial cross-sections of the cylinder illustrated in figures 1.1 and
2
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1.2. In these sections, a two-dimensional approximation to the flow will be studied. The
core flow is rotating, and the outer cylinder may either be rotating or stationary. In
practice, there may be irregularities in the wall which can also cause disruption to the
flow, but in this thesis we will focus on the droplet effects, and assume the cylinder wall
is smooth, with no obstructions.
Thus the problem posed is to investigate the flow of a thin film of oil on the inside of
a smooth rigid cylinder, which may be rotating or stationary, under the influences of
gravity and a core rotating flow consisting of a mixture of air and oil droplets. Further-
more, the cylinder may be heated relative to the incoming oil. The oil may leave the
chamber through a sink on the cylinder wall.
1.2 Models of droplet impact
The oil in the core air flow of the chamber is sprayed from one or more injectors, and
its motion modified by the rotating air flow. Droplets impact on and drive the film on
the wall of the bearing chamber. Previous work on bearing chambers, in particular by
Farrall [15], provides information on droplet behaviour and helps inform our choice of
parameter regimes.
1.2.1 Interaction of droplets and the film
In reality the droplets interact with the film in a complex manner, rebounding, splashing
and breaking up as well as being absorbed [15, 17, 18]. As a starting point however it is
reasonable to smooth the droplet flow spatially and consider a continuous distribution
rather than discrete droplets.
This approach was adopted in two limiting models of droplet impact at the surface of
rimming film flow. Noakes [34–36], ignoring momentum, added mass at the surface
and removed it at a sink, in an investigation of draining and filling flows. In contrast,
Villegas-Dı´az [51–53] modelled the two-phase core flow as a fluid of low density which
imparted a shear to the surface of the film and neglected droplet mass.
An ad hoc modelling approach would be to simply combine these independent mass and
momentum contributions. Instead, in Chapter 2 our model will ensure continuity of mass
and momentum across the interface between the film and the core flow. We will derive
the governing equation for the film thickness h and find that both the previous models
omit critical terms. In particular, the previously neglected azimuthal component of
droplets impacting on the surface where surface gradients are non-zero, can be significant
3
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and can destabilise the film.
1.2.2 Distribution of droplets in the chamber
Injector block
Figure 1.3: Illustration of how the conditions in the core flow outside the film may
vary azimuthally
In this thesis we will initially assume that droplets impact uniformly about the cylinder.
In Chapter 4 we will consider spatial distributions of droplet impact. There are two
particular configurations of interest, as illustrated in figure 1.3. In an aeroengine bearing
chamber, although oil may be scattered from many surfaces, it originates from a single
fixed injector block, and one group of numerical models by Farrall [15], Noakes [34] and
Wang et al. [54–56] reflects this. The second group of models is based on an experimental
chamber at the University of Karlsruhe, which has the oil injected in the bearing casing,
so it enters the chamber by being shed from the central shaft. These models track
droplets from 10 or 18 points evenly distributed around the shaft, as an approximation
to a completely even distribution [15, 16].
Much of the work on flow in bearing chambers has been based on tracking the path of
individual or groups of droplets. Wang et al. [54–56] tracked droplets from an injector
block in an axially varying three-dimensional model of the chamber with a co- or contra-
rotating central shaft. They used commercial CFD software to model the underlying
airflow with a progressive level of coupling with the droplet motion in the later studies,
which also show that a simplified model of the chamber is acceptable for the CFD.
Mass deposition figures were given in the azimuthal (θ) and axial (z) directions. The
coupling has little effect on the deposition pattern of large droplets, but some effect on
the deposition of smaller droplets, and results show a strong dependence on the position
and nature of the injector block. Some airflow velocities are given in [54, 56] but with no
indication of droplet velocities upon impact with the film. Plots of droplet trajectories
4
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in the annulus suggest that the angle of input may vary around the chamber with a steep
angle for droplets that impact close to the injector at the top, shallow for those that
travel to the bottom, and very shallow for those that travel right round [55]. Graphs
of droplet speeds (not velocities) versus residence time, for different droplet sizes and
injector locations have also been reported [55].
Farrall [16–18] built a numerical model of the full bearing chamber, coupling a numerical
model of the film with data about the core air-flow from the commercial code CFX, and
droplet tracking through the core from a finite number of sources. The film model does
not include surface tension or a complete description of droplet momentum and mass
transfer. Droplet impact is modelled using the dominant azimuthal shear force and
a secondary axial shear force, arising from secondary flow in chamber (due to droplet
collisions etc). Mass, azimuthal and axial momentum, at z, r and θ, and azimuthal
and axial shear at θ and z, are required as inputs to the film module [16]. It may
therefore be possible to extract these from the full system code if it were rerun, but they
are not output in the reports available. The only available data are tutorials with the
documentation, with some typical examples.
Farrall’s computation of the composite numerical model for the two-phase flow in the
bearing chamber predicted the profile of droplet impact on the outer wall of the cylinder
resulting from droplet motion. He found that droplets above a critical diameter impact
on the outer cylinder before completing an entire circuit of the annulus, this droplet
diameter being reduced by an increase in inner shaft speed or injection velocity of
the droplets [15]. The larger droplets impact close to the top of the cylinder, the
smaller droplets, having lower radial momentum, travel further round the cylinder before
impacting. Noakes [34], requiring only a mass influx for her film model which assumed
momentum to be negligible, used a variable mass flux based on Farrall’s result with a
single injector location at the top of the cylinder and a Rossin-Rammler distribution
of droplet diameters. Noakes anticipated the rimming flow to cause a spread in the
deposition, although this is not quantified, and approximated the mass distribution with
a half-normal in −2.14 ≤ θ ≤ 0.86 and zero elsewhere, a distribution that is qualitatively
similar to Farrall’s results.
A different approach was taken by Maqableh et al. [32], who used the commercial
software code CFX with a mixture model to study the bearing chamber. Speeds (but
not velocity components) are reported for air, oil, and droplet phases with respect to
the radius of the chamber annulus, but no azimuthal variations are reported.
5
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1.3 A brief introduction to rimming and coating flow
The methods employed in this thesis to model the thin film owe much to previous work,
for rimming and coating flows occur in a wide range of industrial processes and have
elaborate yet mathematically tractable behaviour. It is well known that fluid inside a
horizontally rotating cylinder may form a variety of profiles, according to factors such
as the rotation rate, fill percentage, viscosity and surface tension. We use the term
rimming flow to describe a film covering the inside of a horizontal rotating cylinder, and
coating flow to refer to a film on the outside of the cylinder. The term coating flow is
sometimes used for both [25], and the two problems are closely related.
1.3.1 Experiment
Moffatt [33] presented some pioneering qualitative experiments on coating flows in 1977.
There has since been a great deal of work on coating and rimming flows, both analytical
and experimental [14]. There are many different states that the film can take. Insta-
bilities in three dimensions, time periodic and chaotic motions were documented in the
unpublished manuscript by Benjamin, Pritchard and Taverner [9]. Then experimental
work by Thoroddsen and Mahadevan [45, 46] revealed that in various parameter regimes
flow inside a cylinder could give rise to configurations including: sloshing; rimming flow;
a stable axial front; weak undulations on the front; shark’s-teeth patterns along the
cylinder’s axis; travelling waves; stationary pendants randomly spaced along the cylin-
der’s axis; fluid curtains dividing the cylinder into cells (hygrocysts); counter-flowing
jets; air entrainment; incomplete pullover into centrifugal mode; turbulence inside the
fluid sheet; or random motions inside the bottom pool. Both these papers include excel-
lent photographs of the shark’s-teeth patterns, which were also observed and termed a
‘scallop pattern’ by Johnson [26]. A review of the experimental work is given by Evans,
Schwartz and Roy [14].
1.3.2 Theory
Ruschak and Scriven [41] studied steady rimming flow using a rigid-body approximation,
but as Moffatt noted, in parameter ranges for which there is significant shear across the
film, this is not valid. Moffatt, studying coating flow, found that in two dimensions
at leading order, if surface tension is neglected, the film profile can be described by
solutions of a cubic equation. There is a critical mass of fluid, below which the film forms
a smooth profile. Similarly, a lubrication approximation, with the dominant balance
between gravity and viscous forces was adopted by Johnson [25] to study steady, two-
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dimensional rimming flows. He derived to O(²), where ² is the ratio of the film thickness
to cylinder radius, the evolution equation for rimming flow, but assumed negligible
inertia in the flow, and neglected surface tension and any effects of the gas above the
free surface. His simple approach of classifying flows using the bounded properties of
cos θ was subsequently used by Villegas-Dı´az [51]. Johnson demonstrated that these
limits led to various cases of continuous or partial films. He showed that as the flux q
increases, the variation in the film thickness increases, owing to the increasing influence
of the gravity force, and that continuous films may sustain shocks, i.e. sudden variations
in thickness. Such films may include a recirculation zone. In the absence of surface
tension, these solutions would have discontinuous thickness, and thus Johnson retained
O(²) pressure and gravitational terms for smoothing.
A crucial difference between coating and rimming flow is that finite thickness films
involving shocks cannot occur in coating flows, though they occur in rimming flows. In
coating flows load shedding occurs when the weight of fluid is increased beyond critical,
whereas in rimming flow the extra fluid can form a shock. This was shown by Duffy
and Wilson [12] who considered the coating flow, particularly curtain flows, that ensue
when fluid is supplied continuously as a curtain from above the cylinder, so that it flows
around the cylinder and eventually falls off near the bottom. (Such a flow could be
seen as a film with infinite thickness at the top and bottom of the cylinder.) As far as
lubrication theory is concerned rimming flow and coating flow are the same, but when
secondary effects such as surface tension are included then they differ.
In rimming flow the primary force balance is between gravity and the viscous effects of
the wall rotation, but as we will see, surface shear can also drive the film to form similar
profiles. Correspondingly, these flows are related to thin film flow down a slope with
an overlying air flow, or the problem of a fluid film carried upwards on a moving wall
whose slope changes abruptly [58].
1.4 The governing equation for the film thickness
In Chapters 2 and 4 of this thesis we will derive the following general equation for the
film thickness h, with respect to time t and angle θ, measured anticlockwise from the
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bottom of the cylinder:
∂h
∂t
+
∂
∂θ

Surface Tension︷ ︸︸ ︷
c1
(
∂h
∂θ
+
∂3h
∂θ3
)
h3
3
+
Gravity︷ ︸︸ ︷
c2 sin θ
h3
3
+
Droplet Momentum︷ ︸︸ ︷(
c3(θ)
∂h
∂θ
+ c4(θ)
)
h2
2

+
(
c5(θ)
∂h
∂θ
+ c6(θ)
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Droplet Mass
+
∂
∂θ
(ucylh)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Wall Rotation
− vcyl︸︷︷︸
Sink
= 0. (1.1)
The coefficients ci will be explained in due course. For now, note that c3 and c4 represent
azimuthal and radial components of the droplet momentum, and c5, c6 the azimuthal
and radial components of droplet mass. ucyl and vcyl arise from boundary conditions on
the cylinder wall, and could be integrated into the coefficients ci, but are left separate
for convenience. Similar film equations are familiar from other work and Table 1.1 shows
which terms are common to (1.1).
In the next few sections of this introduction we will overview the formulation of (1.1)
term by term.
1.5 The value of the two-dimensional model
Throughout this thesis, we will concentrate on two-dimensional flows, neglecting axial
variation and instabilities. Although experiments show that three-dimensional behav-
iours occur in rimming flow, a good understanding of two-dimensional behaviour is
a prerequisite for an investigation of the third, axial dimension. When Hosoi and Ma-
hadevan [22] numerically reproduced the shark’s teeth and some other three-dimensional
features of previous experiments [45, 46], they found that axial instability arises from a
localised ridge which forms near the bottom of the cylinder. This is a similar situation
to the flow of fluid down an inclined plane — a ridge at the leading edge triggers a
transverse fingering instability, where the dominant destabilizing mechanism is due to
gravitational and viscous forces. When perturbed axially, this ridge may lose stability,
mainly due to the fact that thicker regions travel faster than thinner regions. This
development occurs when second-order inertial terms are included, consistent with the
findings of Benjamin et al. [9] that in the absence of inertia, the leading order system
is always linearly stable to axial variations. Following the nonlinear evolution of the
axial instability, Hosoi and Mahadevan [22] showed that this results in the stationary
shark-teeth pattern observed in experiments. Thus if in two dimensions we find such a
ridge, it may develop into a more complex three-dimensional instability.
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This development also occurs in coating flow, where a two-dimensional axial ridge may
break up into drops near the underside of the cylinder, rings, or fingering. This was
shown experimentally and numerically by Evans, Schwartz and Roy [13, 14], whose
model, in a similar manner to the work of Acrivos [2, 47], included terms that may be
asymptotically of higher order, but are claimed to be significant.
Hosoi and Mahadevan [22] use α, a ratio of viscous to gravitational forces, as an ex-
pansion parameter, rather than the aspect ratio ², and find the flux to first order in α.
They prefer it to the usual aspect ratio used in lubrication theory, to avoid the potential
problem with larger filling fractions of large changes in aspect ratio in some region due
to volume conservation in the confined geometry of a cylinder.
1.6 Leading order solution
In the case when surface tension is small, the droplet momentum approximated by a
surface shear, and there is negligible droplet mass, (1.1) can be simplified to
∂h
∂t
+
∂q
∂θ
= 0, (1.2)
where
q =
h3
3
sin θ + c4
h2
2
+ ucylh. (1.3)
For steady-state conditions the flux q is constant and the cubic polynomial (1.3) can be
solved analytically, and has attracted much attention. The case c4 = 0 is Moffatt’s classic
problem [33], while the shear-driven flow with c4 = 1 was tackled by Wilson et al. [59]
and Villegas-Dı´az [51].
The cubic can have up to three positive real solutions. Villegas-Dı´az drew up a chart in
c4-q space1, with ucyl = 1, to show the various possible solutions, and in Chapter 5 we
show the equivalent in ucyl-q space with c4 = 1.
For the Moffatt problem of c4 = 0, ucyl = 1, there is a critical flux value of qc = 2/3,
above which there are no completely wetting solutions for h. Below this value, there is
a completely wetting solution, and a partial solution between 0 < θ < pi, and the two
solutions meet at a corner at q = 2/3. The completely wetting solution in this case is
termed the critical solution, and the total mass of fluid in the film, A = 4.442 [12], is
the maximum that can be supported without a shock up to the partial solution — and
hence the maximum supportable mass for coating flow. (Moffatt [33] gave the maximum
value A = 4.428, but Duffy and Wilson [12] noted minor errors in his calculation of the
1c4 = γ in Villegas-Dı´az’ notation
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maximum weight and h at the critical point.) For rimming flow with a shock, there is
a second maximum mass of about A = 6.88, before such steady-state solutions are not
possible and pooling will occur.
Tirumkudulu and Acrivos [47] noted that recirculation can occur within the film (ie
a region of reverse flow) when 4.983 < A < 6.954, although the latter value slightly
exceeds the maximum area possible according to Duffy and Wilson.
The four possible configurations that can occur for rimming flow, with a maximum of
one shock between solutions, were also derived using a different method by Johnson [25].
He did not tackle stability in this paper, and indeed two of them, involving a jump in
the upper quadrant of the cylinder pi/2 < θ < pi are not physically realisable.
In this thesis, we will initially consider the shear-only case where c4 = 1 and ucyl = 0,
in order to focus on the importance of the term with coefficient c3. Reintroducing the
rotation is a secondary objective, although important, and in Chapter 4 and 5 we will
see that the rotation term has much in common with one component of the droplet
mass.
For the shear-only case the solutions take a similar form to the rotation-only case, but
this time the critical flux is q = 1/6. The mass of fluid in the film under shock solutions
can be given in a closed form [59] but the closed form when rotation is also included is
too unwieldy to be of use. The maximum mass without including a shock is A = 3.951.
With a shock, for shear-driven film the mass can increase indefinitely, although the
thin-film approximation ceases to be valid. In practice the maximum mass is limited by
stability.
The underlying flow in the shear problem has qualitative differences from the Moffatt
problem, for which recirculating flow occurs only when the shock position is 0 < θ < pi/6
and the recirculation zone lies near the free surface. With shear and no rotation, recir-
culating flow near the cylinder wall occurs for all shock positions [59].
When both shear and rotation are included, then the range of solutions increases, and
multiple shocks become possible. The case when rotation opposes shear is particularly
interesting [51].
1.7 Surface tension
Even if the coefficient of surface tension is small, because it is associated with the fourth
derivative of h, it has significant effect around shocks and short-wave perturbations. It
is therefore important to include this term, with the coefficient c1 in (1.1). We will see
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this confirmed in Chapter 3.
Benjamin, Pritchard and Tavener [9] formulated a treatment of steady and unsteady
flows and the smoothing of shock solutions by surface tension and has prompted similar
work by others. Ashmore, Hosoi and Stone [3] characterised surface tension effects,
identifying three regimes dependent on λ, a measure of gravitational to viscous effects2.
When 0 < λ ≤ 2 viscous effects dominate and surface tension has little effect, as the
profiles are already smooth. When λ > 5, pooling of the fluid at the bottom of the
cylinder occurs, and the inclusion of surface tension is particularly important. When
2 < λ < 5, the region of particular physical interest in the current study, viscous and
gravity terms are of the same order. Surface tension has a significant qualitative effect,
as its introduction smooths solutions that would otherwise be discontinuous. (A minor
error in the higher orders of surface curvature κ was corrected by Villegas-Dı´az [51].)
Wilson and Williams [58] also argued that shock solutions from the Moffatt cubic equa-
tion cannot physically exist without some smoothing mechanism, but that surface ten-
sion makes them possible. Explicit criteria for determining whether or not shock so-
lutions occur were given in the work of O’Brien and Gath [39], who determined the
shock location in terms of the average film thickness. Contrary to Wilson and Williams
they claimed that a straight-forward lubrication theory can model the shock location
and height, without taking account of surface tension (they consider no external shear
effects). But numerical study by Wilson, Hunt and Duffy [60] revealed that behav-
iours of the critical solution in the thin film limit ²→ 0 near θ = pi/2 are not captured
by the outer asymptotic solution in integer powers of ². Even in the absence of surface
tension, the corner predicted by Moffatt’s leading-order solution never occurs. For phys-
ical parameter values, the higher-order terms obtained by Wilson et al. [60] dominate
the formally lower-order terms that can be obtained without detailed knowledge of the
solution in the inner region, so these higher-order terms must be included in order to
obtain an accurate correction to Moffatt’s leading-order value of the critical weight, al-
though the difference from Moffatt’s value is small in absolute terms. This is why shock
solutions require smoothing by surface tension or higher-order gravitational terms.
The stabilising influence of surface tension on rimming flow was also investigated by Be-
nilov and co-workers [6–8]. Benilov, O’Brien and Sazonov [8] described both harmonic,
neutrally stable solutions and non-harmonic, developing singularities in real time, so-
called explosive instabilities. Their work involves detailed asymptotics, but is limited to
zero surface tension. These authors went on to show that this is not relevant to physical
2 They define λ = A2ρgR/µΩ where A is filling fraction, ρ density, g gravity, R radius, µ viscosity,
and Ω rotation.
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rimming flows in [7], where they show that surface tension eliminates these exploding
solutions and has in general a stabilising effect. However in a certain parameter range
some eigenmodes become unstable.
Benilov [5] continued work on whether surface tension has a stabilising effect, consider-
ing multidimensional and ‘exploding’disturbances. In the case of short wavelength dis-
turbances, surface tension is a stabilizing effect. In the case of long-scale disturbances,
with axial wavelength greater than the radius of the cylinder, Acrivos and Jin [2] showed
that surface tension destabilizes some of the eigenmodes, but Benilov argued that the
corresponding growth rate of these is much smaller than that of the inertial instability.
However as Acrivos observes [2], this method is controversial since such high-frequency
modes are incompatible with the thin film approximation, given that derivatives with
respect to θ are no longer O(1). So high-frequency modes will have to satisfy a more
complicated equation than that derived from the thin-film approximation.
One exception to the general conclusion that surface tension acts as a stabilizing influ-
ence is the case of axial disturbances to rimming flow. Acrivos and Jin [2] explain this
as surface tension always tending to minimize the area of the airliquid interface of the
thin film, thereby destabilizing the thin film to axial disturbances but stabilizing it in
the two-dimensional case.
1.8 Gravity
The c2 term in (1.1) occurs in all models of rimming flow except in the case of high
speed rotation where the flow is closer to rigid body motion. At high rotation rates
the effects of gravity may be neglected. This is the regime considered by the numerical
study of Orr and Scriven [40] and later by Noakes et al. [35].
Gravitational smoothing was studied by Wilson, Duffy and Black [59] and shown to
produce similar effects to smoothing by surface tension. However higher-order gravity
effects can smooth the shock present in the leading-order solution for rimming flow but
not for coating flow, whereas surface tension effects can do so in both situations.
Benjamin et al. [9] included smoothing by gravity, leading to extra terms at second order
with derivatives of h, but also a term −αh2/2, equivalent to the coefficient c4. They
sought solutions around c4 = −0.07, but with a flux q = 0.66, and found only a narrow
parameter range gave any solutions, struggling for convergence with their numerical
solver. From Villegas-Dı´az’s chart of q-c4 space, (figure 32 of [51]) and definition of the
critical flux curve, the critical flux for c4 = −0.07 is q = 0.6329. At the higher flux for
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which Benjamin et al. were seeking solutions, no leading order complete film solutions
exist, hence perhaps identifying the cause of the difficulties they experienced.
Working in the regime of high effective capillary numbers, i.e. surface tension low
and gravity high, Tirumkudulu and Acrivos also required gravitational smoothing to
sustain shocks and presented a modified lubrication analysis [47]. They proposed a
model evolution equation similar to that obtained by Benjamin et al. [9] by an O(²)
asymptotic analysis. Although the model equation cannot be derived from a formal
perturbation expansion, and they neglect surface tension at leading order, they showed
that it captures behaviour seen numerically and experimentally. One of the benefits
of the model equation is that it includes the effect of gravity in producing a puddle of
liquid at the base of the cylinder when the rotation is small or absent, and so extends
the classical theory to a wider range of filling fractions.
Villegas-Dı´az [51] looked at gravitational and surface tension smoothing with surface
shear (c4 6= 0), and found that it is the surface tension term that generally determines
the inner behaviour. In this thesis only the leading-order gravitation term will be in-
cluded and gravitational smoothing will not be considered; surface tension smoothing is
included.
1.9 Key developments in droplet terms
The key contribution of this thesis is a more thorough development and analysis of the
interaction between the core droplet-laden flow and the rimming film than has previously
been undertaken.
Rimming flow with an imposed surface shear may be used as a simple model of this
system, as in recent work by Villegas-Dı´az, Power and Riley [51–53]. Noakes [34] on the
other hand did include mass injection on her numerical model of the cylinder, but did
not account for droplets transferring momentum to the film.
Shear and rotation together produce interesting dynamics, the equation being qualita-
tively unlike the case of rotation or shear alone. This was demonstrated by Villegas-
Dı´az et al. [51, 52], who made use of the method suggested by Johnson [25], employing
the properties of cos θ. If shear is in the same direction as rotation there is nothing new.
The most interesting case is that when shear opposes rotation, a greater variety of shock
positions may occur.
Continuing the analysis begun in [52], Villegas-Dı´az et al. [53] used a parameter γ, a
measure of rotation to surface shear, to classify the branches of the solution to the
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lubrication theory. γ may be negative, representing cases where rotation opposes shear.
There is a rich diversity of shock solutions between various branches, that are smoothed
by surface tension. There may be double-shock solutions and multiple shocks. Villegas-
Dı´az et al. used numerical techniques to find these smoothed solutions, and related them
to the branches of the lubrication theory solution.
We will show in Chapter 2, that droplets also contribute the terms in (1.1) with coef-
ficients c3 and c5. There are various distinguished limits described in Chapter 2, for
which these terms have varying importance. As as seen in (2.65–2.70), the Villegas-Dı´az
limit can be reproduced for very small droplet volume fractions, α = O(²3). But for
α = O(²2) or larger, then if the c3 term is negligible, then there must be a c6 contribu-
tion for this limit to be consistent. In other words, if the film is driven by shear with
larger droplet volume fractions, and the angle of droplet impact is such that there is
no azimuthal momentum contribution (c3 = 0) then there must be a significant radial
mass contribution. If the radial mass contribution is so small that c6 can be neglected,
as in the study of Villegas-Dı´az, and the flow is driven by shear, then there must be a
significant contribution from c3. We will establish in Chapter 3 that the c3 term has a
significant effect on the solutions that can be found.
1.10 Sinks and sources
The droplets impart mass to the film, corresponding to terms c5 and c6 in (1.1). The
effect of mass addition on rimming film has previously been modelled by Noakes, who
studied draining and filling flows [34]. In her model, mass is added to the rimming flow
film, but with negligible momentum, and assuming it does not come from a shallow
angle, that is she used only c6 to model the droplets. There was no shear contribution,
and she accounted for fluid inflow/outflow through incorporating flux functions into the
formulation of mass balance.
Since if mass added to the film with no outflow the thickness will grow indefinitely,
Noakes included a sink on the cylinder wall, which we will use in Chapters 4–6. In our
model it will be incorporated as the wall boundary condition vcyl, a narrow region usually
at the bottom of the cylinder, through which fluid flows at a fixed rate. In Noakes’ model
the outflow and inflow are summed, to give a net fluid injection or extraction dependent
on θ.
If mass is injected uniformly from a steep angle, without extraction, then the film profile
progresses through the various steady states, with thickening at θ = pi/2, then a shock
forming at 0 < θ < pi/2, which progresses down the lower quadrant of the cylinder to
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θ = 0, and then a pool forms. But although qualitatively similar, these filling profiles
are not identical to the steady-state solutions of equivalent mass, since inflow leads to
more fluid on the rising side than is the case for the steady state.
In the bearing chamber, oil may be injected from a single point and thus not impact
uniformly on the surface of the film. This issue will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4.
Uniform injection over a small section at at the top of the cylinder causes a front to
occur where the fluid is added [34]. Noakes also looked at a non-uniform injection profile
based on the results of Farrall [15]. This profile was discontinuous, with most of the
mass being injected at θ = −pi + 1, slightly past the top of the cylinder. Although the
injection is discontinuous, the film has no shock at the injector, but a sudden change in
gradient. This profile will be discussed in Chapter 6.
When fluid is extracted at a rate to match the injection, then a steady-state can be
found. There is a discontinuity at the region of fluid extraction, the height of which is
proportional to the rate of inflow. The location of the outflow at the base of the cylinder
(θ = 0) prevents fluid moving to the rising side, so the usual shock profile is disrupted
or prevented from forming. Furthermore, as the inflow/outflow rate is increased, more
fluid can be held in a film without formation of a front than when there is no extra mass
[34].
We will reproduce Noakes’ results as a verification of our method and code, but also in
order to examine the flow within the film. Streamlines will enable us to trace the path of
fluid from the injection at the surface to the outflow, and thus see how many times the
fresh oil circulates around the cylinder before leaving at the sink. We will also examine
the impact of the extra terms c3, c4 and c5 which do not occur in Noakes’ model.
1.11 Thermal effects
One of the purposes of oil injection in the aero-engine bearing chamber is to cool the
cylinder walls. A full analysis of heating effects on the film is beyond the scope of this
thesis, but in Chapter 6 we will consider one specific aspect. The surface tension of the
film is affected by temperature and non-uniform surface temperature creates Marangoni
stresses on the surface. This phenomenon has been investigated in the context of film
flow down a heated plane, where it has been shown that profile gradient terms of the
form (h2hx)x arise [27, 44, 50]. This can create undercompressive shocks and travelling
waves (Bertozzi, Mu¨nch and Shearer [10, 11]). Incidentally the simplified geometry of
a plane is often used as a local approximation to flow around a large cylinder, however
there are important distinctions. For flow in or around a cylinder the effect of gravity
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is variable, its local direction depending on the position around the cylinder, and the
solution must also be periodic.
In Chapter 6 we will derive a governing equation for thin film rimming flow with a
uniformly heated cylinder wall, and show that a term of the form ∂∂θ
(
h2 ∂h∂θ
)
appears
in (1.1), which has a destabilising effect on the film. Since this is equivalent to the term
with coefficient c3, derived from the azimuthal component of droplet momentum, results
obtained from droplet impact can be applied to the heating case.
1.12 Timescales
The dominant motion in the film is the flow around the cylinder, whether this is driven
by the shear effect of the incoming droplets or rotation of the cylinder wall, so this is the
primary timescale used in this thesis. However this is not the only possible approach.
The fastest time-scale is the rotation of the cylinder, followed by the timescale corre-
sponding to the action of the surface tension, drift and decay of free surface perturba-
tions. Hinch, Kelmanson and Metcalfe [20, 21] highlighted these multiple time-scales
and presented a rescaling that yields explicit formulae for decay and drift rates.
Noakes, King and Riley [34–36] also extended the model of Moffatt [33] through a sys-
tematic multiple-scales analysis to include centrifugal and surface-tension effects, with
the determination of the governing equation for the film profile on the long timescale.
This approach was first attempted by Hynes [24] for coating flows. (Noakes demon-
strated that some terms were wrongly discarded due to an inconsistency in scalings in
the work of Hynes, and included a correction, although this showed that the conclusions
of Hynes remain valid. She also showed that the corresponding equation for rimming
flows simply differs in the sign of the centrifugal term.) The resulting equation was seen
to combine the features of the usual small reduced Reynolds number model with more
complicated terms resulting from the inclusion of inertial effects.
1.13 Stability
Throughout this thesis the primary concern is with steady-state solutions. The ideal
situation for the bearing chamber is that the film achieves a steady flow which continually
replenishes the oil in all areas. Some transients are acceptable, but it important that
the film does not flow in a steady state in which some oil is never replaced, or one in
which any part is left dry. In an environment continually subject to variations, the only
physically meaningful steady states are those which are stable to small perturbations.
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Thus some analysis of stability is necessary.
In Chapter 3 we will consider the stability of the solutions we find therein in some detail.
However since our main solution method will be a transient numerical solver, almost all
of the steady-state solutions given in this thesis will be stable.
For coating (not rimming) flow, Moffatt [33] found using a kinematic wave theory that
sudden increases in film thickness with rotation direction will tend to grow and thus be
unstable. This is physically intuitive, as according to the possible solutions of the cubic
(1.3) such increases can only occur in 0 < θ < pi/2 so will be hanging from the underside
of the rotating cylinder.
The base solutions to the Moffatt equation for rimming flow, (1.3) with c4 = 0 and
with no shocks, were shown to be neutrally stable to two-dimensional disturbances, by
O’Brien [37]; by Acrivos and Jin [2], who made use of the model equation of Tirumkudulu
and Acrivos [47] to address the stability of rimming flow; and also by Benjamin et al. [9],
who used a functional based on the energy of the flow. However Villegas-Diaz, Power
and Riley [52], prompted by a suggestion of Benjamin et al., employed a technique using
a functional equal to the kinematic wave speed of a small disturbance to the film. They
showed that when q = qc, disturbances could be ‘trapped’ by a point of zero kinematic
wave speed. An initial disturbance having positive amplitude continuously grows at the
focussing point; one with a negative amplitude will eventually rupture the fluid film.
So such a solution will be unstable, although applying the Benjamin stability criterion
based on energy one would find it to be neutrally stable. This difference may arise since
the energy functional integrates the data, so may smooth over the singularity at the
critical point seen by the kinematic wave method. We will make use of kinematic wave
theory in Chapters 3 and 5 to indicate which shock solutions may be stable. Solutions
with q < qc, with no shocks, are stable [52].
Shock solutions with a shock in the lower quadrant (0 < θ < pi/2) are stable to small
two-dimensional disturbances, as was shown using kinematic wave theory by O’Brien
[37], Acrivos and Jin [2], Benjamin et al. [9] and Villegas-Dı´az et al. However, if the
shock is in the upper quadrant (pi/2 < θ < pi), then the solution is unstable [9, 37, 52].
Furthermore, the solution with one shock in each quadrant is also unstable [9, 52]. Most
of these papers ignored the possibility of multiple shocks in the same quadrant.
Surface tension has a stabilising effect on two-dimensional disturbances, and in the
second part of his paper [38], O’Brien extended lubrication theory to O(²), including
terms in pressure and surface tension and showed that surface tension places a restriction
on the critical wave number when instability occurs [38]. Without surface tension,
O’Brien’s higher order lubrication approximation gives rise to unstable solutions. He
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attributed instability to variations in pressure across the film thickness at higher order,
since small local increases in film thickness give rise to a pressure gradient, which forces
more liquid towards the disturbance so it grows. The situation is however complicated
by convection effects.
O’Brien speculated that the instabilities on lower-quadrant shocks observed experimen-
tally by others arise due to higher order effects in two dimensions, as well as three-
dimensional effects.
This two-dimensional stability analysis cannot be expected to predict hygrocysts, (ring
instabilities) since they require three-dimensional axial variation. The shock solutions
are asymptotically stable to axial perturbations, even for zero surface tension, accord-
ing to Acrivos and Jin, but homogeneous profiles are asymptotically unstable to axial
disturbances, and inclusion of weak surface-tension effects then confirms that the ho-
mogeneous solutions are susceptible to an instability of long wavelength in the axial
direction. The axial wavelength λ of the instability satisfies the power law λ ∼ σ1/3
where σ is surface tension[22].
So far this stability analysis on shock solutions is for rimming flow with no surface
shear, but the same techniques can be applied to the case of c4 6= 0 [51, 52]. With
ucyl = 0 and the flow driven purely by shear, the result is qualitatively unchanged from
the pure rotation case, with the q < qc profile and the profile with a shock in the fourth
quadrant being linearly stable and all other profiles unstable. This is also the case when
the rotation and shear are both positive.
But more interesting dynamics occur when the rotation and shear are opposing. There
are two cases, one where the shear dominates and the flux q has the same sign as c4, and
one where the rotation dominates and the flux q has the same sign as ucyl. The latter
case especially has rich dynamics, and shocks can occur in many places between the
three solutions of (1.3). As a general rule, a stable profile cannot exist if the kinematic
wave direction along any part of it causes disturbances to be focussed at a critical point
where multiple solutions meet [52].
In an independent, unpublished work provided by Wilson et al. [59], stability results
for stationary cylinders found by Villegas-Dı´az et al. [52] were confirmed using the
techniques suggested by O’Brien, which Wilson suggested are simpler. However they
also showed that these techniques must be used with care as O’Brien’s analysis [38] is
incomplete.
We will show, in Chapter 3 when the azimuthal droplet momentum term c3 is included
in (1.1), that the surface tension is critical for the stability of shock solutions. If the
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surface tension term is small compared to c3, then shock solutions are unstable.
In aero-engines, the axial length can be much less than the radius and so three-dimensional
stability cannot be inferred from the previous studies since the class of allowable distur-
bances is quite different [52].
1.14 Recirculation within the film
When the mass exceeds the critical in rimming flow, and shocks occur, recirculation oc-
curs near the surface of the film, as shown for example by Tirumkudulu and Acrivos [47]
or Thoroddsen and Mahadevan [46]. But when the flow is driven by shear, the recircu-
lation is located near to the wall, eg Wilson et al. [59]. This was shown analytically to
occur for smoothing of shocks by either gravity or surface tension for the shear-driven
case. In practical terms considering the cooling role of the oil, recirculation near the
wall is more likely to cause problems.
We will show in Chapter 5 that although the c5 terms arising from the azimuthal droplet
mass is analogous to cylinder rotation ucyl in the film-profile equation (1.1), because one
term arises from the cylinder wall boundary condition and one from the interface, the
underlying flows are different in nature.
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Derivation of an evolution equation for a
thin film driven by surface mass and
momentum transfer
In the first part of this chapter we will outline the model of a two-dimensional liquid
film flowing around the inside of a smooth rigid circular cylinder, driven by droplets of
the same liquid impacting on the free surface. The cylinder is taken to be stationary;
rotation will be introduced in Chapters 4–6. The bulk flow of the film is taken as
Newtonian, satisfying the Navier-Stokes equations, and laminar flow. We will model the
interface in §2.3, where we will consider conservation of a general quantity across this
interface, and use this to derive boundary conditions based on conservation of mass and
momentum.
Since we are studying the thickness of the film a natural coordinate system is annular,
with the azimuthal coordinate around the perimeter of the cylinder and a positive film
thickness. However the initial derivation of an exact film model is clearer in cylindrical
coordinates, so we will begin here and move to an annular system in §2.5.
In the second part of this chapter we will estimate appropriate physical parameters
to determine scalings and obtain a simplified film model. In particular, we use the
information that the film has small aspect ratio (of film thickness to azimuthal length
scale) to greatly simplify the governing equations and boundary conditions. We then
consider various parameter ranges for the droplets, and in each case derive a single
governing equation for the film profile. There are two key cases: in the first the droplets
impart momentum to the film, but the mass contribution is negligible; in the second
there is both mass and momentum transfer .
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2.1 Model formulation
α
y = h
vE
uE
u
v
y
g
θ
chamber wall
radius r0
rotating core
air and oil
droplets
external fluid,
air and droplets
thin film central shaft
Figure 2.1: Non-dimensional geometry system for bearing chamber flow.
We model the aero-engine bearing chamber as a cylinder of radius r0 with a thin film of
liquid on its inner surface. It is assumed that there are no axial variations in the flow,
reducing the problem to two dimensions. Liquid droplets are modelled upon impact
with the film as a contribution to the surface forces and mass flux across the surface.
The droplets are initially assumed to be of the same constant density ρ and viscosity
µ as the liquid film, with a droplet volume fraction α. The velocity of the droplets is
modelled as constant in time, and such that the angle between local droplet velocity and
the cylinder wall is constant. We define two-dimensional cylindrical polar coordinates
rˆ, θ, with origin at the centre of the horizontal cylinder and θ measured anti-clockwise
from the downward vertical.
2.2 The Navier-Stokes equations
The radial and azimuthal velocity of the fluid in the film, uˆr, uˆθ and pressure pˆ satisfy
the Navier-Stokes and continuity equations. Introducing tˆ time and g acceleration due
to gravity, these are [1]:
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∂uˆθ
∂tˆ
+
uˆθ
rˆ
∂uˆθ
∂θ
+ uˆr
∂uˆθ
∂rˆ
+
uˆθuˆr
rˆ
=− 1
ρrˆ
∂pˆ
∂θ
+
µ
ρ
(
1
rˆ2
∂2uˆθ
∂θ2
+
2
rˆ2
∂uˆr
∂θ
+
∂2uˆθ
∂rˆ2
+
1
rˆ
∂uˆθ
∂rˆ
− uˆθ
rˆ2
)
− g sin θ,
(2.1)
∂uˆr
∂tˆ
+
uˆθ
rˆ
∂uˆr
∂θ
+ uˆr
∂uˆr
∂rˆ
− uˆ
2
θ
rˆ
=− 1
ρ
∂pˆ
∂rˆ
+
µ
ρ
(
1
rˆ2
∂2uˆr
∂θ2
− 2
rˆ2
∂uˆθ
∂θ
+
∂2uˆr
∂rˆ2
+
1
rˆ
∂uˆr
∂rˆ
− uˆr
rˆ2
)
+ g cos θ,
(2.2)
and
1
rˆ
∂uˆθ
∂θ
+
1
rˆ
∂
∂rˆ
(rˆuˆr) =0. (2.3)
2.3 Boundary conditions at the film interface
There is a well-established method for deriving a free-surface boundary condition for a
viscous liquid under a layer of pure gas [1, 4]. However to include the impact of droplets
into the liquid from an external fluid consisting of a gas/liquid mixture a modified
treatment is required, for the film does not have a ‘surface’ according to the conventional
definition.
We will use the subscript E to refer to the two-phase gas-droplet mix external to the
film and I for internal, the fluid in the film. Later, where there is no ambiguity, the
internal subscript will be dropped. We will use the jump notation [.], so for example
[ρ] = ρE − ρI .
The external fluid (in the core of the cylinder) is a two-phase flow, of air with density
ρg, and a volume fraction α of liquid droplets with density ρI . The average density
of the mixture is therefore ρ¯E = αρI + (1− α)ρg. We assume that ρg ¿ αρI , so the
external fluid is modelled as continuous and of constant density ρE = αρI . Note that this
assumption may not apply to all physical parameter ranges, in particular if α < 10−4.
The boundary between these internal and external fluids is in reality a complex region,
where droplets splash and rebound [15]. Here it is modelled as a single interface through
which droplet exchange occurs, below which the fluid density is ρI , and above which it
is ρE . In this study, we are not concerned with the detail of the two-phase core flow,
so the behaviour far from the cylinder wall is not included in the model. We model
droplets as having velocity uE, constant in time and at a constant angle relative to the
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cylinder wall. Within the film the fluid has velocity uI, to be determined. We label the
interface position as ξ = 0 velocity U, with components Uj .
According to this model, mass and momentum may leave the film as well as enter,
and this may happen in extreme cases of droplet parameters. Physically, we have not
included a mechanism for fluid to leave the film, so this is a limitation of the model.
However, in the majority of the droplet parameter range studied herein, fluid will only
enter the film, and in all other cases where fluid leaves the film correspond to unphysical
droplet parameters. More detail will be given in Chapters 4 and 5.
2.3.1 Conservation relations across a general interface
To identify general relationships valid at an interface, we initially use a general orthog-
onal coordinate system (x1, x2, x3), and tensor notation. In §2.3.2 we will apply these
general results to a cylindrical coordinate system, for the case of rimming flow.
a) Conservation of a general quantity over a discontinuity
We consider conservation of a general quantity P , such as mass or momentum, with a flux
Q and source termsR (for example body forces in the conservation of momentum), across
an interface between the two regions. Across the interface there may be discontinuity
in velocity and density.
Consider a conservation relation in an arbitrary volume V (t):∫
V (t)
∂P
∂t
+
∂Qj
∂xj
+R dV = 0.
Then if u is the velocity of the fluid, by the Reynolds’ Transport Theorem
d
dt
∫
V (t)
P dV −
∫
V (t)
∂ (Puj)
∂xj
dV +
∫
V (t)
∂Qj
∂xj
dV +
∫
V (t)
R dV = 0,
and by Gauss’ (the Divergence) Theorem
d
dt
∫
V (t)
P dV −
∫
∂V (t)
(Puj)nj dS +
∫
∂V (t)
Qjnj dS +
∫
V (t)
R dV = 0.
In the above nj is a component of the normal outwards from the volume. Now we apply
this to a ‘pillbox’ volume as illustrated in figure 2.2, which has finite length along the
interface, but with thickness δ across the interface, which approaches zero. The volume
integrals satisfy
lim
δ→0
(
d
dt
∫
V (t)
P dV,
∫
V (t)
R dV
)
= 0.
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Pillbox Volume
Contribution from the
sides goes to zero
∂VI
∂VE
nj
V
Arbitrary volume
nj
∂V
Figure 2.2: Illustration of arbitrary and pillbox volumes
The velocity of the fluid tends to U, the velocity of the interface, hence the surface
integrals lead to
lim
δ→0
(∫
∂V (t)
((PUj)nj −Qjnj) dS
)
= 0.
Also, as the pillbox shrinks towards zero thickness, the contribution from the sides tends
to zero, so the surface integral is just the sum of the ∂VE and ∂VI surfaces. The normal
to the pillbox on ∂VE is opposite to the normal on ∂VI . So defining the normal with
component nj to be outwards-facing on the ∂VE surface,∫
∂V (t)E
((PUj)nj −Qjnj) dS −
∫
∂V (t)I
((PUj)nj −Qjnj) dS = 0. (2.4)
This result is valid for any choice of pillbox volume element enclosing the interface and
the length of interface enclosed is not specified. So
((PUj)nj −Qjnj)|E − ((PUj)nj −Qjnj)|I = 0,
or in the jump notation
[PUjnj −Qjnj ] = 0.
The velocity of the interface, U, is common to the two surfaces so
[P ]Ujnj − [Qjnj ] = 0. (2.5)
b) Conservation of mass over a discontinuity
The general result can be applied to obtain a mass conservation relation across the
interface. Conservation of mass gives, for an arbitrary volume of fluid of density ρ and
velocity u: ∫
V (t)
(
∂ρ
∂t
+
∂(ρui)
∂xj
)
dV = 0. (2.6)
Taking
P = ρ, Qj = ρuj , R = 0
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in the conservation of a general quantity over a discontinuity, (2.5) implies
[ρ]Ujnj = [ρujnj ],
or
(ρE − ρI)Ujnj = ρEuEjnj − ρIuIjnj .
Since ρE = αρI then
(α− 1)Ujnj = αuEjnj − uIjnj (2.7)
In the special case when the external fluid contains no droplets, α → 0, then ρE → 0
and we have U · n = uI · n, the familiar boundary condition used when the external
fluid is pure gas. In the case α = 1, ρI = ρE , fluid of the same density is in both regions
and uE · n = uI · n, the normal components of velocity are equal, since the interface is
effectively a line within a single fluid. Since we are considering low droplet density, in
what follows we assume α 6= 1, to allow division by 1− α.
c) Conservation of momentum over a discontinuity
The general result can also be applied to ensure a balance of momentum transfer across
the interface. The conservation of momentum gives for an arbitrary element of fluid,
∫
V (t)
(
ρ
Dui
Dt
− ∂Tij
∂xj
− ρgi
)
dV = 0, (2.8)
where Tij = −pδij + 2µeij is the Newtonian stress tensor [4].
However when the element contains an interface between two different fluids, we need to
include the surface tension forces. This can be introduced by using a Dirac δ function,
such that surface forces in a volume enclosing a portion of the interface are localised
along the interface. The surface tension acting on the portion of the interface S(t)
contained within a pillbox volume V (t) can be written as∫
S(t)
si dS =
∫
V (t)
siδs dV,
where si is ith component of the surface tension force acting on S(t) and δs is the
delta function on the interface. Adding the surface tension into (2.8), expanding the
convective derivative, and simplifying using (2.6) leads to∫
V (t)
(
∂
∂t
(ρui) +
∂
∂xj
(uiρuj − Tij)− ρgi + siδs
)
dV = 0.
Applying the method for conservation of a general quantity, with
Pi = ρui, Qij = uiρuj − Tij , Ri = −ρgi
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as in deriving (2.4), gives(∫
∂V (t)E
−
∫
∂V (t)I
)(
(ρuiUj)nj − (uiρuj − Tij)nj
)
dS −
∫
V (t)
siδs dV = 0.
Again this applies to any pillbox volume across the interface, and noting the definition
of δs, then
[(ρuiUj)nj − (uiρuj − Tij)nj ] = si.
The surface tension force is assumed to act normal to the interface is proportional to the
curvature κ, so si = −σκni where σ is the effective surface tension coefficient between
the liquid and the mixture. Hence
[(ρuiUj)nj − (uiρuj − Tij)] = −σκni.
Using the mass interface condition (2.7) to further simplify this leads to the condition
for momentum conservation across the interface
−σκni = αρI1− α [ui][uj ]nj − [Tijnj ]. (2.9)
In the right-hand-side of the force balance (2.9) the first term arises from conservation
of momentum, and the second from pressure and viscous forces. Note that when α = 0
this reduces to a standard free-surface condition, and in the limit α→ 1, uI ·n = uE ·n,
i.e. the normal components of velocity are equal across the interface. The effect of
surface tension is reduced as α increases.
2.3.2 Interface conditions for rimming flow driven by droplet impact
In this section we apply the boundary conditions derived in §2.3.1 for droplet impact
onto a general interface, to the case of flow on the inside of a circular cylinder. The
cylinder wall is at rˆ = rˆ0, and the film surface is at rˆ = hˆr(θ, tˆ) where hˆr < rˆ0.
The film surface can be conveniently expressed as ξ = −rˆ+hˆr(θ, tˆ) = 0. Correspondingly,
the unit normal pointing towards the centre of the cylinder is given by n = ∇ξ|∇ξ| , with
components (see Appendix B.1)
nr = −
1 +(1
rˆ
∂hˆr
∂θ
)2−1/2 , nθ = 1
rˆ
∂hˆr
∂θ
1 +(1
rˆ
∂hˆr
∂θ
)2−1/2 .
The surface curvature is given by κ = ∇ · n|rˆ=hˆr , i.e.
κ = ∇ · n = − 1
hˆr
1 +( 1
hˆr
∂hˆr
∂θ
)2−3/21 + 2
hˆ2r
(
∂hˆr
∂θ
)2
− 1
hˆr
∂2hˆr
∂θ2
 .
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We will use the notation
N ≡
1 +(1
rˆ
∂hˆr
∂θ
)2−1/2 .
a) Kinematic Condition
Since the velocity of the interface is Uj , the convective derivative of the interface position
ξ = 0 is
∂ξ
∂t
+ Uj
∂ξ
∂xj
= 0,
and gives the kinematic interface condition,
∂hr
∂tˆ
N + Ujnj = 0.
Substituting in the interface mass condition (2.7) gives the mass/kinematic condition
(1− α) ∂hˆr
∂tˆ
+
(
uˆIθ
1
rˆ
∂hˆr
∂θ
− uˆIr
)
= α
(
uˆEθ
1
rˆ
∂hˆr
∂θ
− uˆEr
)
, on rˆ = hˆr. (2.10)
Again the limits α→ 0 and α→ 1 yield the standard interface conditions.
b) Dynamic Conditions
From (2.9) the normal and tangential components of the stress boundary conditions on
the interface are
−σκ = αρI
1− α [uˆi][uˆj ]njni − [Tijnj ]ni, (2.11)
0 =
αρI
1− α [uˆi][uˆj ]njti − [Tijnj ]ti. (2.12)
In polar coordinates and using the summation convention the components of Tijnj be-
come (see Appendix B.2)
Tθθnθ = −pnθ + 2µ
(
1
rˆ
∂uˆθ
∂θ
+
uˆr
rˆ
)(
1
rˆ
∂hˆr
∂θ
)
N,
Tθrnr = −µ
(
rˆ
∂
∂rˆ
(
uˆθ
rˆ
)
+
1
rˆ
∂uˆr
∂θ
)
N,
Trθnθ = µ
(
rˆ
∂
∂rˆ
(
uˆθ
rˆ
)
+
1
rˆ
∂uˆr
∂θ
)(
1
rˆ
∂hˆr
∂θ
)
N,
Trrnr = −pnr − 2µ∂uˆr
∂rˆ
N.
So
Tθjnjnθ = −pnθnθ+µ
(
2
(
1
rˆ
∂uˆθ
∂θ
+
uˆr
rˆ
)(
1
rˆ
∂hˆr
∂θ
)
−
(
rˆ
∂
∂rˆ
(
uˆθ
rˆ
)
+
1
rˆ
∂uˆr
∂θ
))(
1
rˆ
∂hˆr
∂θ
)
N2,
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and
Trjnjnr = −pnrnr − µ
((
rˆ
∂
∂rˆ
(
uˆθ
rˆ
)
+
1
rˆ
∂uˆr
∂θ
)(
1
rˆ
∂hˆr
∂θ
)
− 2∂uˆr
∂rˆ
)
N2.
Hence
Tijnjni = −p+2µ
(1
rˆ
∂hˆr
∂θ
)2(
1
rˆ
∂uˆθ
∂θ
+
uˆr
rˆ
)
−
(
1
rˆ
∂hˆr
∂θ
)(
∂uˆθ
∂rˆ
− uˆθ
rˆ
+
1
rˆ
∂uˆr
∂θ
)
+
∂uˆr
∂rˆ
N2.
Similarly, the tangent vector in the same sense as θ has components
tθ = −nr = N, tr = nθ = 1
rˆ
∂hˆr
∂θ
N,
giving
Tijnjti = µ
(1
rˆ
∂hˆr
∂θ
)2(
∂uˆθ
∂rˆ
− uˆθ
rˆ
+
1
rˆ
∂uˆr
∂θ
)
+2
(
1
rˆ
∂hˆr
∂θ
)(
1
rˆ
∂uˆθ
∂θ
+
uˆr
rˆ
− ∂uˆr
∂rˆ
)
−
(
∂uˆθ
∂rˆ
− uˆθ
rˆ
+
1
rˆ
∂uˆr
∂θ
))
N2.
Viscosity in the external two-phase flow is strongly dependent on the droplet fraction, in
a non-linear fashion. There have been several approximations proposed, as summarised
by Kleinstreuer [29]. If α → 1, the viscosity approaches that of the liquid, but with
a substantial air fraction the gas phase lubricates the flow. For the purposes of this
thesis, since the droplet fraction is low the external flow is taken as inviscid. So the
normal and tangential boundary conditions (2.11, 2.12) on the interface, in cylindrical
polar coordinates, are respectively
−σκ = αρ
1− α
(
uˆEθ
1
hˆr
∂hˆr
∂θ
− uˆEr − uˆIθ 1
hˆr
∂hˆr
∂θ
+ uˆIr
)2
N2 + pE − pI
+ 2µ
( 1
hˆr
∂hˆr
∂θ
)2(
1
hˆr
∂uˆIθ
∂θ
+
uˆIr
hˆr
)
−
(
1
hˆr
∂hˆr
∂θ
)(
∂uˆIθ
∂rˆ
− uˆIθ
hˆr
+
1
hˆr
∂uˆIr
∂θ
)
+
∂uˆIr
∂rˆ
)
N2,
(2.13)
and
0 =
αρ
1− α
(
uˆEθ + uˆEr
1
hˆr
∂hˆr
∂θ
− uˆIθ − uˆIr 1
hˆr
∂hˆr
∂θ
)(
uˆEθ
1
hˆr
∂hˆr
∂θ
− uˆEr − uˆIθ 1
hˆr
∂hˆr
∂θ
+ uˆIr
)
+ µ
( 1
hˆr
∂hˆr
∂θ
)2(
∂uˆIθ
∂rˆ
− uˆIθ
hˆr
+
1
hˆr
∂uˆIr
∂θ
)
+2
(
1
hˆr
∂hˆr
∂θ
)(
1
hˆr
∂uˆIθ
∂θ
+
uˆIr
hˆr
− ∂uˆIr
∂rˆ
)
−
(
∂uˆIθ
∂rˆ
− uˆIθ
hˆr
+
1
hˆr
∂uˆIr
∂θ
))
N2.
(2.14)
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2.4 Boundary conditions at the cylinder wall
It is assumed in this chapter that the cylinder is everywhere impermeable and stationary.
Hence there is no flow through the cylinder wall,
uˆr = 0 on rˆ = r0, (2.15)
and there is no slip on the cylinder wall,
uˆθ = 0 on rˆ = r0. (2.16)
2.5 Non-dimensionalisation of governing equations and bound-
ary conditions
In order to take advantage of the thin aspect ratio of the film, the above formulation is
re-expressed in suitable non-dimensional form based on parameters typical to a bearing
chamber.
2.5.1 Conversion to annular coordinate system
For rimming flow it is convenient to work in an annular coordinate system, so that the
film surface is at a small positive height yˆ = hˆ. The annular coordinate variables are
the tangential coordinate θ and annular coordinate yˆ = r0 − rˆ. The film surface height
is hˆ = r0 − hˆr; tangential velocity uˆ = uˆθ and annular velocity vˆ = −uˆr, as illustrated
in figure 2.3.
θ
r
r = r0 − h
ur
uθ
g
θ
y
y = h
v u
g
(i) Cylindrical (ii) Annular
Figure 2.3: Comparison of film variables in cylindrical and annular coordinates.
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Transforming the Navier-Stokes and continuity equations (2.1-2.3) gives:
∂uˆ
∂tˆ
+
uˆ
r0 − yˆ
∂uˆ
∂θ
+ vˆ
∂uˆ
∂yˆ
− uˆvˆ
r0 − yˆ = −
1
ρ(r0 − yˆ)
∂pˆ
∂θ
(2.17)
+
µ
ρ
(
1
(r0 − yˆ)2
∂2uˆ
∂θ2
− 2
(r0 − yˆ)2
∂vˆ
∂θ
+
∂2uˆ
∂yˆ2
− 1
r0 − yˆ
∂uˆ
∂yˆ
− uˆ
(r0 − yˆ)2
)
− g sin θ,
∂vˆ
∂tˆ
+
uˆ
r0 − yˆ
∂vˆ
∂θ
+ vˆ
∂vˆ
∂yˆ
+
uˆ2
r0 − yˆ = −
1
ρ
∂pˆ
∂yˆ
(2.18)
+
µ
ρ
(
1
(r0 − yˆ)2
∂2vˆ
∂θ2
+
2
(r0 − yˆ)2
∂uˆ
∂θ
+
∂2vˆ
∂yˆ2
− 1
r0 − yˆ
∂vˆ
∂yˆ
− vˆ
(r0 − yˆ)2
)
− g cos θ,
and
1
r0 − yˆ
∂uˆ
∂θ
+
1
r0 − yˆ
∂
∂yˆ
((r0 − yˆ)vˆ) = 0. (2.19)
Similarly, uˆE = uˆEθ and vˆE = −uˆEr. The internal subscript I is now dropped, and the
interface boundary conditions (2.13-2.10) on yˆ = hˆ are
−σκ = αρ
1− α
(
−uˆE 1
r0 − yˆ
∂hˆ
∂θ
+ vˆE + uˆ
1
r0 − yˆ
∂hˆ
∂θ
− vˆ
)2
N2 + pˆE − pˆ
+ 2µ
( 1
r0 − yˆ
∂hˆ
∂θ
)2(
1
r0 − yˆ
∂uˆ
∂θ
− vˆ
r0 − yˆ
)
−
(
1
r0 − yˆ
∂hˆ
∂θ
)(
∂uˆ
∂yˆ
+
uˆ
r0 − yˆ +
1
r0 − yˆ
∂vˆ
∂θ
)
+
∂vˆ
∂yˆ
)
N2,
(2.20)
0 =
αρ
1− α
(
uˆE + vˆE
1
r0 − yˆ
∂hˆ
∂θ
− uˆ− vˆ 1
r0 − yˆ
∂hˆ
∂θ
)(
−uˆE 1
r0 − yˆ
∂hˆ
∂θ
+ vˆE + uˆ
1
r0 − yˆ
∂h
∂θ
− vˆ
)
+ µ
−( 1
r0 − yˆ
∂hˆ
∂θ
)2(
∂uˆ
∂yˆ
+
uˆ
r0 − yˆ +
1
r0 − yˆ
∂vˆ
∂θ
)
+2
(
1
r0 − yˆ
∂hˆ
∂θ
)(
− 1
r0 − yˆ
∂uˆ
∂θ
+
vˆ
r0 − yˆ +
∂vˆ
∂yˆ
)
+
(
∂uˆ
∂yˆ
+
uˆ
r0 − yˆ +
1
r0 − yˆ
∂vˆ
∂θ
))
N2,
(2.21)
and
(1− α) ∂hˆ
∂tˆ
+
(
uˆ
1
r0 − yˆ
∂hˆ
∂θ
− vˆ
)
= α
(
uˆE
1
r0 − yˆ
∂hˆ
∂θ
− vˆE
)
. (2.22)
In the above,
N =
1 +( 1
r0 − yˆ
∂hˆ
∂θ
)2−1/2 ,
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and the curvature
κ = − 1
r0 − hˆ
1 +( 1
r0 − hˆ
∂hˆ
∂θ
)2−3/21 + 2
(r0 − hˆ)2
(
∂hˆ
∂θ
)2
+
1
r0 − hˆ
∂2hˆ
∂θ2
 .
The wall boundary conditions (2.15, 2.16) on yˆ = 0 are
vˆ = 0, (2.23)
uˆ = 0. (2.24)
2.5.2 Non-dimensional and scaled formulation for thin film flows
Physical estimates for typical bearing chamber conditions are given in Table 2.1, in-
formed by published bearing chamber studies. These provide a guideline to which limits
may be appropriate in an industrial application, although should only be taken to be
order of magnitude estimates.
Property Order of Magnitude Source
Gravity g 101ms−2
Density of oil ρ 103kgm−3 p126, Farrall [15]
Viscosity of oil µ 10−2kgm−1s−1 Farrall [15]
Cylinder radius r0 10−1m Farrall [15]
Film thickness h0 10−3m Farrall [15]
Film rotation velocity U 10−1to1m s−1 Maqableh [31]
Surface tension of oil σ 10−2kg s−2 Batchelor [4], Washburn [57]
Inner shaft totation 7000rpm Farrall [15]
Core air velocity UE 102ms−1 of same order as shaft rotation
Table 2.1: Estimates of physical parameters relevant to a typical bearing chamber
flow.
Table 2.2 shows definitions of relevant dimensionless groups together with estimates of
their size relative to the film aspect ratio, denoted by
² =
h0
r0
.
We use the lower bound of the range of U given by Maqableh. On the basis of this
information the non-dimensional and scaled variables y, u and p are introduced, such
that
yˆ = h0y, uˆ = Uu, pˆ =
ρU2
²
p.
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Aspect ratio ² h0r0 10
−2 O(²)
Reynolds Number Ref
ρUh0
µ 10 O(1)
Inverse Weber Number Wef
σh20
U2ρr30
10−6 O(²3)
Froude Number Fr U
2
gh0
1 O(1)
Table 2.2: Estimates of size of non-dimensional groups
In the following analysis, the film is taken to be thin relative to the radius of the cylinder,
i.e. the aspect ratio is small, 0 < ²¿ 1. For consistency in the continuity equation, this
leads to the scaling for non-dimensional v
vˆ = ²Uv.
Furthermore it is assumed that Ref = O(1), and Fr−1 = O(1) as ² → 0. The timescale
for movement of the film is that of a particle of fluid moving around the cylinder, and
hence a non-dimensional time is given by tˆ = r0U t.
The governing equations (2.17-2.19) in scaled dimensionless variables become
²
∂u
∂t
(1− ²y)2 + ²(1− ²y)u∂u
∂θ
+ ²v(1− ²y)2∂u
∂y
− ²2(1− ²y)uv = −(1− ²y)∂p
∂θ
+
1
Ref
(
²2
∂2u
∂θ2
− 2²3∂v
∂θ
+ (1− ²y)2∂
2u
∂y2
− ²(1− ²y)∂u
∂y
− ²2u
)
− (1− ²y)2 1
Fr
sin θ
(2.25)
²3(1− ²y)2∂v
∂t
+ ²3(1− ²y)u∂v
∂θ
+ ²3(1− ²y)2v∂v
∂y
+ ²2(1− ²y)u2 = −(1− ²y)2 ∂p
∂y
+
²2
Ref
(
²2
∂2v
∂θ2
+ 2²
∂u
∂θ
+ (1− ²y)2∂
2v
∂y2
− ²(1− ²y)∂v
∂y
− ²2v
)
− ²
Fr
cos θ(1− ²y)2,
(2.26)
and
∂u
∂θ
− ²v + ∂v
∂y
− ²y ∂v
∂y
= 0. (2.27)
2.5.3 Scalings for the interface conditions
Along with the governing equations, scaled and non-dimensional formulations of the
boundary conditions are required. The wall boundary conditions on y = h, (2.23,2.24)
become simply:
v = 0, (2.28)
u = 0. (2.29)
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For the interface conditions, the droplet density is scaled
α = ²ka,
where a = O(1) as ²→ 0, and the velocity components are scaled such that
uˆE = UEuE , vˆE = VEvE .
In the following, droplet scalings k, UE and VE are left as general as possible, but we
do make the assumption that the primary mechanism for driving the surface is through
droplet impact. This implies that the azimuthal droplet momentum balances viscous
shear at the surface. Taking azimuthal momentum ∼ vˆE(αρˆuˆE), shear ∼ µduˆ/dyˆ, and
Ref ∼ 1, the balance requires that
²kUEVE
U2
= 1. (2.30)
A reduced inverse Weber number is given by Wef =
σh20
U2ρr30
, and is also left unfixed as
yet. For later convenience, and without loss of generality, the external pressure is given
by pˆE = ρU²
(
pE − Wef²
)
.
Non-dimensional boundary conditions derived from (2.20-2.22) are as follows:
Normal stress on y = h:
Wef
²2
1
1− ²h
(
1 +
(
²
1− ²h
∂h
∂θ
)2)−3/2(
1 +
2²2
(1− ²h)2
(
∂h
∂θ
)2
+
²
(1− ²h)
∂2h
∂θ2
)
=
²ka
1− ²ka
(
− ²
1− ²h
UE
U
uE
∂h
∂θ
+
VE
U
vE +
²
1− ²hu
∂h
∂θ
− ²v
)2
N2 +
1
²
(
pE − Wef
²
)
− 1
²
p
+
2²
Ref
((
²
1− ²h
∂h
∂θ
)2( 1
1− ²h
∂u
∂θ
− ²v
1− ²h
)
(2.31)
−
(
²
1− ²h
∂h
∂θ
)(
1
²
∂u
∂y
+
u
1− ²h +
²
1− ²h
∂v
∂θ
)
+
∂v
∂y
)
N2.
Tangential stress on y = h:
0 =
²ka
1− ²ka
(
UE
U
uE +
²
1− ²h
VE
U
vE
∂h
∂θ
− u− ²
2
1− ²hv
∂h
∂θ
)
×
(
−UE
U
uE
²
1− ²h
∂h
∂θ
+
VE
U
vE + u
²
1− ²h
∂h
∂θ
− ²v)
)
(2.32)
+
1
Ref
(
−
(
²
1− ²h
∂h
∂θ
)2(∂u
∂y
+
²u
1− ²h +
²2
1− ²h
∂v
∂θ
)
+2
(
²
1− ²h
∂h
∂θ
)(
− ²
1− ²h
∂u
∂θ
+
²2v
1− ²h + ²
∂v
∂y
)
+
(
∂u
∂y
+
²u
1− ²h +
²2
1− ²h
∂v
∂θ
))
N2.
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The mass/kinematic condition on y = h:(
1− ²ka
) ∂h
∂t
+
(
u
1
1− ²h
∂h
∂θ
− v
)
= ²ka
(
UE
U
uE
1
1− ²h
∂h
∂θ
− VE
²U
vE
)
, (2.33)
where
N =
(
1 +
(
²
1− ²h
∂h
∂θ
)2)−1/2
.
2.5.4 Isolation of droplet properties in interface boundary conditions
We are going to consider several problems with various droplet conditions. For conve-
nience, we rewrite the boundary conditions (2.31-2.33) so that terms dependent on the
droplet parameters k, UE , VE and Wef are in a single parameter for each equation, Nl,
T and M respectively. For consistency, we assume that Nl, T and M are O(1) as ²→ 0.
This will impose restrictions on the combinations of k, UE and VE . The conditions to
be satisfied on y = h become:
(1− ²h)3(p− pE)− 2²
2
Ref
(
²2
(
∂h
∂θ
)2(∂u
∂θ
− ²v
)
−(1− ²h)
(
∂h
∂θ
)(
(1− ²h)∂u
∂y
+ ²u+ ²2
∂v
∂θ
)
+ (1− ²h)3∂v
∂y
)
N2
= Nl(θ, t), (2.34)
(
−²2
(
∂h
∂θ
)2(
(1− ²h)∂u
∂y
+ ²u+ ²2
∂v
∂θ
)
+2²2(1− ²h)
(
∂h
∂θ
)(
−∂u
∂θ
+ ²v + (1− ²h)∂v
∂y
)
+
(
(1− ²h)3∂u
∂y
+ ²u(1− ²h)2 + ²2(1− ²h)2∂v
∂θ
))
N2 = T (θ, t), (2.35)
and
(1− ²h)∂h
∂t
+
(
u
∂h
∂θ
− (1− ²h)v
)
=M(θ, t), (2.36)
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where
Nl = −Wef
²
(
1 +
(
²
1− ²h
∂h
∂θ
)2)−3/2(
(1− ²h)2 + 2²2
(
∂h
∂θ
)2
+ ²(1− ²h)∂
2h
∂θ2
)
+ (1− ²h)3Wef
²
+ ²
²ka
1− ²ka(1− ²h)
(
−²UE
U
uE
∂h
∂θ
+ (1− ²h)VE
U
vE + ²u
∂h
∂θ
− ²(1− ²h)v
)2
N2
(2.37)
T = −Ref ²
ka
1− ²ka(1− ²h)
(
(1− ²h)UE
U
uE + ²
VE
U
vE
∂h
∂θ
− (1− ²h)u− ²2v∂h
∂θ
)
×
(
−UE
U
uE²
∂h
∂θ
+ (1− ²h)VE
U
vE + u²
∂h
∂θ
− ²(1− ²h)v
)
,
(2.38)
and
M = ²ka(1− ²h)∂h
∂t
+ ²ka
(
UE
U
uE
∂h
∂θ
− VE
U
(1− ²h)vE
²
)
. (2.39)
2.6 Thin-film approximation
A full analytical solution for the film height h(θ, t), fluid velocities u(y, θ, t), v(y, θ, t)
and pressure p(y, θ, t), is considered intractable. We seek an asymptotic approximation
based on the film aspect-ratio parameter ²¿ 1, and assume
u = u0 + ²u1 +O(²2), (2.40)
v = v0 + ²v1 +O(²2), (2.41)
p = p0 + ²p1 +O(²2), (2.42)
h = h0 + ²h1 +O(²2). (2.43)
In outline, we seek a solution for u, using equations (2.25, 2.26), the interface boundary
conditions (2.34, 2.35) and the wall boundary conditions (2.28, 2.29). Then by substi-
tuting into the continuity equation (2.27) and using the kinematic condition (2.36) we
will get an evolution equation for the film height h.
2.6.1 Governing equations
Substituting the expansion (2.40-2.42) into (2.25-2.27) leads to a regular expansion of
terms involving powers of ². Equating terms gives:
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Leading order, O(1)
1
Ref
(
∂2u0
∂y2
)
− ∂p0
∂θ
=
1
Fr
sin θ, (2.44)
∂p0
∂y
= 0, (2.45)
∂u0
∂θ
+
∂v0
∂y
= 0. (2.46)
First order, O(²)
1
Ref
∂2u1
∂y2
− ∂p1
∂θ
=
∂u0
∂t
+ u0
∂u0
∂θ
+ v0
∂u0
∂y
− y∂p0
∂θ
+
1
Ref
(
2y
∂2u0
∂y2
+
∂u0
∂y
)
− 2y 1
Fr
sin θ,
(2.47)
∂p1
∂y
= 2y
∂p0
∂y
− 1
Fr
cos θ, (2.48)
∂u1
∂θ
+
∂v1
∂y
= v0 + y
∂v0
∂y
. (2.49)
Observe here that the pressure is constant in y at leading order (2.45) and hydrostatic
pressure only appears at O(²) (2.48). This is consistent with the model of Villegas-
Dı´az[51], who then retained the O(²) term in order to examine the secondary effects of
gravity, in particular in smoothing shock solutions. However he found it not to be as
significant as surface tension, and it is not retained in this thesis as we will focus instead
on the droplet effects.
2.6.2 Boundary Conditions
The boundary conditions are given on y = h0 + ²h1 +O(²2). To apply them on y = h0
we apply Taylor expansions,1 for example
u(θ, y)|y=h = u(θ, y)|y=h0 + ²h1
∂u
∂y
(θ, y)
∣∣∣∣
y=h0
+O(²2),
= u0(θ, h0) + ²u1(θ, h0) + ²h1
∂u0
∂y
(θ, h0) +O(²2),
and equate like terms in ².
A regular expansion of droplet property terms is denoted by
Nl(θ, t) = Nl0 + ²Nl1 +O(²2),
T (θ, t) = T0 + ²T1 +O(²2),
M(θ, t) =M0 + ²M1 +O(²2),
1This method captures O(²) cross-terms that would be omitted by application of the boundary
conditions to y = h and only afterwards taking like terms in ².
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where Nl0 etc. are dependent on droplet scalings yet to be selected.
Substituting the expansions (2.40-2.42) into the boundary conditions (2.34-2.36) leads
to the following.
Leading order, O(1) On y = h0
p0 − pE = Nl0, (2.50)
∂u0
∂y
= T0, (2.51)
∂h0
∂t
+
(
u0
∂h0
∂θ
− v0
)
=M0. (2.52)
On y = 0
u0 = 0, (2.53)
v0 = 0. (2.54)
First order, O(²) On y = h0
p1 + h1
∂p0
∂y
− 3h0Nl0 = Nl1, (2.55)
∂u1
∂y
+ h1
∂2u0
∂y2
− 3h0T0 + u0 = T1, (2.56)
∂h1
∂t
+ u0
∂h1
∂θ
− h1∂v0
∂y
+ h1T0
∂h0
∂θ
+ u1
∂h0
∂θ
− v1 − h0∂h0
∂t
+ h0v0 =M1. (2.57)
On y = 0:
u1 = 0, (2.58)
v1 = 0, (2.59)
The expressions on the right-hand side of (2.50–2.52) will be given for specific droplet
cases in §2.8, and those in the O(²) conditions (2.55–2.57) will be given in Appendix C.
2.7 Film-height equation to O(1)
To leading order, an equation for the film thickness can be derived from the leading-
order governing equations (2.44-2.46) with boundary conditions (2.50-2.52). Integrating
(2.45) with the normal boundary condition (2.50) on y = h gives
p0 = pE +Nl0(θ, t). (2.60)
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Differentiating with respect to θ and substituting into the first governing equation (2.44),
∂2u0
∂y2
= Ref
(
∂Nl0
∂θ
+
1
Fr
sin θ
)
.
It is convenient to write
F0(θ, t) = Ref
(
∂Nl0
∂θ
+
1
Fr
sin θ
)
. (2.61)
Then integrating twice, applying the tangential boundary condition on y = h0 (2.51)
and the no-slip boundary condition on y = 0 (2.53), gives
u0 = F0
(
y2
2
− h0y
)
+ T0y. (2.62)
Differentiating (2.62) with respect to θ, substituting into the continuity equation (2.46),
integrating and using the no-flow boundary condition on y = 0 (2.54) gives
v0 = −
(
∂F0
∂θ
y3
6
+
∂
∂θ
(−F0h0 + T0) y
2
2
)
. (2.63)
Evaluating u0 and v0 at y = h0, the kinematic condition (2.52) gives:
∂h0
∂t
− ∂
∂θ
(
F0
h30
3
)
+
∂
∂θ
(
T0
h20
2
)
=M0.
Hence the evolution equation for the film to O(1) is
∂h0
∂t
− ∂
∂θ
(
Ref
(
∂Nl0
∂θ
+
1
Fr
sin θ
)
h30
3
)
+
∂
∂θ
(
T0
h2
2
)
−M0 = 0, (2.64)
where Nl0, T0 and M0, the leading order terms of (2.37-2.39) are dependent on droplet
parameters, examples of which are given in the following section. The film height is also
derived to O(²) and displayed in Appendix C.
2.8 Distinguished limits - the effect of droplet impact
Within this study, the film is driven by droplet impact, which is characterised by the
droplet mass and momentum. In the following we consider several distinct possible
cases, consistent with a thin film approximation and hence find appropriate expressions
for Nl0, T0 and M0 to substitute into (2.64).
Droplets approach the film with dimensional velocity (uˆE , vˆE), at some prescribed angle
φ from the azimuthal direction, so tanφ = vˆE/uˆE . The scalings for the droplet velocity
components are taken as UE and VE = ²βUE , giving droplet velocity (UEuE , ²βUEvE),
where uE , vE are non-dimensional velocities, and tanφ = ²βvE/uE . Physically, as illus-
trated in figure 2.4, β = 1 corresponds to tanφ = O(²), droplet impact at a very shallow
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UE
VE
β = 1
β = 0
β = −1
Figure 2.4: Droplet impact angle is characterised by β
angle, and β = −1 corresponds to tanφ = O(²−1), droplet impact at a very steep angle.
β > 1 is unphysical, since it could represent droplets from within the film.
Droplet density is given by α = ²ka. By the restriction (2.30),
UE/U = ²−(k+β)/2 and VE/U = ²−(k−β)/2.
In this section we will consider in turn the three cases of droplet volume fraction2,
k = 3, 2, 1. Given k, and substituting into (2.37-2.39), we will find the range of β is
consistent with Nl, T,M = O(1). Then for consistent parameter ranges we will state
the O(1) terms of the droplet parameter terms (2.37-2.39), and then the leading-order
film evolution equation (2.64). For completeness, O(²) terms are given in Appendix C.
In all cases, Wef is assumed to be O(1).
2.8.1 Very low droplet volume fraction
If k = 3, the droplet volume fraction is given by
α = ²3a,
and the velocity scalings are UE/U = ²−(3+β)/2 and VE/U = ²−(3−β)/2. Consistent
scaling such that M = O(1) requires β ≥ −1.
2Note that droplet fraction increases with decreasing k, and k = 0 is not a valid limit under assump-
tions already made. If k = 0, then α = a, UE/U = ²
−β/2 and VE/U = ²β/2. Then β ≥ 2 is required
for M = O(1), but β > 1 is unphysical. Too great a fraction of droplets breaches either the shear
assumption or the assumption that the timescale can be based on azimuthal film flow.
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With these scalings, (2.37-2.39) become
Nl = −Wef
²
(
1 +
(
²
1− ²h
∂h
∂θ
)2)−3/2(
(1− ²h)2 + 2²2
(
∂h
∂θ
)2
+ ²(1− ²h)∂
2h
∂θ2
)
+ (1− ²h)3Wef
²
+ a
1
1− ²3a(1− ²h)
(
−²(3−β)/2uE ∂h
∂θ
+ (1− ²h)²(1+β)/2vE + ²3u∂h
∂θ
− ²3(1− ²h)v
)2
N2,
T = −Refa 11− ²3a(1− ²h)
(
(1− ²h)²(1−β)/2uE + ²(3+β)/2vE ∂h
∂θ
− (1− ²h)²2u− ²4v∂h
∂θ
)
×
(
−²(1−β)/2uE ∂h
∂θ
+ (1− ²h)²(−1+β)/2vE + u²2∂h
∂θ
− ²2(1− ²h)v)
)
,
M = ²3a(1− ²h)∂h
∂t
+ ²a
(
²(1−β)/2uE
∂h
∂θ
− ²(−1+β)/2(1− ²h)vE
)
.
The dominant terms are
Nl0 = −Wef
(
h0 +
∂2h0
∂θ2
)
+ a²1+βv2E ,
T0 = −Refa
(
−²1−βuEuE ∂h0
∂θ
+ uEvE + ²1+βvE
∂h0
∂θ
vE
)
,
M0 = a
(
−²(1+β)/2vE
)
.
Substituting into (2.64) gives
∂h0
∂t
+Ref
∂
∂θ
(
Wef
(
∂h0
∂θ
+
∂3h0
∂θ3
)
h30
3
− sin θ
Fr
h30
3
+a
(
²1−βuEuE
∂h0
∂θ
− uEvE − ²1+βvE ∂h0
∂θ
vE
)
h20
2
)
+ a
(
²(1+β)/2vE
)
= 0.
Thus β = −1, a steep angle of droplet approach, leads to a film profile equation:
∂h0
∂t
+Ref
∂
∂θ
(
Wef
(
∂h0
∂θ
+
∂3h0
∂θ3
)
h30
3
− sin θ
Fr
h30
3
− a
(
uE + vE
∂h0
∂θ
)
vE
h20
2
)
−a (−vE) = 0.
(2.65)
Thus β = 0, a moderate angle of droplet approach, leads to a film profile equation:
∂h0
∂t
+Ref
∂
∂θ
(
Wef
(
∂h0
∂θ
+
∂3h0
∂θ3
)
h30
3
− sin θ
Fr
h30
3
+ auE(−vE)h
2
0
2
)
= 0. (2.66)
β = 1, a shallow angle of droplet approach, leads a film profile equation:
∂h0
∂t
+Ref
∂
∂θ
(
Wef
(
∂h0
∂θ
+
∂3h0
∂θ3
)
h30
3
− sin θ
Fr
h30
3
+ auE
(
uE
∂h0
∂θ
− vE
)
h20
2
)
= 0.
(2.67)
The latter case corresponds to a film profile driven by only droplet momentum at leading
order. Effects of droplet mass are only at higher order. We will be focussing further on
this important limit in Chapter 3.
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2.8.2 Low droplet volume fraction
If k = 2, the droplet volume fraction is given by
α = ²2a,
and the velocity scalings are UE/U = ²−1−β/2 and VE/U = ²−1+β/2. Consistent scaling
such that M = O(1) requires β ≥ 0.
With these scalings, (2.37-2.39) become
Nl =− Wef
²
(
1 +
(
²
1− ²h
∂h
∂θ
)2)−3/2(
(1− ²h)2 + 2²2
(
∂h
∂θ
)2
+ ²(1− ²h)∂
2h
∂θ2
)
+ (1− ²h)3Wef
²
+ ²
²2a
1− ²2a(1− ²h)
(
−²−β/2uE ∂h
∂θ
+ (1− ²h)²−1+β/2vE + ²u∂h
∂θ
− ²(1− ²h)v
)2
N2,
T =− Ref ²
2a
1− ²2a(1− ²h)
(
(1− ²h)²−1−β/2uE + ²β/2vE ∂h
∂θ
− (1− ²h)u− ²2v∂h
∂θ
)
×
(
−²−1−β/2uE²∂h
∂θ
+ (1− ²h)²−1+β/2vE + u²∂h
∂θ
− ²(1− ²h)v
)
,
M = ²2a(1− ²h)∂h
∂t
+ ²2a
(
²−1−β/2uE
∂h
∂θ
− ²−1+β/2(1− ²h)vE
²
)
.
The dominant terms are
Nl0 = −Wef
(
h0 +
∂2h0
∂θ2
)
,
T0 = −Refa
(
−²1−βuEuE ∂h0
∂θ
+ uEvE
)
,
M0 = a
(
−²β/2vE
)
.
Substituting into (2.64) gives:
∂h0
∂t
+Ref
∂
∂θ
(
Wef
(
∂h0
∂θ
+
∂3h0
∂θ3
)
h30
3
− sin θ
Fr
h30
3
+ auE
(
²1−βuE
∂h0
∂θ
− vE
)
h20
2
)
− a²β/2(−vE) = 0.
Thus β = 0, a moderate angle of droplet approach, leads to a film profile equation
∂h0
∂t
+Ref
∂
∂θ
(
Wef
(
∂h0
∂θ
+
∂3h0
∂θ3
)
h30
3
− sin θ
Fr
h30
3
+ auE (−vE) h
2
0
2
)
− a(−vE) = 0. (2.68)
β = 1, a shallow angle of droplet approach, leads to a film profile equation
∂h0
∂t
+Ref
∂
∂θ
(
Wef
(
∂h0
∂θ
+
∂3h0
∂θ3
)
h30
3
− sin θ
Fr
h30
3
+ auE
(
uE
∂h0
∂θ
− vE
)
h20
2
)
= 0.
(2.69)
This is identical to (2.67), which arises in the case k = 3, β = 1.
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2.8.3 Moderate droplet volume fraction
If k = 1, the droplet volume fraction is given by
α = ²a,
and the velocity scalings are UE/U = ²−1/2−β/2 and VE/U = ²−1/2+β/2. Consistent
scaling such that M = O(1) requires β ≥ 1. So β = 1, a shallow angle of droplet
approach.
Substituting UE/U = ²−1, and VE/U = 1 into (2.37-2.39),
Nl0 = −Wef
(
h0 +
∂2h0
∂θ2
)
,
T0 = −RefauE
(
−uE ∂h0
∂θ
+ vE
)
,
M0 = a
(
uE
∂h0
∂θ
− vE
)
.
Then substituting into (2.64) the film profile evolution equation is given by
∂h0
∂t
+Ref
∂
∂θ
(
Wef
(
∂h0
∂θ
+
∂3h0
∂θ3
)
h30
3
− sin θ
Fr
h30
3
+ auE
(
uE
∂h0
∂θ
− vE
)
h20
2
)
− a
(
uE
∂h0
∂θ
− vE
)
= 0. (2.70)
This case corresponds to a film profile driven by both droplet momentum and mass
addition. We will be focussing further on this important limit in Chapter 4.
2.9 Area of the film
An important parameter is the total mass of the fluid in the film, or equivalently the
filling fraction of the cylinder, or cross-sectional area per unit length.
The dimensional area is a function of hˆ, and is given by
Aˆ =
∫ pi
−pi
∫ r0
hˆr
rˆ drˆdθ.
Substituting in the non-dimensional variables leads to
Aˆ = h0r0
∫ pi
−pi
h+
²h2
2
dθ.
So to leading order a non-dimensional film area measure is given by
A =
∫ pi
−pi
hdθ.
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2.10 Key features of the film evolution equation
In summary, each of the five cases derived in this chapter and given in (2.65-2.70) can
be written as
∂h
∂t
+
∂
∂θ
(
c1
(
∂h
∂θ
+
∂3h
∂θ3
)
h3
3
+ c2 sin θ
h3
3
+
(
c3
∂h
∂θ
+ c4
)
h2
2
)
+
(
c5
∂h
∂θ
+ c6
)
= 0,
(2.71)
with constant coefficients given by table 2.3:
Eqn. no. k β c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6
(2.65) 3 −1 RefWef −Ref/Fr −Refav2E −RefauEvE 0 avE
(2.66) 3 0 RefWef −Ref/Fr 0 −RefauEvE 0 0
(2.67) 3 1 RefWef −Ref/Fr Refau2E −RefauEvE 0 0
(2.68) 2 0 RefWef −Ref/Fr 0 −RefauEvE 0 avE
(2.69) 2 1 RefWef −Ref/Fr Refau2E −RefauEvE 0 0
(2.70) 1 1 RefWef −Ref/Fr Refau2E −RefauEvE −auE avE
Table 2.3: Coefficients of (2.71) for various droplet limits
It is instructive to identify the physical basis for the terms in (2.65-2.70) for later refer-
ence and analysis. All cases have common terms c1 and c2, involving surface tension and
gravity. The first-order derivative in the surface tension term is due to the curvature of
the cylinder, and would not arise in a case of flow down a plane. The c1 coefficients
may physically be smaller than O(1) — see Table 2.2 — but being a function of Wef is
independent of other coefficients and we retain it in order to study its effect, since it acts
on the highest derivative of h. The same is not done for second order gravitational effects
— see §1.8. The coefficient c4 = −RefauEvE occurs in every droplet scaling case; this
is analogous to an imposed shear on the surface, such as was studied by Villegas-Dı´az
et al. [53].
However as the droplet fraction increases, the effect of mass addition to the film increases,
and the impact angle of droplets which may drive a shear flow decreases. The term with
coefficient c3 is equivalent to the azimuthal component of droplet momentum. It is also
analogous to a temperature-dependent term which arises in the problem of flow down a
heated plane or rimming flow with a heated cylinder wall [50], and we will consider it
in this context in Chapter 6. The terms c5 and c6 arise from the contribution of droplet
mass. The first derivative is again equivalent to the azimuthal component of droplet
mass, and the constant term to the radial component.
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In Chapter 3 we will focus on the case with negligible droplet mass, as arises from
(2.67). Then in Chapter 4 we will return to the case of significant mass impact, and
also introduce rotation of the cylinder.
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Film profile for significant uniform
droplet momentum but negligible mass
transfer at the surface.
In this chapter we will consider the leading-order film evolution for the situation where
the impact velocity of droplets into a film is sufficiently high for the droplet momentum
to drive the film, but the effect of additional mass to the film is negligibly small. In the
notation of Chapter 2, this is the limit k = 3, β = 1, i.e. α = ²3a, UE/U = O(²−2) and
VE/U = O(²−1). The governing equation for the film height is given by (2.67) and is
equivalent to (2.71) with c5, c6 = 0.
By taking both surface tension and the azimuthal droplet momentum to have negligible
effects, exact solutions to the steady-state film-height equation can be obtained ana-
lytically. An indication of the solutions that may exist with small, but non-negligible,
surface tension and azimuthal droplet momentum is then given by a perturbation analy-
sis. We will then employ numerical methods to find specific solutions and further analyse
the effects of these parameters. We will also consider the stability of the steady-state
solutions that we find.
In order to focus on the key terms of surface tension and the azimuthal droplet momen-
tum, we choose a characteristic film thickness h0 and film velocity U
h0 =
(
Uµ
ρg
)1/2
, U =
(
µg
a2|uE |2|vE |2ρ
)1/3
,
so that
Ref
Fr
=
ρgh20
µU
≡ 1
and
RefauE |vE | =
(
ρU3
gµ
)1/2
auE |vE | = uE|uE | = sign(uE).
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Then (2.67) becomes
∂h
∂t
+
∂
∂θ
(
RefWef
(
∂h
∂θ
+
∂3h
∂θ3
)
h3
3
− sin θh
3
3
+
( |uE |
|vE |
∂h
∂θ
+ sign(uE)
)
h2
2
)
= 0. (3.1)
vE is always negative, for the droplets to move radially outwards towards the film, but
uE could be positive or negative. In what follows we will assume uE to be positive and
some of the corresponding results for uE < 0 are in Appendix D.
For brevity of notation, we define
ζ = RefWef , αu =
uE
|vE | ,
to obtain1
∂h
∂t
+
∂q
∂θ
= 0, q = ζ
h3
3
(
∂h
∂θ
+
∂3h
∂θ3
)
− sin θh
3
3
+
(
αu
∂h
∂θ
+ 1
)
h2
2
. (3.2)
This is (2.71) with c1 = ζ, c2 = −1, c3 = αu, c4 = 1, c5 = 0 and c6 = 0.
3.1 Steady solution when shear balances gravity with neg-
ligible surface tension and azimuthal droplet momen-
tum, ζ, αu = 0
In the first instance, steady-state solutions are sought that are maintained by a balance of
surface shear and gravity, so ζ, αu = 0. An explicit solution can be found. The solutions
for small non-zero ζ, αu are expected to be close to this, except where derivatives of h
are large, causing the terms involving ζ, αu to have a significant effect.
Taking ζ, αu = 0, we have
q = − sin θh
3
3
+
h2
2
. (3.3)
Equation (3.3) is a cubic polynomial with real coefficients, so has 3 roots, either 3 real
or 1 real and 2 complex depending on the value of q. This is similar to the well-known
Moffatt solution where gravity balances rotation of the cylinder [33], where there is a
critical value of q = 2/3. In this case, there is a critical value of q = 1/6, and the possible
1 An equivalent equation focussing on surface tension and azimuthal droplet momentum may also be
obtained directly from (2.67) using the change of variables h∗ = 1auEFr(−vE)h, t∗ =
Ref
Fr
(auEFr(−vE))2 t,
q∗ = FrRef

1
auEFr(−vE)
3
q etc.
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roots in −pi ≤ θ ≤ pi are categorised as follows:
q < 1/6
{
1 positive real root for all θ;
q = 1/6
1 positive real root for θ ∈ [−pi, 0],2 positive real roots for θ ∈ (0, pi);
q > 1/6

1 positive real root for θ ∈ [−pi, 0],
2 positive real roots for θ ∈ (0, θc] ∪ [pi − θc, pi),
0 positive real roots for θ ∈ (θc, pi − θc);
where θc is a critical value dependent on q.
Thus for θ < 0, the descending side of the cylinder, there can only be one solution.
On the ascending side, θ > 0, there is only a bounded completely-wetting solution for
q ≤ 1/6. The positive real roots of (3.3) corresponding to selective values of q are
illustrated by figure 3.1.
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q<1/6, completely wetting
q=1/6
q>1/6 
partially wetting
q<1/6 
h unbounded
for q>1/6Critical    value for a given qθ
ASCENDINGDESCENDING θ
h 
Figure 3.1: Positive solutions to q = −h33 sin θ + h
2
2
Wilson et al. [59] provide explicit expressions for h(θ) when 0 < q ≤ 1/6. The
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completely-wetting solution has a height profile
hf (θ) =

1
2 sin θ +
1
sin θ cos
(
pi
3 +
1
3 cos
−1 (−1 + 12q sin2 θ)) for 0 < θ < pi,
√
2q for θ = 0, pi,
1
2 sin θ − 1sin θ cos
(
pi
3 − 13 cos−1
(
1− 12q sin2 θ)) for − pi < θ < 0.
(3.4)
The upper, partially-wetting solution, has a height profile
hc(θ) =

1
2 sin θ +
1
sin θ cos
(
pi
3 − 13 cos−1
(−1 + 12q sin2 θ)) for 0 < θ < pi,
not defined for − pi ≤ θ ≤ 0,
(3.5)
and is unbounded,
hc ∼

3
2θ as θ → 0+ (bottom of cylinder)
3
2(pi−θ) as θ → pi− (top of cylinder).
As q → 0, the full solution hf thins to zero. The upper solution grows to a limit of
hc = 32 sin θ , and hc(pi/2) = 1.5.
In the case q = 1/6, (3.4, 3.5) reduce to
hf (θ) =
1
2
sec
(
pi
3
−
∣∣∣∣θ3 − pi6
∣∣∣∣) ≤ 1, (3.6)
hc(θ) =
1
2
sec
(
pi
3
+
∣∣∣∣θ3 − pi6
∣∣∣∣) ≥ 1, (3.7)
and at θ = pi/2 the two solutions meet, hf = hc = 1.
In the case q > 1/6 then both solutions break down physically, since there exist values
of θ for which cos−1
(−1 + 12q sin2 θ) is not real, and there is no completely wetting
solution.
3.1.1 Shock solutions
Physically, within the model of an oil film cooling a bearing chamber, we seek bounded,
completely-wetting, steady-state film profiles. However the partially-wetting upper so-
lution in figure 3.1 may occur as part of a ‘shock’ solution. A shock solution comprises a
sudden jump in height joining two otherwise disconnected smooth solutions. There are
infinitely many steady-state, completely wetting film profiles, featuring multiple shocks.
Whether such profiles are physically realisable will depend on their stability and the
total flux.
Consider first the steady solutions of
∂h
∂t
− ∂
∂θ
(
h3
3
sin (θ) +
h2
2
)
= 0.
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As we have seen above, for q ≤ 1/6 we have two positive real solutions, one which is
completely wetting and a second which only exists within 0 < θ < pi, and which is
unbounded for θ → 0+, θ → pi−. For q = 1/6 the two parts meet, but for q < 1/6 they
are separate.
For q < 1/6 there can only be an even number of shocks, as for every shock up to the
upper solution, there must be one back down to the lower.
For q = 1/6 there may be an odd number of shocks, with the first solution being rejoined
at the crossing point of θ = pi/2. A single shock at θ = θK facing backwards and forwards
is illustrated in figures 3.2 (i) and (ii) respectively, and the latter is plotted on a polar
axis in figure 3.3 as a reminder of what that physically means.
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(i) (ii)
Figure 3.2: (i) A backwards facing (rising) shock at θK = pi/4 (ii) A forwards facing
(falling) shock at θK = 3pi/4
=0 θ 
Figure 3.3: A forwards facing shock at θK = 3pi/4
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3.1.2 Explicit expression for area
Wilson et al. [59] derived an explicit expression for area in the case of q = 1/6 and a
shock at θ = θK , equivalent to
A =
3
2
ln
(
2 cos (θK/3− pi/6) +
√
3
2 cos (θK/3− pi/6)−
√
3
)
. (3.8)
The area when there is no shock but just the completely wetting profile is critical and
is given by
Acrit = 3 ln
(
2 +
√
3
)
≈ 3.951. (3.9)
When the shock position tends to θ = 0, the area is unbounded, with A→∞ according
to
A =
3
2
ln
(
6
√
3
θK
)
+
θK√
3
+O(θ2K). (3.10)
Thus in the absence of surface tension, the shock solution to the flow driven by surface
shear and gravity can support an arbitrarily large area A of fluid, up to the limit of
validity of the thin-film approximation. This is in contrast to the solution given by
Moffatt [33] for flow driven by cylinder rotation and gravity, which has a maximum
supportable area A=6.88.
3.2 Smoothing of shocks by surface tension and droplets
In a physical system, non-zero surface tension and azimuthal component of droplet
momentum, associated with parameters ζ and αu, have a smoothing effect on the profile.
Typical values of ζ, αu are small, but in (3.2) they multiply derivatives ∂h∂θ and
∂3h
∂θ3
. These
are very large in the region of a shock, so ζ and αu terms can become locally significant
and determine whether shock-like solutions may exist physically.
To analyse which shock solutions are still feasible, we expand in the region around the
shock position at θ = θK , using, say, θ = θK + δφ. The outer solution is given by the
cubic (3.3), which in 0 < θ < pi has positive real roots which we label h = hj , where
j = 1, 2 on the upper and lower branches respectively, and a negative root h3.
As illustrated in figure 3.4, we take a local profile H(φ) = h(θ) as φ→ 0 to be an inner
solution and examine whether is is possible to match it to the outer solution branches
hj as φ→ ±∞. We will find that it is not always possible to match the inner and outer
solutions, and this restricts the possible shock solutions. Substituting into (3.2) implies
q = ζ
H3
3
(
1
δ3
d3H
dφ3
+
1
δ
dH
dφ
)
− H
3
3
sin(θK + δφ) +
H2
2
(
1 +
αu
δ
dH
dφ
)
. (3.11)
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In the limit δ → 0 we analyse if matching is possible, depending on the balance of para-
meters αu and ζ. Inspection of the first and last terms of (3.11) suggests investigating
the balance α3u ∼ ζ.
θK θ
h
h1
h2
h3
H(φ)
φ
Figure 3.4: Illustration of matching a smoothed shock inner solution H to outer
solutions h1 and h2. The third solution h3 is non-physical. In this sketch
a rising shock is matched, so H → h2 as φ→ −∞ and H → h1 as φ→∞.
3.2.1 Surface tension dominant
Suppose surface tension dominates or balances the azimuthal droplet momentum term.
With the change of variables φ = ζ
1/3
δ φ
′, (3.11) becomes
q =
H3
3
(
d3H
dφ′3
)
− H
3
3
sin(θK) +
H2
2
(
1 +
αu
ζ1/3
dH
dφ′
)
+O(δ, ζ). (3.12)
For surface tension dominant or balancing the azimuthal droplet momentum, αu
ζ1/3
=
O(1) and thus to leading order:
q =
H3
3
(
d3H
dφ′3
)
− H
3
3
sin(θK) +
H2
2
(
1 +
αu
ζ1/3
dH
dφ′
)
. (3.13)
Rearranging (3.13):
d3H
dφ′3
=
3
H3
(
q +
H3
3
sin(θK)− H
2
2
(
1 +
αu
ζ1/3
dH
dφ′
))
. (3.14)
To make further progress, we linearize H around each hj in turn at the shock position
θK , so for small fj ,
H(φ′) = hj + fj(φ′). (3.15)
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Then we will examine fj as φ′ → ±∞. We will find that the requirement that fj is
bounded, as φ′ → ∞ or φ′ → −∞, imposes bounds on hj which dictate whether the
shock can be rising or falling.
Substituting (3.15) into (3.14), then, ignoring terms of O(f2j ),
d3fj
dφ′3
=
3
h3j
(
1− 3fj
hj
)(
q +
1
3
(
h3j + 3h
2
jf
)
sin θK − 12
(
h2j + 2hjf
)(
1 +
αu
ζ1/3
dfj
dφ′
))
.
Since hj satisfies (3.3), simplification leads to
d3fj
dφ′3
+ aj
dfj
dφ′
+ bjfj = 0, (3.16)
where aj =
3αu
2ζ1/3
1
hj
, bj =
3
2h2j
(−hj sin θK + 1) .
In (3.16), since by (3.6, 3.7) 0 < h2 < 1 < h1, 0 < θK < pi, and
sign(bj) = sign(−hj sin θK + 1), then
a1 > 0, a2 > 0, b1 < 0, and b2 > 0.
Seeking solutions to (3.16) of the form fj = Ceλjφ
′
, leads to the cubic indicial equation
for λj :
λ3j + ajλj + bj = 0. (3.17)
Since aj > 0, (3.17) has one real and two complex conjugate roots, given by xj , −xj2 +iyj ,
and −xj2 − iyj for some real xj , yj .
So
fj = C1exjφ
′
+ C2e(−xj/2+iyj)φ
′
+ C3e(−xj/2−iyj)φ
′
. (3.18)
Since xj is a root of (3.17), xj = − bjx2j+aj . aj > 0, so sign(xj) = −sign(bj). For the lower
branch: x2 < 0; for the upper branch: x1 > 0.
Now, in order for fj to be bounded as φ′ → ±∞, we must either have that C1 = 0,
C2, C3 6= 0, permitting an oscillating matching or that C1 6= 0, C2, C3 = 0, permitting a
monotonic matching. There is more flexibility in this problem than is usual in similar
work, because the sign of bj depends on the solution branch rather than being constant.
Let us consider the cases in turn.
As φ′ →∞, for a monotonic matching, fj can only be bounded if C1 6= 0, C2, C3 = 0,
and xj < 0, which is only satisfied by x2. The inner solution H(φ) can only be matched
at φ′ →∞ by the lower branch.
As φ′ →∞, for an oscillating matching, fj can only be bounded if C1 = 0, C2, C3 6=
0, and xj > 0, which is only satisfied by x1. The inner solutionH(φ) can only be matched
at φ′ →∞ by the upper branch.
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As φ′ → −∞, for a monotonic matching, fj can only be bounded if C1 6= 0,
C2, C3 = 0, and xj > 0, which is only satisfied by x1. The inner solution H(φ) can only
be matched at φ′ → −∞ by the upper branch.
As φ′ → −∞, for an oscillating matching, fj can only be bounded if C1 = 0,
C2, C3 6= 0, and xj < 0, which is only satisfied by x2. The inner solution H(φ) can only
be matched at φ′ → −∞ by the lower branch.
A different branch must be matched at either side of the shock in order for it to be a
shock, so we must either have two oscillating or two monotonic matchings. This permits
either a rising shock, from h2 to h1, with oscillating matchings, or a falling shock, from
h1 to h2, with monotonic matchings.
For surface tension dominant or balancing droplet momentum, aj = O(1), and the
possibility of matching is independent of the size of aj or bj , within this limit. (But
observe that if aj À 1, then xj ¿ 1, and solutions oscillates rapidly but are slowly
modulated. Equation (3.17) reduces to a linear equation, similar to that for droplet
momentum dominant in the next section.)
For q = 1/6, it is also possible to move between the two branches at the cross-over point
θ = pi/2. The requirement that the solution is also periodic leads to the possible shock
combinations sketched in figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Various shock combinations possible with surface tension smoothing.
Kinematic wave theory will show (ii), (iii) and (iv) to be unstable, and (i)
is the only shock seen in numerical solutions. Rising shocks are matched
using an oscillating matching, falling shocks a monotonic matching.
So with surface tension dominant or balancing the azimuthal droplet momentum, it is
only possible with only oscillating matching to match the inner solution to the outer
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cubic for a shock rising from the lower branch to the upper branch. To return to the
lower branch needs the cross-over point that occurs only for q = 1/6; only a single
shock is possible and the shock must occur in 0 < θK < pi/2, the lower ascending
quadrant. With monotonic matching, more combinations are possible, and may include
double shocks. 2 We emphasise that the existence of a matching is not shown by this
argument, only a limitation on such an inner solution.
3.2.2 Droplet momentum dominant
Now suppose the azimuthal droplet momentum dominates the surface tension term.
This time use the change of variables
φ =
αu
δ
φ′,
then (3.11) becomes
q =
H3
3
(
ζ
α3u
d3H
dφ′3
+
ζ
αu
dH
dφ′
)
− H
3
3
sin(θK) +
H2
2
(
1 +
dH
dφ′
)
+O(αu). (3.19)
For azimuthal droplet momentum dominant, ζ
α3u
¿ 1, and to leading order this becomes
q = −H
3
3
sin θK +
H2
2
(
1 +
dH
dφ′
)
. (3.20)
a) Linearization method
Rearranging (3.20),
dH
dφ′
=
2
(
q + H
3
3 sin(θK)− H
2
2
)
H2
. (3.21)
We linearize H around each hj in turn at the shock position θK , so for small fj ,
H(φ′) = hj + fj(φ′). (3.22)
Then
dfj
dφ′
= 2
(
1
h2j
− 2fj
h3j
)(
q +
(
h3j
3
+ h2jfj
)
sin(θK)−
(
h2j
2
+ hjfj
))
+O(f2j ). (3.23)
Since hj satisfies (3.3), simplification leads to
dfj
dφ′
=
2
hj
(hj sin(θK)− 1) fj , (3.24)
2It has been argued in a similar case [53] that monotonic matchings are less likely than oscillating,
there being insufficient freedom in the coefficients to effect the matching.
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at leading order in fj , which has solutions of the form
fj = Ceλjφ
′
, λj =
2
hj
(hj sin(θK)− 1) . (3.25)
A monotonic matching may be possible (fj is bounded) if λj φ′ < 0. We have λ1 > 0
and λ2 < 0, so:
as φ→ −∞, matching is only possible on h1, the upper branch;
as φ→∞, matching is only possible on h2, the lower branch.
It is only possible to match a falling shock, with a monotonic matching from h1 to h2,
such as illustrated in figure 3.5(ii).
b) Direct method
Alternatively, (3.20) can be examined directly, without using linearisation. Rearranging
(3.20),
dφ′
dH
=
H2
2
(
q + H33 sin(θK)− H
2
2
) . (3.26)
The roots hj of (3.3) satisfy
− sin θK
3
(H − h1)(H − h2)(H − h3) = −H
3
3
sin θK +H2 − q,
rearranging this and using (3.26) leads to
2
3
sin θK
dφ′
dH
=
H2
(H − h1)(H − h2)(H − h3) .
Integrating this (using partial fractions) gives
φ′ sin θK =
3h21
2(h1 − h2)(h1 − h3) ln |H − h1| −
3h22
2(h1 − h2)(h2 − h3) ln |H − h2|
+
3h23
2(h2 − h3)(h1 − h3) ln |H − h3|+ const. (3.27)
Consider first matching H to h1. As H → h1, ln |H − h1| → −∞ and dominates (3.27),
so
φ′ sin θK ∼ 3h
2
1
2(h1 − h2)(h1 − h3) ln |H − h1| . (3.28)
Recall that only in 0 < θ < pi are there multiple solutions, so sin θK > 0, and by
definition h1 > h2 > h3. So
φ′ → −∞
and the inner solution H can only be matched to h1 for θ < θK , i.e. on the left-hand
side.
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Now consider matching H to h2. As H → h2, ln |H − h2| → −∞ so from (3.27)
φ′ sin θK ∼ − 3h
2
2
2(h1 − h2)(h2 − h3) ln |H − h2| . (3.29)
So
φ′ →∞
and the inner solution H can only be matched to h2 for θ > θK , i.e. on the right-hand
side.
In conclusion, for solutions varying over the length-scale αu, it is only possible to match
a falling shock, from h1 to h2.
So with azimuthal droplet momentum dominating the surface tension, it is only possible
to match the inner solution to the outer cubic for a shock falling from the upper branch
to the lower branch. For q < 1/6, the smoothing of the droplet momentum is not
sufficient to give a steady shock solution, as we cannot transfer from the lower branch
to the higher. For q = 1/6, we can get a single shock solution, by transferring from the
lower branch to the higher at the cross-over point θ = pi/2, then via a shock back down
to the lower branch, as is illustrated in figure 3.2(ii). These shocks can only occur for
pi/2 < θ < pi, i.e. in the upper ascending quadrant. Once again, we emphasise that the
existence of a matching is not shown by this argument, only a limitation on such an
inner solution.
3.2.3 Summary of matching outcomes
The results in this section can be summarised as follows. When the cross-sectional
area of the film is less than Acrit, steady-state solutions without shocks may exist for
any range of ζ, αu. When the cross-sectional area of the film exceeds Acrit, then for
parameter values
• αu = 0, ζ = 0: Steady-state solutions with shocks anywhere in 0 < θ < pi can
exist.
• α3uζ = O(1): Surface tensions dominates or balances droplet momentum. Steady-
state solutions with smoothed shocks can exist, rising shocks having an oscillating
matching and falling shocks having a monotonic matching. Various possibilities
are illustrated in figure 3.5, but we will see later that only the single rising shocks
in the lower quadrant 0 < θ < pi/2 are likely to be stable.
• ζ
α3u
¿ 1: Droplet momentum dominates surface tension. Steady-state solutions
with smoothed shocks in upper quadrant pi/2 < θ < pi can exist. We will see later
that such solutions are likely to be unstable, so are not physically sustainable.
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Figure 3.6: ζ, αu parameter space where steady solutions are indicated by asymptotic
matching when A > Acrit = 3.951.
The regions of parameters where shock solutions are likely to be possible are illustrated
in figure 3.6.
3.3 Numerical solutions using a steady-state solver
An exact solution exists for (3.2) in the case of ζ, αu = 0, and the matching argument
of §3.2 gives an indication of which smoothed shock solutions may exist for A > Acrit
when ζ, αu > 0. But for full solutions of (3.2) we turn to a numerical method. We use
two approaches, first a steady-state solver and then a transient method; the method and
results of each are described below.
3.3.1 Steady-state solver
One numerical approach is to use a steady-state solver, based on the Matlab ODE solver
bvp4c. The solver finds solutions to (3.2), when ∂h∂t = 0, using the specified parameters
ζ, αu, close to some initial guess. However this approach does not conserve A, the
cross-sectional area of the film, and we will see that this limits its usefulness.
Equation (3.2) is rearranged in terms of the highest derivative,
∂3h
∂θ3
=
3
ζh3
(
q +
h3
3
sin (θ)−
(
1 + αu
∂h
∂θ
)
h2
2
)
− ∂h
∂θ
.
Writing H1 = h(θ), the 3rd order ODE is then expressed in terms of an equivalent
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system of 3 first-order equations,
H ′1 =H2,
H ′2 =H3,
H ′3 =H
′′′
1 =
3
ζH31
(
q +
H31
3
sin (θ)− (1 + αuH2) H
2
1
2
)
−H2.
The solution must satisfy the periodic boundary conditions,
Hi(−pi) = Hi(pi), i = 1 . . . 3.
This system is then passed to the Matlab boundary-value problem solver bvp4c. This
is a finite-difference code that implements the 3-stage Lobatto IIIa formula [42]. The
collocation technique uses a mesh of points to divide the interval of integration into
sub-intervals. We provide the points of the first mesh as well as an initial guess for
the solution at these mesh points. The solver determines a continuous function that
is a cubic polynomial on each subinterval, and a fourth order approximation to the
exact solution. The solver then estimates the error of the numerical solution on each
subinterval. If the solution does not satisfy the tolerance criteria, the solver adapts
the mesh and repeats the process. Mesh points are added where residuals are high
and removed where they are low in order to optimise the efficiency of the calculation.
Afterwards, the Matlab tool deval can be used to find the solution values at some fixed
points rather than the mesh generated. This makes use of the polynomial information,
so is more accurate than linear interpolation.
The choice of initial guess determines which solution the solver will pick up. H1, the
initial guess for the solver is provided by the solution to (3.3), and H2, H3 are set to
the derivatives of H1, found by applying central difference formulae. A shock solution
can also be specified as an initial guess.
3.3.2 Testing of solver
a) Mesh refinement
Testing was carried out to see how fine the initial mesh needed to be. Because bvp4c
carries out adaptive mesh refinement, it is not necessary to provide a particularly fine
initial mesh. As figure 3.7 shows, the mesh spacing just needs to be sufficiently small that
the initial solution contains the shock. However it was found that the mesh should be
chosen to have an odd number of points, to avoid points where a singularity is possible,
such as θ = 0. S=155 is sufficient and used subsequently.
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Figure 3.7: Film profile resulting from initial mesh spacing from S=5 to S=2055. All
results apart from S = 5 are indistinguishable.
b) Initial shock position
Another test was to vary the position of the shock in the initial solution. Figure 3.8(i)
shows the range of initial shock positions used, and figures 3.8(ii) and (iii) show the
steady solutions found using those initial positions. In figure 3.8(ii), αu = 10−3 and
ζ = 10−4. This is within the range predicted by the matching argument to allow shocks
in 0 < θ < pi/2 only. This may explain why the results θK = 1.8, 1.9, 2.0 have a shock
in 0 < θ < pi/2 rather than than pi/2 < θ < pi. However there is surprisingly little
correspondence between the initial shock position and the output. A is not conserved
during the calculation, and the solution converges on one of five possible outputs, with
results 0.7–0.9 1.0–1.1, 1.2–1.3, 1.4–1.7 and 1.8–2.0 being indistinguishable. It is not
clear why the intermediate solutions are not found. Figure 3.8(iii) shows similar results
for αu = 10−5 and ζ = 10−4. These parameters are again within the range predicted by
the matching argument to allow shocks in 0 < θ < pi/2 only. In this case, some of the
simulations failed to run, as indicated by (J) or (D) on the key.3 Again, the result for
θK = 2.0 shows a shock in 0 < θ < pi/2 rather than near the initial shock position.
3bvp4c failure exit codes, (J) singular Jacobian, (D) divergent solution.
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(iii) Resulting film profiles for αu = 10−5, ζ = 10−4
Figure 3.8: Film profiles resulting from the steady-state solver, effect of initial
shock position θK . First column, θK = 0.7, . . . , 1.3, second column
θK = 1.4, . . . , 2.0
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3.3.3 Results from steady-state solver
a) Effect of surface tension ζ
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Figure 3.9: Effect of varying ζ using steady-state solver. (i) αu = 10−4, (ii) αu = 1.
Initial shock was at θK = pi/4, with A = 4.382, but A is not conserved.
Figure 3.9 shows the effect of varying the surface tension parameter ζ, with (i) αu = 10−4
and (ii) αu = 1. In each case the initial guess was the solution to the cubic with shock
at θK = pi/4, as illustrated in figure 3.2(i).
In case (i), with αu = 10−4, it can be seen that increasing ζ tends to damp down the
shock. For ζ = 10−4 the solver selects a film profile with a steep shock, and less steep
profiles for increasing ζ. A, the area of the film is not conserved, and for larger ζ the
solver selects film profiles with lower area.
In case (ii), with αu = 1 the solver selects solutions with A < Acrit for all values of
ζ used. This is consistent with the findings of the matching argument, which predicts
that there are no solutions near the initial guess of a shock at θK = pi/4 for ζ < α3u = 1.
In (i), when ζ ≤ 10−5, and in (ii) when ζ = 10−6, the code does not successfully converge.
b) Effect of azimuthal droplet momentum αu
Figure 3.10 shows the effect of varying the azimuthal droplet momentum, αu. The initial
shock position is at θK = pi/4 and ζ = 10−4. Varying αu has a less significant effect than
varying ζ, with the solver selecting almost identical film profiles. A solution with slightly
smaller area was found for αu = 10−3 than for αu ≤ 10−4. The code was found not to
converge for αu = 0.01 or αu = 0.05, perhaps consistent with the matching analysis,
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Figure 3.10: Effect of varying αu. αu = 0.01, 0.05 failed. The initial shock is at
pi/4 ≈ 0.79.
which indicates that a rising shock cannot be matched for αu > ζ1/3 = 0.046.
c) Comparison across αu, ζ
The steady-state solver was then applied for a range of αu and ζ values, for various initial
shock positions θK . Figure 3.11 summarises these results in a parameter map, where ◦
indicates that the solver converged on a solution where there was some correspondence
to the initial shock, in the manner of figure 3.10, and × indicates that the solver failed
to converge. Where the solver fails, it may be because the solution diverges or because
the Jacobian becomes singular. It failed for the full range of αu when ζ = 10−9, 10−12.
ζ = 0 was also tried and it failed in all cases for αu < 0.1 and succeeded for αu = 0.1, 1.
The successful solutions for ζ = 0 looked similar to those for ζ = 10−6. Points marked ¦
on the map indicate that the solver converges on a solution with A < Acrit, similar to
those in figure 3.9(ii). All of the solutions that converged in the range ζ > α3u were of
this form.
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Figure 3.11: Parameter map of αu and ζ values for which the steady-state solver re-
turns a solution. Initial shock at (i)1.2, (ii) pi/4, (iii) 2.0, (iv) 3pi/4.
◦ solution with shock in 0 < θK < pi/2, ¦ low-area solution, A < Acrit,
× no solution. — line is ζ = α3u.
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3.4 Numerical solutions from a transient solver
A disadvantage of the steady-state solver is that it does not conserve A, which is a
measure of the mass in the system, and thus any one of a family of solutions may be
found, depending on the initial guess. This gives insight into possible solutions but it is
difficult to draw meaningful conclusions about the results for fixed areas. We also found
that the solver often failed to converge in cases where ζ was small.
A more versatile approach was to develop a full transient solver, and seek steady solutions
by looking for convergence through time. We again used the powerful solver bvp4c, as
part of a timestepping simulation.
3.4.1 Method using transient solver
Equation (3.2) is discretised in time using a fully-implicit backward-time difference
scheme as
h(θ, t+ δt)− h(θ, t)
δt
+
∂q
∂θ
(θ, t+ δt) = 0. (3.30)
Writing hj(θ) = h(θ, t), hj+1(θ) = h(θ, t+ δt), qj(θ) = q(θ, t) etc, then
hj+1 − hj
δt
+
dqj+1
dθ
= 0. (3.31)
Substituting from (3.2)
dqj+1
dθ
=
d
dθ
(
ζ
h3j+1
3
(
d3hj+1
dθ3
+
dhj+1
dθ
)
− h
3
j+1
3
sin θ +
(
1 + αu
dhj+1
dθ
)
h2j+1
2
)
.
(3.32)
Rearranging (3.31) and (3.32) to express in terms of the highest derivative:
d4hj+1
dθ4
= −d
2hj+1
dθ2
+
3
ζh3j+1
(
− ζh2j+1
dhj+1
dθ
(
d3hj+1
dθ3
+
dhj+1
dθ
)
+ h2j+1
dhj+1
dθ
sin θ
+
h3j+1
3
cos θ −
(
αu
d2hj+1
dθ2
)
h2j+1
2
−
(
1 + αu
dhj+1
dθ
)
hj+1
dhj+1
dθ
− hj+1 − hj
δt
)
.
(3.33)
Writing H1(θ) = hj+1, Hn = H ′n−1, the 4th order ODE (3.33) can be expressed in terms
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of an equivalent set of four first-order equations:
H ′1 = H2,
H ′2 = H
′′
1 = H3,
H ′3 = H
(3)
1 = H4, (3.34)
H ′4 = H
(4)
1 = −H3 +
3
ζH31
(
− ζH21H2 (H4 +H2) +H21H2 sin θ
+
H31
3
cos θ − (αuH3) H
2
1
2
− (1 + αuH2)H1H2 − H1 − hj
δt
)
.
In the calculation of the (j + 1)th timestep, hj is provided by the jth timestep (or the
initial condition, for the first timestep).
The solution must satisfy the periodic boundary conditions, that hj+1 and its derivatives
are continuous on the ends of the domain, i.e.
Hi(−pi) = Hi(pi), i = 1 . . . 4. (3.35)
This system is then passed to the Matlab boundary-value problem solver bvp4c. At each
timestep, the first mesh and an approximation for the solution at these mesh points
is based on the result at the previous timestep. The solver determines a continuous
function as an approximation to the exact solution. If this function does not satisfy
the tolerance criteria, the solver adapts the mesh and repeats the process. Once the
tolerance criteria are satisfied, the solver moves on to the next timestep.
In principle, the initial film profile may be arbitrarily specified. A uniform height is the
easiest way to impose a specific value of A; a cubic solution with a shock imposed near
the expected location is sometimes used. Continuation from a smooth solution found
for another parameter set reduces the time to compute the steady-state solution from
that starting from a uniform or shock solution; in some cases it may allow us to find
solutions which would be numerically unstable from a different starting point. We check
that A is conserved through time using the trapezoidal rule, which is accurate up to
O(δθ3).
A timestep of δt = 0.1 was found to provide sufficient accuracy in most cases. The sim-
ulation is terminated and a steady solution assumed to be reached when the maximum
change in h between one timestep and the next is less than 0.001.
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(i) (ii)
Figure 3.12: Evolution of the film. ζ = 10−3, αu = 10−3, A = 4.382. Initial
condition (i) shock at 3pi/4 (ii) uniform.
3.4.2 Results from transient solver
Figure 3.12 shows two typical examples of the evolution of the film through time. In
(i) an initial condition is imposed with a shock in the upper quadrant, at θK = 3pi/4.
This solution is not stable, and the excess fluid moves around the cylinder and builds a
peak at about pi/4. The solution is approaching a stable steady state with a shock in the
lower quadrant. In (ii) the initial film profile is uniform, also with A = 4.382. A peak
rapidly develops, with the same shock at pi/4. In both cases, once this solution with a
shock in 0 < θ < pi/2 is reached it is stable and remains if the timestepper is continued.
a) Parameter map of steady solutions
The transient code is useful in finding steady solutions, and because it preserves A, we
can find a set of steady solutions for different ζ, αu, but fixed cross-sectional area. Steady
solutions have been found at the positions indicated in Figure 3.13 for A = 4.382, the
area are equivalent to a solution for ζ, αu = 0 with shock at pi/4. Almost identical plots
were obtained for A = 4.044 and A = 3.951, equivalent to a shock at pi/4, and the critical
area with no shock respectively. The agreement with the indication of the asymptotic
matching is excellent, although solutions close to the ζ = α3u cut-off are difficult to find
and require continuation from nearby solutions. For ζ < α3u the matching does predict
shocks in the upper quadrant but as we will see later, kinematic wave theory suggests
these will be unstable, so it is unsurprising that our numerical code does not find them.
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Figure 3.13: ζ, αu parameter space where steady solutions have been found using
the transient solver, with A = 4.382. Points marked ◦ converged steady
solutions, × failed to find steady solution. Solid line — is ζ = α3u, the
cut-off predicted by asymptotic matching.
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Figure 3.14: Effect of increasing surface tension. Other parameters are αu = 10−3
and (i) A = 4.382, (ii) A = 3.951
b) Effect of surface tension ζ
Figure 3.14 shows the effect of varying the surface tension, for two different values of
A, equivalent to a vertical cut through the map of figure 3.13. The strong smoothing
effect of surface tension can be seen in both examples. In figure 3.14(i) A = 4.382, an
area equivalent to that of the cubic solution with shock at pi/4. When surface tension is
small, ζ = 10−6, the resulting profile is close to that of the cubic shock solution. Note
the small capillary wave at the foot of the shock. As ζ increases, the shock is levelled,
with the excess mass being spread around the cylinder, mostly in 0 < θ < pi, until for
ζ = 1 only a smooth thickening in the ascending quadrant occurs.
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In figure 3.14(ii), A = 3.951, equivalent to the cubic solution with no shock. Again,
ζ = 10−6 is very close to the ζ = 0 solution, although there is a slight capillary wave
and smoothing of the corner is still discernable. With larger ζ, mass is redistributed
upstream, in 0 < θ < pi/2.
c) Effect of azimuthal droplet momentum.
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Figure 3.15: Effect of increasing αu. Other parameters are ζ = 10−3, A = 4.382.
Figure 3.15 shows the effect of varying azimuthal droplet momentum αu. This is equiv-
alent to a horizontal cut through the map of figure 3.13. Increasing αu has little quanti-
tative effect on the film profile, only a slight steepening of the shock, until we reach the
cut-off of α3u = ζ predicted by the matching argument. At this point the destabilising
effect of αu is too large, and no steady solutions are sustained.
d) Effect of cross-sectional area A
Figure 3.16 shows the effect of increasing the cross-sectional area A. A steady-state film
can be found with A = 1.0, for which the profile is almost uniform. For increased area,
the profile develops a bulge around θ = pi/2, until it achieves the critical film profile at
around A = 3.951. Any further increase in area is incorporated with an ascending shock
in 0 < θ < pi/2, as illustrated here with A = 5.0. The shock has a slight capillary wave
at its base.
Figure 3.17 shows the effect of increasing A, the cross-sectional area of the film, beyond
the critical value A = 3.951. In figure 3.17(i), ζ = 10−6 and αu = 10−5, both effects
are very small. The resulting film profiles are close to the shock solutions of (3.3),
apart from a slight overshoot at the top of the peak and capillary wave at the foot. In
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Figure 3.16: Film profile h for various A. Other parameters are ζ = 10−4, αu = 10−3.
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Figure 3.17: Effect of increasing A. Other parameters are (i) ζ = 10−6, αu = 10−5,
(ii) ζ = 10−3, αu = 10−3.
figure 3.17(ii), ζ = 10−3 and αu = 10−3, still within the limit α3u < ζ. With these values
the shocks are smoothed considerably.
3.5 Stability of solutions
In §3.3 and §3.4 we have found various steady solutions to (3.2), the height of a film
driven by droplet momentum. In §3.3 they have been found using a steady state solver;
in §3.4 using the transient solver. It is expected that those found by the transient code
solver are stable, as the method involves waiting for a transient solution to become
steady. But in order to confirm this, an analysis of stability was undertaken, and this
returned some curious results. In this section we will firstly use the transient solver to
follow the evolution of perturbations to some of the steady solutions found. We will
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then use analytical methods to look at stability in the case ζ, αu = 0, then turn to a
numerical approach for the general case.
3.5.1 Evolution of a perturbation to a steady-state solution
If a steady solution is linearly stable, then a small perturbation applied to it (without
adding any mass) will decay to zero as the transient solution evolves, i.e. the solution
will return to its original form. If the solution is unstable, then the perturbation will
grow. Restricting the perturbation to not add or subtract any mass from the system
will permit decay back to the initial solution.
For example, consider adding a perturbation of the form of a single sine wave centred
on p, with width w and amplitude a, so
pert =
a sin
(
2pi θ−pw
)
, p− w2 < θ < p+ w2
0, otherwise,
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Figure 3.18: Evolution of a stable film profile with a zero-mass perturbation. (i) Film
profile, (ii) perturbation. Parameters ζ = 10−4, αu = 10−3, A = 3.5.
Figure 3.18 shows the evolution of such a perturbation applied to the stable steady
solution hs found when ζ = 10−4, αu = 10−3 and A = 3.5. The perturbation is centred
at p = pi; w = 0.5 and a = 0.8min(hs). Figure 3.18(i) shows the film profile, including
the perturbation, whilst (ii) shows just the perturbation, by plotting the difference
between the current and final timesteps. The perturbation adds no mass, and decays to
leave the original solution. For clarity, only the first few timesteps are illustrated here.
Figure 3.19 illustrates an example where a small perturbation does not decay, but causes
further oscillations in the steady solution which then cause the transient solver to break
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Figure 3.19: Evolution of an unstable film profile with a small perturbation. Para-
meters ζ = 10−5, αu = 1, A = 3.951. Perturbation has p = pi, w = 0.5,
a = 0.8min(hs).
down. In this case the base solution, with parameters ζ = 10−5, αu = 1, is unstable.
The initial film profile was found using the steady-state solver, but could not be found
with the transient solver. This is in the parameter range ζ < α3u, and is an example
where only solutions with A < Acrit were found.
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Figure 3.20: Evolution of a perturbation to a steady-state solution (A = 4.382) which
adds mass, moving it to a new steady state (A = 5.302). Parameters
ζ = 10−4, αu = 10−3. (i) Film profile, (ii) perturbation.
If the perturbation to the film adds or subtracts mass, then it cannot decay to leave
the original solution, but the film profile may evolve to a solution nearby the original.
For example, figure 3.20 shows the effect of adding a substantial mass to a steady-state
solution, using a perturbation of the form
pert =
a sin
(
2pi θ+piw
)
, −pi < θ < −pi + w2
0, otherwise.
The original profile has A = 4.382, and therefore a shock near θ = pi/4. The additional
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mass is in the form of half a sine wave with a = 1.45, w = 2 and p = −pi. As the
profile evolves with time, the extra mass spreads through θ = 0 — falling down the left
hand side of the cylinder — and then joins the existing shock. The shock grows in size,
the front moving down the cylinder towards θ = 0. The back of the shock, the smooth
profile through θ = pi/2, is unaffected as a new shock front develops.
3.5.2 Linear stability using eigenvalue analysis
Studying the evolution of a single perturbation is a useful demonstration of stability,
but to prove that a steady solution hs of (3.2) is linearly stable we must show that all
small perturbations decay. We will use a linear analysis to investigate the growth of a
general small perturbation h = hs(θ) + ξ(θ, t). Neglecting non-linear terms in ξ, (3.2)
leads4 to
∂ξ
∂t
+
∂
∂θ
[(
ζh2s
(
d3hs
dθ3
+
dhs
dθ
)
− h2s sin θ +
(
sign(αu) + |αu|dhsdθ
)
hs
)
ξ
+
(
|αu|h
2
s
2
+ ζ
h3s
3
)
dξ
dθ
+
(
ζ
h3s
3
)
d3ξ
dθ3
]
= 0.
(3.36)
We will consider perturbations of the form ξ = η(θ)eσt, where η is 2pi-periodic and σ
complex, leading to a 4th order ODE in η:
−ση =
(
ζ2hs
∂hs
∂θ
(
∂3hs
∂θ3
+
∂hs
∂θ
)
+ ζh2s
(
∂4hs
∂θ4
+
∂2hs
∂θ2
)
− 2hs∂hs
∂θ
sin θ − h2s cos θ
+
(
1 + αu
∂hs
∂θ
)
∂hs
∂θ
+
(
αu
∂2hs
∂θ2
)
hs
)
η
+
(
ζh2s
(
∂3hs
∂θ3
+ 2
∂hs
∂θ
)
− h2s sin θ +
(
1 + 2αu
∂hs
∂θ
)
hs
)
dη
dθ
+
(
αu
h2s
2
+ ζ
h3s
3
)
d2η
dθ2
+ ζh2s
∂hs
∂θ
d3η
dθ3
+ ζ
h3s
3
d4η
dθ4
.
(3.37)
Examining the possible forms of σ in (3.37) reveals the nature of the time-dependent
behaviour, thus whether the perturbation grows, decays, is unchanging or oscillates in
the long term.
4See Appendix E for details
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3.5.3 Stability of the leading order equation, ζ, αu = 0, q < 1/6
A simplified analysis is available when ζ, αu = 0, and q < 1/6. Equation (3.37) reduces
to
ση +
d
dθ
(−h2sη sin θ + hsη) = 0,
which can be rearranged to give
−
dη
dθ
η
=
d
dθ
(−h2s sin θ + hs)+ σ
(−h2s sin θ + hs)
.
Integrating:
− ln η = ln (−h2s sin θ + hs)+ σ ∫ θ dθ(−h2s sin θ + hs) + const,
i.e.
η(θ) =
const
(−h2s sin θ + hs)
e
−σ ∫ θ dθ
(−h2s sin θ+hs) . (3.38)
We avoid q = 1/6, because at the corner at θ = pi, hs = 1 and (3.38) is undefined.
For the lower physical branch of the solution when q < 1/6, hs < 1 and so
(−h2s sin θ + hs) > 0.
Since hs and sin θ are periodic,
∫ θ dθ
(−h2s sin θ+hs) is a positive, increasing function of θ. In
order that η be periodic, <(σ) = 0 and σ is purely imaginary. So the lower branch of hs
is neutrally stable, the perturbation is periodic with time and does not grow or decay.
For the upper branch of the solution when q < 1/6,
(−h2s sin θ + hs) < 0. So ∫ θ dθ(−h2s sin θ+hs)
is a negative function of θ. Again, in order that η be periodic, <(σ) = 0 and σ is purely
imaginary. So the upper branch of hs is neutrally stable, any perturbation is periodic
with time and does not grow or decay.
3.5.4 Kinematic Wave Speed, ζ, αu = 0
Another useful approach when ζ, αu = 0 is to apply kinematic wave theory, which
extends to q = 1/6 and the cases with shock solutions. Equation (3.36) is a convection-
diffusion equation of the form
∂ξ
∂t
+
∂
∂θ
(wξ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
convection
=
∂
∂θ
(
D
∂ξ
∂θ
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
diffusion
− ∂
∂θ
(
ζ
h3s
3
∂3ξ
∂θ3
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
higher order diffusion
, (3.39)
where
w = ζh2s
(
d3hs
dθ3
+
dhs
dθ
)
− h2s sin θ +
(
1 + αu
dhs
dθ
)
hs
and
D = −
(
αu
h2s
2
+ ζ
h3s
3
)
< 0,
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D is a negative diffusion, and always has a destabilising effect, but the higher order
diffusivity term ζ h
3
s
3 can have a stabilising effect. Without the higher order diffusivity,
(3.39) is an ill-posed problem, and is unstable for all possible wavenumbers, but with
it (3.39) is an almost ill-posed problem, which can be stable for some wavelengths and
unstable for some others, as discussed by Hsieh and Ho [23]. Since the flux
qs = ζ
h3s
3
(
d3hs
dθ3
+
dhs
dθ
)
− h
3
s
3
sin θ +
(
1 + αu
dhs
dθ
)
hs = const,
we also have that
w =
∂
∂hs
(
qs
(
hs,
dhs
dθ
,
d3hs
dθ3
))
.
When ζ, αu ¿ 1, (3.39) reduces to
∂ξ
∂t
+
∂
∂θ
(wξ) = 0 (3.40)
with the velocity of kinematic waves given by
w = −h2s sin θ + hs =
3qs
hs
− hs
2
.
The general solution of (3.40) is given by kinematic wave theory [52] as
ξ(θ, t) =
1
w(θ)
Λ
(
t−
∫ θ
0
ds
w(s)
)
,
along the characteristic curve χ = t− ∫ θ0 dsw(s) and corresponds to an initial perturbation
of the form
ξ(θ, 0) =
1
w(θ)
Λ
(
−
∫ θ
0
ds
w(s)
)
.
If there is a point where w(θ) = 0, then waves are unable to travel through it and
the amplitude of the kinematic wave goes to infinity, so it acts as a focus for any
disturbances. Disturbances that travel towards such a point will build up and thus the
solution is unstable.
Stable solutions must avoid such points. Solutions may be stable if disturbances move
away from shocks, so long as they don’t get to singular points (for example if they get
absorbed by another shock).If a small disturbance is travelling towards a shock at θK ,
i.e.
w(θ) > 0, (θ < θK),
or w(θ) < 0, (θ > θK),
then the shock will absorb the disturbance.
For ζ, αu ¿ 1, w < 0 for the upper solution branch and w > 0 for the lower, so waves
travel towards an ascending shock and away from a descending one, as sketched in
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w > 0
w < 0 w < 0
w > 0
Figure 3.21: When ζ, αu = 0, disturbances travel towards an ascending shock and
away from a descending one.
figure 3.21. For the critical solution q = 1/6, the kinematic wave velocity w = 0 at
θ = pi/2, so waves are focussed at the critical point. This makes solutions with a single
shock on the lower quadrant (0 < θ < pi/2) stable, and solutions with a shock on the
upper quadrant (pi/2 < θ < pi) unstable, as illustrated in figure 3.22. Certain multiple
shock solutions may also be stable, but were not seen numerically, perhaps because the
single shock solutions with equivalent area were more favourable.
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Figure 3.22: Various shock combinations. (i) stable; (ii),(iii),(iv) unstable; (v), (vi)
stable according to K.W.T, but not seen in numerical solutions.
3.5.5 Numerical methods for assessing stability, ζ, αu > 0
For αu, ζ > 0, kinematic wave theory is not applicable, as q includes additional derivative
terms, and we can find no analytical solution of (3.37), the 4th order ode in η. It would
be possible to solve this numerically using the Matlab function bvp4c with the eigenvalue
option, but this only solves for one eigenvalue at a time. So we seek to discretise η to a
vector ~η and write (3.37) as a matrix equation
σ~η = B~η,
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and then find the eigenvalues σ and eigenvectors of B. Two approaches are used to find
B, as described below.
a) Finite Difference Method
For the finite difference method, the equation is discretised using a central difference.
The region is uniformly divided into θi = −pi,−pi + δs,−pi + 2δs . . . ,−pi + Sδs, where
S = 2pi/δs − 1, so that θi is periodic, and the ith element of ~η is ηi = η(θi) etc.
The steady solutions hs have been found on non-uniform meshes. So we use deval,
the interpolation facility of the Matlab bvp suite, to evaluate the piecewise polynomial
which approximates the solution at the regular mesh points θi. It also evaluates the
derivatives ∂hs∂θ etc.
The second-order central differences are given by
∂ηi
∂θ
=
ηi+1 − ηi−1
2δs
+O(δ2s),
∂2ηi
∂θ2
=
ηi+1 − 2ηi + ηi−1
δ2s
+O(δ2s), (3.41)
∂3ηi
∂θ3
=
ηi+2 − 2ηi+1 + 2ηi−1 − ηi−2
2δ3s
+O(δ2s),
∂4ηi
∂θ4
=
ηi+2 − 4ηi+1 + 6ηi − 4ηi−1 + ηi−2
δ4s
+O(δ2s).
A fourth-order scheme also used is given by
∂ηi
∂θ
=
ηi−2 − 8ηi−1 + 8ηi+1 − ηi+2
12δ
,
∂2ηi
∂θ2
=
−ηi−2 + 16ηi−1 − 30ηi + 16ηi+1 − ηi+2
12δ2
,
∂3ηi
∂θ3
=
ηi−3 − 8ηi−2 + 13ηi−1 − 13ηi+1 + 8ηi+2 − ηi+3
8δ3
,
∂4ηi
∂θ4
=
−ηi−3 + 12ηi−2 − 39ηi−1 + 56ηi − 39ηi+1 + 12ηi+2 − ηi+3
6δ4
.
Substituting the second order scheme (3.41) into (3.37),
σηi = f0ηi + f1
ηi+1 − ηi−1
2δs
+ f2
ηi+1 − 2ηi + ηi−1
δ2s
+ f3
ηi+2 − 2ηi+1 + 2ηi−1 − ηi−2
2δ3s
+ f4
ηi+2 − 4ηi+1 + 6ηi − 4ηi−1 + ηi−2
δ4s
, (3.42)
where
f0 = −
(
ζ2hs
∂hs
∂θ
(
∂3hs
∂θ3
+
∂hs
∂θ
)
+ h2s
(
∂4hs
∂θ4
+
∂2hs
∂θ2
)
− 2hs∂hs
∂θ
sin θ − h2s cos θ
+
∂hs
∂θ
(
1 + αu
∂hs
∂θ
)
+ hs
(
αu
∂2hs
∂θ2
))
,
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f1 = −
(
ζh2s
(
∂3hs
∂θ3
+ 2
∂hs
∂θ
)
− h2s sin θ + hs
(
1 + 2αu
∂hs
∂θ
))
,
f2 = −
(
αu
h2s
2
+ ζ
h3s
3
)
,
f3 = −ζh2s
∂hs
∂θ
,
f4 = −ζ h
3
s
3
.
Equation (3.42) can be written
σηi = a2,i ηi+2 + a1,i ηi+1 + a0,i ηi + a−1,i ηi−1 + a−2,i ηi−2, (3.43)
where
a2,i =
(
f3
2δ3s
+
f4
δ4s
)
,
a1,i =
(
f1
2δs
+
f2
2δ2s
− f3
δ3s
− 4f4
δ4s
)
,
a0,i =
(
f0 − f2
δ2s
+
6f4
δ4s
)
,
a−1,i =
(
− f1
2δs
+
f2
2δ2s
+
f3
δ3s
− 4f4
δ4s
)
,
a−2,i =
(
− f3
2δ3s
+
f4
δ4s
)
.
Then we obtain a linear matrix equation
σ~η = B~η,
where
B =

a0,1 a1,1 a2,1 a−2,1 a−1,1
a−1,2 a0,2 a1,2
. . . a−2,2
a−2,3 a−1,3 a0,3
. . . 0
. . . . . . . . .
a−2,i a−1,i a0,i a1,i a2,i
. . . . . . . . .
0
. . . a0,S−2 a1,S−2 a2,S−2
a2,S−1
. . . a−1,S−1 a0,S−1 a1,S−1
a1,S a2,S a−2,S a−1,S a0,S

(3.44)
where the −2 . . . 2 diagonals of B are given by the coefficients for ηi−2 . . . ηi+2, with
appropriate correction for periodicity at the corners.
This is implemented in Matlab using the function spdiags for the diagonals, and the
corner elements added individually. f0 . . . f4 are calculated from hs using a method given
by Fornberg [19].
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b) Spectral method
An alternative approach to determining the eigenvalues of (3.37) is to use a spectral
method, as described in detail in Trefethen [48]. This effectively extends the finite
difference approximation to Nth order, and is correspondingly more accurate.
The perturbation η(θ), which is 2pi-periodic in θ, is evaluated at N evenly spaced col-
location points θj , and interpolated by a linear combination of SN , the band-limited
interpolant of the periodic delta-function.
SN (θ) =
sin(piθ/δ)
(2pi/δ) tan(θ/2)
, where N = 2pi/δ.
DN , the differentiation matrix, is Toeplitz and circulant5, its columns being given by
SN . Thus SN (θj) is the (j+k) mod Nth entry in the kth column of DN . The columns
of the higher order differentiation matrices D(m)N are found using the derivative of SN
at the grid points θj , so S
(m)
N (θj) is the (j + k) mod Nth entry in the kth column of
D
(m)
N . The derivatives of SN are given by:
S′N (θj) =
{
0 j = 0 mod N,
1/2(−1)j cot(jδ/2) j 6= 0 mod N,
(3.45)
S′′N (θj) =
{
−pi2/3δ2 − 1/6 j = 0 mod N,
−(−1)j/2 sin2(jδ/2) j 6= 0 mod N,
(3.46)
S
(3)
N (θj) =
{
0 j = 0 mod N,
(−1)j cot(jδ/2)(−2pi2 + 3δ2/ sin2(jδ/2))/(4δ2) j 6= 0 mod N,
(3.47)
S
(4)
N (θj) =
{
1
30
(−1 + 10pi2/δ2 + 6pi4/δ4) j = 0 mod N,
−(−1)j(2δ2 − pi2 + (δ2 + pi2) cos(δj))/(2δ2 sin(jδ/2)4) j 6= 0 mod N.
(3.48)
Each derivative d
mh
dθm in (3.37) is replaced by D
(m)
N
~h etc. as appropriate, leading to
σ~η = B~η,
5Each column is a cyclic permutation of the previous one.
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where B is the operator matrix
B =−
(
ζ2~h ·DN~h ·
(
D
(3)
N
~h+DN~h
)
+ ζ~h2 ·
(
D
(4)
N
~h+D(2)N ~h
)
− 2~h ·DN~h · sin ~θ − ~h2 · cos ~θ
+
(
1 + αuDN~h
)
·DN~h+
(
αuD
(2)
N
~h
)
· ~h
)
−
(
ζ~h2 ·
(
D
(3)
N
~h+ 2DN~h
)
− ~h2 · sin θ +
(
1 + 2αuDN~h
)
· ~h
)
·DN
−
(
αu
~h2
2
+ ζ
~h3
3
)
·D(2)N − ζ~h2 ·DN~h ·D(3)N − ζ
~h3
3
·D(4)N
(3.49)
In (3.49), ~θ is the vector of θj collocation points, ~h = hs(~θ), ~η = η(~θ) and · indicates
element-wise multiplication of vectors.
One of these two methods is used to obtain the matrix B, given in (3.44, 3.49). Then
either all the eigenvalues of B are found, using Matlab function eig.m or else just a few,
using Matlab function eigs.m. The latter code takes advantage of sparse matrices, and
so can be run in a few minutes when the number of grid points is as large as 100,000
(for 1 eigenvalue), 10,000 (for 10 eigenvalues) or 1000 (for up to 400 eigenvalues). The
eigenvalues found are those with the largest real part - in practice those closest to
+100. eigs.m returns only the real part of the eigenvalues, but is nevertheless useful
for checking results to a high number of grid points. eig.m requires a great deal more
memory and time, and is therefore only usually used with up to 500 grid points. Both
codes can return eigenvectors as well as eigenvalues.
If the eigenvalues σ have positive real part, then the perturbations grow in time. The
corresponding eigenvectors are the perturbation modes.
If there are no eigenvalues with positive real part, then the solution hs is stable. Also, if
there is only one eigenvalue with positive real part, and the integral of the corresponding
eigenvector is non-zero, then it can also be said that the solution is linearly stable to
perturbations which conserve the mass of the film, for there are no mass-conserving
linear combinations of the growing eigenvalue. This is the case for most solutions that
we have found.
3.5.6 Numerical results of stability assessment
Both the finite difference and spectral stability methods have been applied to a range of
film profiles. A selection of profiles is shown in figure 3.23, which have the parameters
as shown in figure 3.24 and table 3.1.
Eigenvalue plots for these five film profiles are given in figure 3.25. The three columns
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Figure 3.23: Steady solutions selected for stability analysis.
ζ \ αu 10−5 10−4 10−3 10−2 10−1 1
1
10−1
10−2
10−3 I
10−4
10−5 V
10−6 II III IV
Figure 3.24: Parameter map indicating the ζ and αu parameters of the steady solu-
tions selected for stability analysis
No. A αu ζ F.D. (2) F.D. (4) S.M.
I 4.382 10−3 10−3 Stablea Stable a Stable
II 3.829 10−5 10−6 Stable Stable a Stable
III 3.829 10−2 10−6 Unstableb Unstableb Stable
IV 3.829 10−1 10−6 Unstable Unstable Stable
V 3.951 1 10−5 Unstable Unstable Stable
aSingle unstable eigenvalue, very small
bSome stable eigenvalues
Table 3.1: Parameters of the steady solutions selected for stability analysis
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Figure 3.25: Eigenvalue plots (real vs imaginary part) showing the transition to
instability (I) A = 4.382, αu = 10−3, ζ = 10−3, (II) A = 3.829, αu =
10−5, ζ = 10−6, (III) A = 3.829, αu = 10−2, ζ = 10−6, (IV) A = 3.829,
αu = 10−1, ζ = 10−6, (V) A = 3.951, αu = 1, ζ = 10−5.
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are the results for the finite difference method at order 2, finite difference and order
4, and spectral method respectively. The real vs imaginary parts of eigenvalues are
plotted. Note that the axes scales changes between plots, but the origin is always at the
centre. Different colours on the spectral method plots represent different resolutions.
These results will be discussed in more detail in the following sections.
a) Specific case: a film profile expected to be stable
Test case (I) in figure 3.25 has αu = 10−3, ζ = 10−3 and A = 4.382. The eigenvalue re-
sults are typical for the stable solutions from the parameter range α3u < ζ with A > Acrit.
The area is large enough to permit a shock to the upper solution branch, and as α3u < ζ
this is in the parameter range to have a surface-tension smoothed shock-solution by the
matching argument. Such a solution was found by both the steady-state and transient
codes.
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h
Eigenvalue 4.5432
(i) (ii)
Figure 3.26: (i) Eigenvalues and (ii) film profile and growing mode eigenvector for
A = 4.382, αu = 10−3, ζ = 10−3, S = 500.
The scale of the real eigenvalue axis is very large however, and if we zoom in by several
orders of magnitude, we find that there is an eigenvalue with small but positive real
part, with value 4.54 + 0i. The corresponding eigenvector is a narrow peak at the same
angular position as the jump in the film profile and is shown together with the profile
in figure 3.26 (ii). A series of tests were conducted to confirm that this eigenvector
was not just a numerical artefact. These included increasing the number of grid points,
comparing results form transient and steady-state numerical solvers, and comparing
results across a range of αu and ζ values.
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ζ \ αu 10−5 10−4 10−3 10−2 10−1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 ×
10−1 1 1 1 1 1 ×
10−2 1 1 1 1 × ×
10−3 1 1 1 1 × ×
10−4 1 1 1 1 × ×
10−5 1 1 1 × × ×
10−6 1 1 1 × × ×
Figure 3.27: Parameter map of ζ and αu indicating number of eigenvalues with pos-
itive real part, for A = 4.382
Because the eigenvector represents a perturbation that removes mass from the profile,
a system that preserves mass cannot excite such an eigenvector and remains stable.
The range of ζ, αu parameter space for which stable solutions are found is shown in the
stability map for A = 4.382, in figure 3.27. The symbol × indicates that no steady
solution was found, 1 indicates that a single eigenvalue with positive real part was
found. These single eigenvalues all corresponded to perturbations that added mass to
the profile, so the solutions are stable to zero-mass perturbations. There is an exact
correspondence with figure 3.13, all transient solutions found were stable.
b) Specific case: a film profile expected to be unstable
Unstable steady solutions are by their nature unlikely to be found using the transient
method, and numerically difficult to find even with the steady-state method. One ex-
ample is given by test case (V) in figure 3.25, with parameters αu = 1, ζ = 10−5 and
cross-sectional area A = Acrit = 3.951. Since ζ < α3u, the matching argument of §3.2
indicates an upper quadrant shock for this range of αu, ζ, which kinematic wave theory
suggests will be unstable. With this area there is only a tiny bulge in the pi/2 < θ < pi
quadrant, but with A > Acrit, no solution could be found, even with the steady-state
solver.
c) Stability of low-area profiles
Steady solutions were only found for ζ < α3u when the area of the solution was less
than that of the critical film profile, A < 3.951. Figure 3.28 shows a stability map for
A = 3.829, using the steady-state solutions for ζ < α3u, and the transient solver for
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ζ \ αu 10−5 10−4 10−3 10−2 10−1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 ×
10−1 1 1 1 1 1 6†
10−2 3 3 3 3 × 22†
10−3 3 3 3 2 × 70†
10−4 3 3 3 6 58† 248†
10−5 3 5 6 20 242† 499†
10−6 3 6 20 170 499† ×
Figure 3.28: Parameter map of ζ and αu indicating number of eigenvalues with posi-
tive real part, for A=3.829. † Results obtained from steady-state solver
ζ > α3u. Again × indicates that no steady solution was found either by transient or
steady-state code, and the number of eigenvalues (out of 500) with positive real part
is given. In ζ < α3u, many positive eigenvalues were found, as illustrated in (III), (IV)
of figure 3.25, suggesting that these profiles were not stable. In ζ > α3u a few positive
eigenvalues were also found, even though the results were obtained from the transient
solver and appear stable. Once again, where a single positive eigenvalue was found, it
corresponded to an eigenvector which added mass, so does not indicate instability to
zero-mass perturbations. Also in the cases where three eigenvalues with positive real
part were found, two were a complex conjugate pair and all three were mass-adding, so
there is no linear combination which adds zero mass, and the solution was stable.
3.5.7 A comparison of finite difference and spectral methods
The two numerical methods described both lead to an algebraic eigenvalue problem
B~η = σ~η, where in the finite difference method B is a banded matrix, and in the spectral
method it is full. The eigenvalue command eig is called in Matlab to solve for eigenvalues
σ in both cases. The spectral method returns all eigenvalues as having negative real
part in all cases, but as illustrated in figure 3.25 the finite difference method returns
eigenvalues which have positive real part when αu < ζ3. The order of the finite difference
scheme does not seem to significantly affect the results, as results from second and fourth
order are qualitatively similar.
For example in test case (IV) in figure 3.25, with parameters A=3.829, ζ = 10−6,
αu = 10−1, the finite difference method returns eigenvalues that all have positive real
part. It was hypothesised that the finite difference method allows perturbations that
add mass to the system, and therefore would not be stable, but in test case (IV), with
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Figure 3.29: A = 3.928, αu = 0.1, ζ = 10−6, decay of a perturbation.
one exception, all eigenvectors when normalised to 1 have an integral of less than 10−5.
Hence they do not represent perturbations which add or subtract significant mass to the
system.
When perturbations from this set are added to the original steady solution, some of them
decay and some grow. As an example, we add the perturbation from the eigenvector that
corresponds to σ = 5.0243+8.5926i. The amplitude of the perturbation is scaled by 0.5
to ensure the height of the film is not immediately swamped. As shown in figure 3.29,
the perturbation quickly dissipates, and the steady solution is restored. Other, higher
frequency perturbations from this set also quickly decay, even though their eigenvalues
have positive real part. But for example if we add the eigenvector corresponding to
σ = 515.1 + 0i the perturbations decay to almost nothing, then the solution suddenly
becomes unstable and another wave develops, as illustrated in figure 3.30, which causes
the solution to fail.
Perturbations corresponding to eigenvectors found using the spectral method decay
quickly, as illustrated in the example in figure 3.31. In this example the perturbation
vanishes by four timesteps, and the solution remains stable.
Significant checking for any error in the code was undertaken. One possible explanation
for the apparent discrepancy is that the spectral method restricts the possible eigenvec-
tors, so that the these modes are indeed stable, and that some of the modes revealed by
the finite difference method are not stable. It could also be that the system is close to
being numerically unstable, and the eigenvalue routine is unreliable.
There is another possibility, that this is a case such as is discussed by Trefethen [49], in
which non-normal effects play a part. Trefethen observed that in some problems small
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Figure 3.30: A = 3.928, αu = 0.1, ζ = 10−6, initial decay of a perturbation near 0.7
(green), then growth of a new wave in pi/2 < θ < pi (black).
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Figure 3.31: A = 3.928, αu = 0.1, ζ = 10−6, decay of a perturbation derived from
the spectral method stability.
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perturbations of the steady flow grow unstably in the short term but then non-linear
effects — unseen by the linear analysis — take hold that dampen further growth. The
linear eigenvalue analysis term behaviour will continue in the long term, so misses this
and may be incomplete or even misleading.
Since a criterion of ‘what can be found by the transient solver’ represents results that
are ‘usefully’ stable, this curiosity is not pursued further and is left unresolved.
3.6 Summary of this chapter
To focus on the key terms of surface tension and azimuthal droplet momentum, we set
c1 = ζ, c2 = −1, c3 = αu, c4 = 1, c5 = 0, c6 = 0 in the equation for film height when
droplet mass is negligible, (2.71), to get the simplified form (3.2). When ζ, αu = 0, (3.2)
reduces to a cubic, which has a maximum of two positive real solutions, depending on
the area of the film A. When A ≤ Acrit = 3.951, there is a single completely-wetting
solution for the film, When A > Acrit, shock solutions may occur, with fluid exceeding
A = Acrit building up into a shock somewhere in 0 < θ < pi.
A matching argument suggested that for ζ, αu > 0, only limited combinations of shocks
are possible. If ζ ≥ α3u, steady-state solutions can exist with a smoothed shock in
0 < θ < pi/2. If ζ < α3u, the steady-state solutions can exist with a smoothed shock in
pi/2 < θ < pi. Kinematic wave theory suggests that only former are stable.
These results are confirmed by the transient numerical solver. The steady-state numer-
ical solver is of limited use as A is not conserved and cannot be specified. Numerical
results also showed the effect of ζ is to smooth shocks, tending to dampen peaks and be
a stabilising influence. αu slightly increases the size of peaks until it approaches αu = ζ,
when steady-state solutions cannot be found.
Eigenvalue analysis of the stability of these results is inconclusive, with contradictory
results from spectral and finite difference methods. However tests on evolution of in-
dividual perturbations confirm that shock solutions in the parameter range ζ ≥ α3u are
stable.
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Formulation of film profile and
underlying flows, with significant
variable droplet mass and momentum
transfer at the surface
In this chapter we will reconsider the boundary conditions of the film. The droplet
impact may not be uniform around the cylinder, so we will allow variation of the surface
boundary conditions with azimuthal angle θ. We will also reconsider the conditions
on the chamber wall, to include a rotating cylinder and outflow through a sink in the
wall. The latter will permit steady-state flows in the case where the droplets contribute
significant mass as well as momentum to the film.
This chapter is reserved for the derivation and other preparatory work, the results will
follow in chapters 5–6.
4.1 Updates to derivation and solution method of film pro-
file equation
4.1.1 Boundary conditions to allow flow out of a sink (vcyl 6= 0), wall
rotation (ucyl 6= 0), and variable droplet input.
In the derivation of the film profile equations in Chapter 2, it was assumed that the
droplets impact uniformly around the cylinder, i.e. uE , vE and α are constant in θ.
However in the physical system this may not be the case, and it is interesting to allow
them to vary with θ. When the inflow varies with θ, ∂uE∂θ ,
∂vE
∂θ and
∂α
∂θ terms may appear
at O(²), but at leading order the derivation proceeds as before, to give:
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∂h
∂t
+Ref
∂
∂θ
(
Wef
(
∂h
∂θ
+
∂3h
∂θ3
)
h3
3
− sin θ
Fr
h3
3
+ a(θ)uE(θ)
(
uE(θ)
∂h
∂θ
− vE(θ)
)
h2
2
)
− a(θ)
(
uE(θ)
∂h
∂θ
− vE(θ)
)
= 0. (4.1)
If the droplets impacting on the surface on the film are contributing significant mass as
well as momentum, then in order to study the important steady-state case we must allow
mass to also leave the system. This is physically achieved in a bearing chamber with
one or more outlets (known as sinks or sumps), introducing a complex three-dimensional
geometry. In two dimensions, an outlet for mass can be in the form of a porous wall,
or one or more discrete sinks. In this work, we consider the latter model, with sinks
defined across sections of the chamber wall.
Mathematically, the sink is included by changing the no-flow boundary condition at the
wall, y = 0. For the sake of brevity we omit the dimensional formulation. The scaled
no-flow condition (2.28) is replaced by
v = vcyl(θ) on y = 0, (4.2)
where the outflow function vcyl will be prescribed below.
We will also now be considering rotation of the chamber. This is also introduced by a
change to the cylinder wall boundary conditions, replacing the scaled no-slip condition
(2.29) by
u = ucyl(θ) on y = 0. (4.3)
ucyl will be given below, and is defined such that ucyl = 0 for a stationary cylinder and
ucyl > 0 for a cylinder rotating anticlockwise.
Derivation of the modified film equations proceeds in similar manner to Chapter 2, with
the film height equation at leading order (2.64) being replaced by
∂h0
∂t
− ∂
∂θ
(
Ref
(
∂Nl0
∂θ
+
1
Fr
sin θ
)
h30
3
)
+
∂
∂θ
(
T0
h2
2
)
−M0 + ∂
∂θ
(ucylh0)− vcyl = 0.
(4.4)
Once again, Nl0, T0 and M0 are dependent on droplet properties, as discussed in §2.8.
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Similarly (2.70) is replaced by
∂h0
∂t
+Ref
∂
∂θ

Surface Tension︷ ︸︸ ︷
Wef
(
∂h0
∂θ
+
∂3h0
∂θ3
)
h30
3
−
Gravity︷ ︸︸ ︷
sin θ
Fr
h30
3
+
Droplet Momentum︷ ︸︸ ︷
a(θ)uE(θ)
(
uE(θ)
∂h0
∂θ
− vE(θ)
)
h20
2

− a(θ)
(
uE(θ)
∂h0
∂θ
− vE(θ)
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Droplet Mass
+
∂
∂θ
(ucylh0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Wall Rotation
− vcyl︸︷︷︸
Sink
= 0. (4.5)
Terms in the above are grouped for clarity and to identify the physical basis for each.
As noted in the derivation, there is nothing in this model to prevent mass from leaving
the film as well as entering it. The term auE ∂h0∂θ can apparently cause mass to leave the
surface of the film, on the downwards side of a hump. However it should be considered
in conjunction with the term −avE , which always adds mass to the film. Even when
the gradient of h is negative, mass will not leave unless |∂h0∂θ | > |vE |/|uE |, although the
net flux into the film will be lower than when the gradient of h is positive. For all of
the cases examined in Chapter 5 this restriction holds and the net flux into the film is
positive everywhere. The only exceptions are those highlighted in §5.1.1 which are a
mathematical diversion and correspond to non-physical combinations of parameters.
Once again, it is convenient to label the coefficients c1 to c6(θ). We choose not to absorb
ucyl into c5, although it has a similar form, as a separation of the c5 term into surface and
wall components will be required for calculating the streamlines, in order to correctly
select the base velocity. Similarly vcyl is not absorbed into c6. The modified version of
(2.71) is
∂h
∂t
+
∂
∂θ
(
c1
(
∂h
∂θ
+
∂3h
∂θ3
)
h3
3
+ c2 sin θ
h3
3
+
(
c3(θ)
∂h
∂θ
+ c4(θ)
)
h2
2
)
+
(
c5(θ)
∂h
∂θ
+ c6(θ)
)
+
∂
∂θ
(ucylh)− vcyl = 0. (4.6)
We will frequently refer to this equation in subsequent chapters.
4.1.2 Numerical solution methods
As in the simpler case described in section 3.4, the transient solver uses the Matlab
function bvp4c. Discretising in time using a fully implicit backward time difference
scheme, (4.6) becomes:
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hj − hj−1
δt
+ c1
(
∂2hj
∂θ2
+
∂4hj
∂θ4
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h3j
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+ c1
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∂θ
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∂θ
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c3(θ)
∂hj
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+ c4(θ)
)
∂hj
∂θ
hj
+
(
(c5(θ) + ucyl)
∂hj
∂θ
+ (c6(θ)− vcyl)
)
= 0. (4.7)
Writing H1(θ) = hj , Hn = H ′n−1, the 4th order ODE (4.7) can be expressed in terms of
an equivalent set of four first-order equations:
H ′1 = H2,
H ′2 = H
(2)
1 = H3,
H ′3 = H
(3)
1 = H4, (4.8)
H ′4 = H
(4)
1 = −H3 +
3
c1H31
(
− H1 −H1j−1
δt
− c1H21H2(H4 +H2)
− c2
(
H31
3
cos(θ) +H21H2 sin(θ)
)
−
(
∂c3
∂θ
H2 + c3H3 +
∂c4
∂θ
)
H21
2
− (c3H2 + c4)H1H2
− ((c5 + ucyl)H2 + (c6 − vcyl))
)
.
In the implementation, a file initparam.m is used to define all the necessary parameters.
The functions c3(θ) to c6(θ) are defined within it, and function handles passed to a
fileodesolver.m, which implements the main solver. It has been found that problems
with numerical errors may arise if the functions ci(θ) (or their first derivatives) contain
discontinuities. The single injector model of variable droplet input was an example
of this. Such difficulties can be avoided by smoothing the discontinuity with a cubic
polynomial in a narrow region matching on the discontinuity either side.
4.1.3 Numerical implementation of sinks
The code is developed to allow a sink to be located in an arbitrary position on the
cylinder wall. A sink is implemented as a small finite section of the boundary, across
which there is a constant outflow of fluid.
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The outflow function used is
vcyl =

0 θ < θs,
vout θs < θ < θe,
0 θe < θ.
(4.9)
Since bvp4c adapts the mesh from one iteration to the next, then in order to keep the
outflow constant it is necessary to ensure that there are always mesh points at θs and
θe. This is done using the ‘multipoint’ capability of bvp4c, dividing the domain into
three regions: [−pi, θs], [θs, θe], and [θe, pi]. The boundaries of the step change, θs and
θe, are included exactly twice in the list of mesh points and the ODE for H ′4 defined
appropriately in each sub-domain. A sink located across the top of the cylinder or
multiple sinks would require a slight amendment to the code.
A fixed outflow can be prescribed for vout. If this is greater than the inflow then the
film will become thicker; if it is less then the film will thin. In order to study steady
solutions, most simulations have the total mass outflow set to match the total mass
inflow. Thus if the definition of the film height contains a term of the form
c5(θ)
∂h
∂θ
+ c6(θ),
then the total mass entering the system is given by
TotalMassIn =
∫ 2pi
0
c5(θ)
∂h
∂θ
+ c6(θ) dθ.
The mass leaving the system is then set by defining the outflow velocity as
vcyl =

0 −pi < θ < θs,
1
θe−θs
∫ 2pi
0 c5(θ)
∂h
∂θ + c6(θ) dθ θs < θ < θe,
0 θe < θ < pi.
(4.10)
The integration is carried out using the Matlab function quadl. If the droplet impact is
uniform around the cylinder, c5(θ) and c6(θ) are constant. Then, since h is 2pi-periodic,
TotalMassIn = c6. However if the droplet impact varies around the cylinder, the total
mass input, and hence the total mass output, is dependent on h. It is possible in
most cases to use hj−1 from the previous timestep, rather than having to solve the full
integro-differential equation. The success of this is monitored by checking for changes
in the total mass in the film.
4.1.4 Parameter continuation
In some cases parameter continuation is necessary to find a solution of (4.6) with the
transient solver. For example, with A=4.382, c1 = 10−4, c2 = −1, c3 = 10−3, c4 = 1 and
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c6 = 0, the solution for c5 = −0.05 cannot be found directly from the uniform film with
the same area, or by continuation from c5 = −0.01, as the film becomes suddenly too
thin and ruptures. However by gradually increasing c5 through −0.02,−0.03,−0.04 to
−0.05, a solution is found. In other cases, a small timestep is needed to get away from
the continuation solution without overshooting and failing, but then the convergence is
very slow. This can be helped by continuing with a larger timestep. This was used for
example for c5 = −0.01 and c6 = −1.
4.2 Modelling variable droplet input
In Chapter 3 we restricted our attention to uniform impact of droplets on the film. Now
we consider the effect of the droplet impact varying azimuthally. In order to study a
realistic model, we require three pieces of information: the droplet volume fraction (α),
and velocity components (uE and vE) as functions of azimuthal coordinate θ.
There exists no reliable data on droplet impact that can be used directly for simulations.
An informative approach, and one that is consistent with the modelling approach taken
so far, is to apply simple functions which capture the key behaviours seen in these
previous works. Then we can see the physical effects clearly. These functions will be
explained in sections §4.2.1 and §4.2.2.
We will take two different models of the droplet distribution in the chamber. The first
will be based on the droplets being sprayed into the chamber from a single injector
block, and the second will assume the droplets are sprayed or scattered from evenly
distributed points around the central shaft. The transient solver allows any of a, uE
or vE , and therefore c3 to c6 to vary with θ. But since we don’t have reliable data for
velocities, in the examples that follow uE , vE are kept constant, and only a varied.
4.2.1 Input function to model a single injector
To model a single injector block, we will use an model based on the half-normal distrib-
ution of mass deposition used by Noakes [34], and apply this distribution to the droplet
fraction a.
Noakes’ work will be discussed again in Chapter 6, and her equation for film profile is
given by (6.1). She used:
c6 = λI(θ) =

λ√
2pi
e−
(θ+pi−1)2
2 , −pi + 1 ≤ θ ≤ −pi + 4
0 elsewhere
(4.11)
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of variable mass input - single injection point
for constant λ, which has a peak mass input of λ/
√
2pi and total mass input of λ/2.
We modify this function, to
a(θ) = (1− φa)2
√
2pia¯e−
((θ−θb) mod 2pi)2
2 + φaa¯. (4.12)
Thus the peak droplet fraction is (1− φa)2
√
2pia¯+ φaa¯ and total droplet fraction is∫ pi
−pi
a(θ)dθ = (1− φa) 2pia¯ 2
∫ θb+2pi
θb
1√
2pi
e−
(θ−θb)2
2 dθ + φaa¯
∫ θb+2pi
θb
dθ
= (1− φa) 2pia¯ 2
∫ 2pi
0
1√
2pi
e−θ
2/2dθ + φa 2pia¯
= (1− φa) 2pia¯ (erf(2pi)) + φa 2pia¯
≈ 2pia¯.
With θb = −pi + 1 and φa = 0, (4.12) approximates Noakes’ function. The scale factor
of 4pi is chosen so that the total mass input is consistent with the total mass input of a
uniform distribution a(θ) = a¯. Moving the truncation from θ = −pi + 4 to pi + 1, gives
a change in total mass of only erfc(4) − erfc(pi) < 10−7, and it makes handling easier.
The parameter φa allows us to mix the single injector with a uniform distribution, to
investigate intermediate cases. φa = 1 corresponds to a uniform distribution.
The function (4.12) is discontinuous across θ = θb. The code produced numerical errors
and had difficulty with adaptive meshing due to this discontinuity. Since a discontinuity
in the input is in any case unphysical, it is reasonable to smooth the corner with a
narrow matching region, as illustrated in figure 4.2. A polynomial was chosen to match
up to the first derivative of the normal distribution function. The region can be chosen
to be very thin, yet still solve the numerical difficulties.
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of the smoothed single injector function (width of smoothing
region exaggerated)
The polynomial, a cubic, matched value and first derivative at end points. The coeffi-
cients pn are given by the solution to
3∑
n=0
pnc
n = f(c)
3∑
n=0
pnnc
n−1 = f ′(c) (4.13)
3∑
n=0
pnb
n = f(b)
3∑
n=0
pnnb
n−1 = f ′(b) (4.14)
where
c = θb
b = θb − 0.1
f is the function before smoothing.
4.2.2 Input function to model distributed injector points
The second model of distributed injector points, as illustrated in figure 4.3, is based on
work by Farrall [16–18]. Figure 4.4(i), showing momentum input variation in θ and z,
is typical of the droplet input to the film model that results from his CFD and droplet
tracking model of the core, when the droplets come from 10 discrete locations around
the cylinder. The data appears chaotic, both axially and azimuthally. The effect of this
highly erratic input on the film profiles shown in figure 4.4(ii) is not clear, although
there are 10 oscillations which correspond roughly to the original 10 droplet sources of
the input data.
In order that the relationship between input and output is clear, for our purposes the p
distributed sources may be better modelled by a simple sin wave with period 2pi/p, as
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of variable mass input - distributed sources
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Figure 4.4: An example of (i) azimuthal momentum input and (ii) resulting film
profile from droplet tracking model (data from Bearing Chamber tutorial
[16]).
illustrated in figure 4.5. The droplet mass input function is defined by
a(θ) = a¯ ((1− φa) sin(p θ) + 1) , (4.15)
and the total droplet fraction is∫ pi
−pi
a(θ)dθ = a¯
∫ pi
−pi
((1− φa) sin(p θ) + 1) dθ
= 2pia¯. for p even
A similar model, using 18 release locations around the cylinder, is given in Chapter 7 of
Farrall’s thesis, [15].
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Figure 4.5: Illustration of variable mass input - distributed sources
4.3 Underlying flow
4.3.1 Derivation of streamfunction
The film profile shows the thickness of the flow, but in order to visualise the flow field, to
see for example whether there is any recirculation, we need information on the stream-
lines. To find the velocity components u and v, we return to the derivation of the
film-height governing equation in §2.7, bearing in mind the modifications made to the
derivation in this chapter.
The leading order component of u is given by
u0 = F0
(
y2
2
− h0y
)
+ T0y + ucyl, (4.16)
where
F0(θ, t) = Ref
(
∂Nl0
∂θ
+
1
Fr
sin θ
)
, (4.17)
and the leading order component of v is found by integrating the continuity equation:
v0 = −
(
∂F0
∂θ
y3
6
+
∂
∂θ
(−F0h+ T0) y
2
2
)
+ vcyl(θ)− ∂ucyl
∂θ
y. (4.18)
The choice of limit at the interface dictates Nl0 and T0, as described in §2.8. In the
case we are considering in this chapter, where the film is driven by both momentum and
mass, we have α = ²a, UE/U = ²−1, and VE/U = 1, and therefore
Nl0 = −Wef
(
h0 +
∂2h0
∂θ2
)
,
T0 = −RefauE
(
−uE ∂h0
∂θ
+ vE
)
,
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i.e.
∂Nl0
∂θ
= −Wef
(
∂h0
∂θ
+
∂3h0
∂θ3
)
,
∂T0
∂θ
= −Ref
(
auE
(
−uE ∂
2h0
∂θ2
− ∂uE
∂θ
∂h0
∂θ
+
∂vE
∂θ
)
+
(
a
∂uE
∂θ
+
∂a
∂θ
uE
)(
−uE ∂h0
∂θ
+ vE
))
.
So from (4.17)
F0 = Ref
(
−Wef
(
∂h0
∂θ
+
∂3h0
∂θ3
)
+
1
Fr
sin θ
)
, (4.19)
∂F0
∂θ
= Ref
(
−Wef
(
∂2h0
∂θ2
+
∂4h0
∂θ4
)
+
1
Fr
cos θ
)
. (4.20)
Then substituting into (4.16), the leading order component of u is given by
u0 = Ref
(
−Wef
(
∂h0
∂θ
+
∂3h0
∂θ3
)
+
1
Fr
sin θ
)(
y2
2
− h0y
)
− RefauE
(
−uE ∂h0
∂θ
+ vE
)
y + ucyl, (4.21)
and the leading order component of v by
v0 = −
(
Ref
(
−Wef
(
∂2h0
∂θ2
+
∂4h0
∂θ4
)
+
1
Fr
cos θ
)(
y3
6
− h0y
2
2
)
− Ref
(
auE
(
−uE ∂
2h0
∂θ2
− ∂uE
∂θ
∂h0
∂θ
+
∂vE
∂θ
)
+
(
a
∂uE
∂θ
+
∂a
∂θ
uE
)(
−uE ∂h0
∂θ
+ vE
))
y2
2
+ Ref
(
−Wef
(
∂h0
∂θ
+
∂3h0
∂θ3
)
+
1
Fr
sin θ
)(
−∂h0
∂θ
y2
2
))
+ vcyl(θ)− ∂ucyl
∂θ
y.
(4.22)
We can use these expressions to plot the streamfunction, or we can also calculate the
streamfunction ψ directly. At leading order in ², the streamfunction ψ is defined as
u0 =
∂ψ
∂y
, (4.23)
v0 = −∂ψ
∂θ
. (4.24)
(The 1/r term that arises in cylindrical coordinates does not occur at leading order in
the thin film.)
Integrating (4.23) gives
ψ = F0
y3
6
+ (−F0h+ T0) y
2
2
+ ucyly + f(θ), for some function f.
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Differentiating w.r.t. θ and substituting into (4.24),
∂F0
∂θ
y3
6
+
∂
∂θ
(−F0h0 + T0) y
2
2
+
∂ucyl
∂θ
y+f ′(θ) =
∂F0
∂θ
y3
6
+
∂
∂θ
(−F0h0 + T0) y
2
2
−vcyl(θ)+∂ucyl
∂θ
y.
Thus f is given by
f(θ) =
∫
−vcyl(θ)dθ,
and the streamfunction is determined up to an arbitrary constant
ψ = F0
y3
6
+ (−F0h0 + T0) y
2
2
+ ucyly −
∫
vcyl(θ)dθ.
Substituting in (4.19) and (4.20),
ψ = −Ref
(
Wef
(
∂h0
∂θ
+
∂3h0
∂θ3
)
− 1
Fr
sin θ
)
y3
6
+
(
Ref
(
Wef
(
∂h0
∂θ
+
∂3h0
∂θ3
)
− 1
Fr
sin θ
)
h+RefauE
(
uE
∂h0
∂θ
− vE
))
y2
2
+ ucyl(θ)y −
∫
vcyl(θ)dθ. (4.25)
4.3.2 Method of plotting streamlines
In terms of the variables c1 to c6, used by the numerical solver,
u0 = −
(
c1
(
∂h0
∂θ
+
∂3h0
∂θ3
)
+ c2 sin θ
)(
y2
2
− h0y
)
+
(
c3(θ)
∂h0
∂θ
+ c4(θ)
)
y,
v0 =
(
c1
(
∂2h0
∂θ2
+
∂4h0
∂θ4
)
+ c2 cos θ
)(
y3
6
− h0y
2
2
)
−
(
∂c3
∂θ
∂h0
∂θ
+ c3
∂2h0
∂θ2
+
∂c4
∂θ
)
y2
2
+
(
c1
(
∂h0
∂θ
+
∂3h0
∂θ3
)
+ c2 sin θ
)(
−∂h0
∂θ
y2
2
)
+ vcyl,
and
ψ = −
(
c1
(
∂h0
∂θ
+
∂3h0
∂θ3
)
+ c2 sin θ
)
y3
6
+
((
c1
(
∂h0
∂θ
+
∂3h0
∂θ3
)
+ c2 sin θ
)
h0 + c3(θ)
∂h0
∂θ
+ c4(θ)
)
y2
2
−
∫
vcyl(θ)dθ.
With the outflow through a narrow sink between θs and θe, defined by (4.9), then
∫
vcyl(θ) =

0 −pi < θ < θs
vout
θ−θs
θe−θs θs < θ < θe
vout θe < θ < pi.
A contour plot of ψ gives a smooth streamline plot with few numerical errors, and the
Matlab function streamslice on u and v provides arrows to show the direction of the
flow.
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4.3.3 Streamlines used to calculate residence times
Figure 4.6 shows an example of streamlines, for the case where a = 10−6, uE = 102
and vE = 104 are kept constant, and mass flows out through a sink at θ = 0 at a rate
chosen to match the mass into the film at each timestep. This example is chosen as it is
equivalent to values in Chapter 3 of ζ = 10−3, αu = 10−2, with a small additional mass
flow.
θ
y
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Figure 4.6: Residence cycles and recirculation based on a plot of streamlines
By following a streamline around, we can trace the path of a given fluid particle from
its entrance into the film surface until it leaves at the sink. Starting for example at
the point labelled [K], fluid entering the surface at θ = −1 follows the streamline with
increasing θ, over the hump till at θ = pi, [L], it is at approximately y = 0.5. At θ = −pi,
y = 0.5 is on the streamline [L′]. The particle goes round the cylinder again, past the
sink, over the hump, till at θ = pi it is at y = 0.35, [M ]. At θ = −pi this is on the
streamline [M ′], and this time the particle does not get past the sink at θ = 0, and
leaves the system at [N ]. In this way we can see that fluid entering the surface goes
around the cylinder between 2 and 3 times before leaving at the sink.
Calculating the residence time, rather than just the number of cycles, requires
∫
u(θ, y)dθ.
For each contour, u is interpolated at a number of θ positions, θi with yi such as to re-
main on the contour. For that contour,
restime =
∑
i
1
2
(
1
u(θi+1, yi+1)
+
1
u(θi, yi)
)
(θi+1 − θi) .
The total residence time is a sum over a set of contours which form a continuous path
from the surface to the outflow. This data is of interest in analysing the larger system
of oil flow through the bearing chamber and may be valuable in estimating heat transfer
to the oil from the chamber wall.
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Figure 4.7: Film height profile and streamlines on a polar plot, with radius R = 10
4.3.4 Recirculation, stagnation and hotspots
In this example, there is recirculation, in a small region at the cylinder wall at around
θ = 1 (between [G] and [H] on figure 4.6) which never receives any fresh fluid from the
surface. Temperature effects are not included in this model, but if advection of heat were
to dominate conduction through the oil, this region could become a hot-spot, receiving
cooling from the oil only by conductive transfer.
4.3.5 Polar plots
In order to visualise the physical behaviour of the system, it is instructive to plot the
film profiles and streamlines on polar axes, as in figure 4.7. In the following chapters,
the radius R used to scale the polar plot will vary for convenience. If R is too large, then
variations in the film thickness cannot easily be seen. But if R is too small, then slight
bulges in the film may be distorted to look like sharp peaks, with obtuse angles becoming
acute. The value of R required for no distortion depends on the non-dimensionalisation
used, and for those chosen in chapter 2, values of about R = 100 are typical, but in
practice R ≈ 10 is usually used.
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4.4 Summary of this chapter
In this chapter we have extended the derivation of Chapter 2 to a more general set of
boundary conditions, arriving at (4.6). We will model variable droplet input using one
of the models given by (4.12) and (4.15). We have also shown how to plot streamlines
which reveal underlying flow behaviour and can be used to determine residence times of
fluid in the steady state. The results of this work will follow in Chapters 5–6.
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Film profiles for significant variable mass
and momentum transfer at the surface
In Chapter 4 we derived (4.6), given on page 91, to describe the thickness of a rimming
film driven by variable droplet impact, when droplets contribute significant mass as well
as momentum, and when the cylinder wall may rotate and contain sinks to allow mass
outflow. In this chapter, we will examine the effect of droplet mass (the parameters c5
and c6) on solutions of this equation. We will find that there are some parameters for
which steady-state solutions cannot be found, and examine a simplified form of (4.6)
to discover why. We will also consider the effect of changing the film area A on the
solutions. We will re-dimensionalise in one example, to check on physical timescales.
Finally we will consider the effect of non-uniform droplet impact on the film. Throughout
this chapter we will examine the underlying flow as well as the film profiles.
5.1 Results with uniform droplet mass input
In the case where droplets contribute mass as well as momentum, the c5 and c6 terms
of (4.6) are non-zero. In this section we focus on this mass contribution, to determine
how important a role it plays, and in what manner it may change the film profile. For
now, we take the cylinder wall to be stationary, ucyl = 0. vcyl is defined according to
(4.10), with θs = −pi/100, θe = pi/100, so there is no flow out of the wall except through
a sink about θ = 0. At the sink sufficient flow leaves the cylinder at any timestep that
the total mass of the film is conserved.
We fix the parameter values c1 to c4, and the cross-sectional area A, at values (given
in table 5.1) which have been shown in Chapter 3 to produce a stable steady solution
for c5, c6 = 0. We will explore a range of c5 and c6, investigating the effect of these
parameters independently. c5 ≤ 0 and c6 ≤ 0, corresponding to mass addition to the
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c1 10−4
c2 −1 A 4.382 (unless otherwise stated)
c3 10−3
c4 1
c5 ≤ 0, varies ucyl 0
c6 ≤ 0, varies vcyl as defined (4.10)
Table 5.1: Parameter values for this section
film from droplets travelling in the azimuthal and radial directions respectively. The
results are summarised in figure 5.1. A great deal of complex behaviour can be seen, so
several of the plots are also shown enlarged, in figures 5.2 to 5.5.
For comparison, figure 5.2 (and the top-left of figure 5.1) shows the base case when
c5 = 0 and c6 = 0. Since A > Acrit, there is a shock, which is at about θ = pi/4.
5.1.1 Non-physical cases
Some of these parameter combinations are not physically feasible, but are still included
to aid understanding of the importance of each component of the equation. Consider for
example, the combination c5 = −1, c6 = 0, illustrated in figures 5.1 and 5.7. This film
profile could arise if a clockwise rotation were included, ucyl = −1, but in this section
ucyl = 0. For this to arise from the droplet terms alone would require droplets to have a
momentum component that is primarily in the radial direction (vE > uE), but droplet
mass moving in only in the azimuthal direction (uE > vE). This explains the streamlines
in figure 5.7, which appear to indicate that droplets enter the surface on the left hand
side of the shock, and leave on the right hand side of the shock, adding and subtracting
mass according to the sign of ∂h∂θ , but failing to impart any azimuthal momentum.
5.1.2 Varying c6, when c5 = 0
There are interesting solutions when non-zero c6 is introduced. At c5 = 0, as c6 decreases
from 0, we see a descending shock develop over the sink (see the first column of figure 5.1
and figure 5.3). The film thickens to the left hand side of the sink, because the mass
building up there is about to fall down the sink. In each case here the total mass in the
film is maintained constant at A = 4.382 by adjusting the outflow at the sink. When
c6 = 0, a shock at pi/4 is required to accommodate all the fluid in a stable steady-state
profile, since A > Acrit, but when c6 = −0.05, so much fluid is built up on the left-hand
side of the sink that the ascending shock and associated recirculation does not occur. If
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Figure 5.1: Summary of film profiles and streamlines when c5 and c6 are varied.
Other parameters are A = 4.382, c1 = 10−4, c2 = −1, c3 = 10−3, c4 = 1,
ucyl = 0.
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Figure 5.2: Streamlines when c5 = 0, c6 = 0. Other parameters are A = 4.382,
c1 = 10−4, c2 = −1, c3 = 10−3, c4 = 1, ucyl = 0.
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Figure 5.3: Streamlines when c5 = 0, c6 = −0.05. Other parameters are A = 4.382,
c1 = 10−4, c2 = −1, c3 = 10−3, c4 = 1, ucyl = 0.
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c6 is decreased beyond −0.05, even using the continuation method, we cannot find any
stable steady-state solutions, it appears that too great a fraction of the total fluid A is
entering and leaving at the sink to form a continuous film. A film may be formed with
larger total mass A in the system.
5.1.3 Varying c6, when c5 = −1
The right-hand column of figure 5.1 shows the effect of fixing c5 = −1 and varying |c6|.
At c5 = −1 and c6 = 0, the peak lies across the sink position θ = 0, so as c6 decreases
from 0 the sink draws fluid directly out of the peak. For c6 = −0.03, as shown in
figure 5.4, a sharp dip starts to develop which for c6 = −0.05 has broadened between
two distinct peaks (figure 5.5). For all these cases, there are streamlines that go straight
through the peak, so fluid is apparently leaving the film on the right-hand side of the
peak. However, this is not a physically feasible set of parameters. The value of c3
is small compared to c4, but c5 is large compared to c6, and the substantial azimuthal
component of mass flux is not matched by momentum in the same direction.
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Figure 5.4: Streamlines when c5 = −1, c6 = −0.03. Other parameters are A = 4.382,
c1 = 10−4, c2 = −1, c3 = 10−3, c4 = 1, ucyl = 0. This is not a physically
feasible parameter set (see text).
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Figure 5.5: Streamlines when c5 = −1, c6 = −0.05. Other parameters are A = 4.382,
c1 = 10−4, c2 = −1, c3 = 10−3, c4 = 1, ucyl = 0.
5.1.4 Varying c5 when c6 = 0
Now consider the effect of changing the parameter c5, the azimuthal component of
the droplet mass flux contribution, for c6 = 0 (the first row of figure 5.1). A distinct
transition is seen between c5 = 0 and c5 = −1. Intermediate parameter ranges have been
investigated, but stable steady solutions have not been found throughout the parameter
regime between them. c5 = −0.15 and c5 = −0.7 both converged, but not c5 = −0.2
or c5 = −0.6 which were numerically unstable (the transient solver gradually lost mass
from the system).
For c5 = −1 the film profile h is identical to that with clockwise rotation, with ucyl = −1.
However the underlying streamlines are different. Figures 5.6 (c5 = −0.1) and 5.7
(c5 = −1) show the change between a rising shock in θ > 0 and a descending shock near
θ = 0. It is worth noting that the descending shock is not in θ < 0.
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Figure 5.6: Streamlines when c5 = −0.1, c6 = 0. Other parameters are A = 4.382,
c1 = 10−4, c2 = −1, c3 = 10−3, c4 = 1, ucyl = 0. Qualitatively similar
results were found for c5 = −0.15
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Figure 5.7: Streamlines when c5 = −1, c6 = 0. Other parameters are A = 4.382,
c1 = 10−4, c2 = −1, c3 = 10−3, c4 = 1, ucyl = 0. Qualitatively similar
results were found for c5 = −0.7
In the case c5 = 0, the dominant forces are gravity and surface shear. With c5 = −1,
the film is also driven by mass addition from the azimuthal direction on the clockwise
(left) side of any shock and, effectively, mass removal anticlockwise (right) of any
shock. In the equation for film profile h this is equivalent to the case where a balance
of wall rotation and gravity causes a build-up on θ < 0, and the surface shear pulls it
down to near θ = 0.
5.1.5 Residence times
The residence time for fluid in the system is calculated as described in §4.3.3. With
A = 4.382, c1 = 10−4, c2 = −1, c3 = 10−3, c4 = 1, then varying c5 and c6 the number of
cycles for which a particle is resident are given in table 5.2. When c6 = 0 there is no net
mass input and the system is closed, so the residence time is given as∞. The symbol ×
indicates that the transient solver failed to give a result. The residence time increases
when there is little droplet mass contribution, being inversely proportional to c6.
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c6 \ c5 0 −10−3 −10−2 −10−1 −1
0 ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞
−0.001 26 26 27 55 483
−0.01 2 2 2 4 39
−0.02 1 1 1 2 14
−0.03 1 1 1 1 6
−0.04 0 0 0 0 4
−0.05 0 0 0 × 5
−0.1 × × × × ×
−1 × × × × ×
Table 5.2: Residence times, c5 vs c6.
5.2 The leading order when the azimuthal droplet mass
term dominates
In §5.1 we found that steady solutions of (4.6) with parameters as in table 5.1 existed
for c5 = 0 and c5 = −1, but were very different in nature. Also for −0.6 ≤ c5 ≤ −0.2 no
steady solutions were found for A = 4.382. This leads us to look at (4.6) again. Steady
solutions of (4.6) with ucyl = 0, c6 = 0 and c5 constant are given by
c1
(
∂h
∂θ
+
∂3h
∂θ3
)
h3
3
− sin θh
3
3
+
(
c3
∂h
∂θ
+ 1
)
h2
2
+ c5h = q. (5.1)
Since c1 and c3 are small, we explore what happens when they are negligible, and see if
this gives us insight into the full solutions. In this case, (5.1) reduces to the cubic
− sin θh
3
3
+
h2
2
+ c5h = q. (5.2)
We will establish the range of c5-q space for which shock solutions may exist. Then,
given c5, we will know which q to examine, and using a kinematic wave argument will
narrow down the possible shock solutions. Finally, we will show that A = 4.382 is too
large to find a steady solution for c5 = −0.5.
5.2.1 Solutions of the cubic with the linear (c5) term.
In this section we will categorise the roots of (5.2) analytically, and establish for which
regions of the c5-q parameter space it is possible to have continuous or shock solutions
for the film profile.
Firstly, to find whether the roots of (5.2) are real or complex, we transform it into the
form x3 + px + r = 0, with discriminant D =
(p
3
)3 + ( r2)2 . One real and two complex
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conjugate roots of the cubic exist if D > 0, three real roots if D ≤ 0 with two of the
roots identical if D = 0. Note that real x corresponds to real h.
The transformation is given by
x = h− 1
2 sin θ
with
p = − 3c5
sin θ
− 3
4 sin2 θ
, r =
3q
sin θ
− 1
4 sin3 θ
− 3c5
2 sin2 θ
.
Therefore
D =
1
16 sin4θ
(
6q
(
6q sin2θ − 1− 6c5 sin θ
)− c25 (3 + 16c5 sin θ)) . (5.3)
The critical value D = 0 is at
12 sin2θ q = 1 + 6c5 ± (1 + 4c5 sin θ)3/2 . (5.4)
At sin θ = ±1, (5.4) has up to four possible solutions, which are plotted in each of figures
5.8–5.11 using the following coloured lines.
12q = 1 + 6c5 + (1 + 4c5)
3/2 , c5 > −1/4, blue, (5.5)
12q = 1 + 6c5 − (1 + 4c5)3/2 , c5 > −1/4, red, (5.6)
12q = 1− 6c5 + (1− 4c5)3/2 , c5 < 1/4, magenta, (5.7)
12q = 1− 6c5 − (1− 4c5)3/2 , c5 < 1/4, green. (5.8)
The four solutions meet at 6 critical points, given by (c5, q) = (±1/4,−1/24), (0, 1/6),
(0, 0) and (±0.2165,−1.48). The sign of D is dependent on the sign of θ. The regions
of c5-q space that result in positive or negative values of D for θ positive or negative are
shown in figure 5.8. In this figure, the region marked for example −+ is where D < 0
for θ < 0, D > 0 for θ > 0, and there is at most one real root for θ < 0, but three for
θ > 0.
Secondly, for a continuous physical film we are only interested in positive solutions of h,
so we need to know which regions of c5-q parameter space result in positive or negative
roots. Note that we must look for positive solutions of h, not just the translated form
x.
If the roots of (5.2) are given by h1, h2, h3, then
(h− h1) (h− h2) (h− h3) = h3 − 32 sin θh
2 − 3c5
sin θ
h+
3q
sin θ
.
Hence
h1 + h2 + h3 =
3
2 sin θ
, (5.9)
h1h2 + h1h3 + h2h3 = − 3c5sin θ , (5.10)
h1h2h3 = − 3qsin θ . (5.11)
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++
++
+−−+
−−
Figure 5.8: The sign of D in c5-q space for θ < 0 and θ > 0 respectively. Re-
gions are indicated ++ (red): D > 0, D > 0; +- (yellow): D > 0, D < 0;
-+ (turquoise): D < 0, D > 0; – (lilac): D < 0, D < 0.
For D > 0, there is only one real root, h1 say, and the two complex roots satisfy h3 = h¯2
and h2 × h3 > 0. So by (5.11)
1 positive real root, h1 > 0 ⇐⇒ qsin θ < 0. (5.12)
For D ≤ 0, there are 3 real roots, then by (5.11) there are
0 or 2 positive real roots ⇐⇒ q
sin θ
> 0. (5.13)
1 or 3 positive real roots ⇐⇒ q
sin θ
< 0. (5.14)
In (5.13) and (5.14), we still need to distinguish between the cases. This can be done
by differentiating (5.2) with respect to h and considering whether turning points lie in
h > 0 or h < 0. We find six cases:
θ c5 Number of positive real roots
− − 1 or 2
− 0 1 (unless D=0, then 0 or 1 positive)
− + 0 or 1
+ − 2 or 3
+ 0 2 (unless D=0, then 1 or 2 positive)
+ + 1 or 2
By combining all this information we have sufficient information to predict the number
of roots for any values of c5 and q. This is given in table ??.
Sample numerical solutions of the cubic in different regions of c5-q space are illustrated
in figures 5.9- 5.11, and they all agree with the results summarised in table 5.3.
Villegas-Dı´az studied the equation
− sin θh
3∗
3
+ γ
h2∗
2
+ h∗ = q∗, (5.15)
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−pi < θ < 0 0 < θ < pi
q > 0 D > 0 any c5 1 0
D ≤ 0 c5 > 0 1 2
c5 = 0 1 2
c5 < 0 1 2
q < 0 D > 0 any c5 0 1
D ≤ 0 c5 > 0 0 1
c5 < 0 2 3
Table 5.3: Number of positive roots of (5.2) in θ < 0, θ > 0, according to the sign of
q, D, and c5. signD is found from c5 and q and θ according to figure 5.8.
and produced a similar chart of solutions in γ-q space [51]. Writing h∗ = hγ, (5.15)
becomes
− sin θh
3
3
+
h2
2
+
h
γ2
=
q
γ3
,
and we recover (5.2) with
c5 =
1
γ
and q =
q∗
γ3
. (5.16)
Villegas-Dı´az found the critical lines
q0∗ =
1
12
(
γ(γ2 + 6) + (γ2 + 4)3/2
)
, qpi∗ =
1
12
(
γ(γ2 − 6)− (γ2 − 4)3/2
)
,
which with the substitution (5.16) become (5.5) and (5.8) respectively. However, Villegas-
Dı´az’ results are only for real γ, so cannot tell us about c5 < 0. Figure 5.9 is thus an
extension to his figure 3.8, coinciding with it along the line c5 = 1, γ = 1.
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Figure 5.9: The possible solutions to the cubic (5.2) in c5-q space. The lines represent
D = 0, see (5.5-5.8) for colours.
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Figure 5.10: The possible solutions to the cubic (5.2) in c5-q space, magnified about
the origin. The lines represent D = 0, see (5.5-5.8) for colours.
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Figure 5.11: The possible solutions to the cubic (5.2) in c5-q space, magnified about
−0.05 < q < 0, where there is particularly complex behaviour. The lines
represent D = 0, see (5.5-5.8) for colours.
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Of the regions in these plots, the most important for our purposes is that where physical
solutions can be found; that is where there exists a stable completely wetting film, pos-
sibly including shocks. In this region there is at least one piecewise-continuous positive
real solution h for all θ. The region is given by the values of q and c5 in table 5.3 for
which there are 1, 2 or 3 roots, that is:
q > 0 and
 any D when θ < 0D ≤ 0 when θ > 0
or
q < 0, c5 < 0 and
 D ≤ 0 when θ < 0,any D when θ > 0
and is illustrated in figures 5.12 and 5.13.
c5
Figure 5.12: c5-q space. White region: completely wetting films are possible. Grey
region: no completely wetting solutions exist (even with shocks). The
lines represent D = 0, see (5.5-5.8).
c5
Figure 5.13: Magnified c5-q space. White region: completely wetting films are pos-
sible. Grey region: no completely wetting solutions exist (even with
shocks). The lines represent D = 0, see (5.5-5.8).
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So, given the parameter c5, we have found the range of flux q for which there is a com-
pletely wetting solution. For much of the region, there are also various larger branches,
and there is the possibility of increasing the total area of the film by incorporating these
using shocks. In the next sections, we will discover which of these shock solutions have
the possibility of being stable, by applying a kinematic wave argument. Branches can be
joined without shocks when they meet, when c5 and q are on the lines given by (5.5-5.8).
Particular values fulfilling these criteria that we will examine in the next section include
c5 q
0 1/6
−0.5 −0.0997
−1.0 −0.3484
5.2.2 Possible stable shock solutions of the cubic
A similar matching argument to that in §3.2 could be employed to determine which
shock solutions are plausible in the presence of smoothing from other terms. The ar-
gument would proceed as before, attempting to match an inner solution H(φ), where
θ = θK + δφ, to the outer solutions to the cubic hj . We would linearize usingH(φ) = hj + f(φ),
and obtain f of the form
f = Ceλφ, λ3 + aj λ+ bj = 0.
where
aj =
3 c3
2hj c
1/3
1
> 0, bj =
3
h2j
(−hj sin θK + 1− c5hj) .
The sign of bj would be critical in determining whether there is sufficient freedom in f
to match as φ→ ±∞. To proceed further we would have to consider individual regions
of the c5-q solution space; no general conclusions could be made.
Since the matching argument is not so straight-forward as in Chapter 3, we instead use
kinematic wave theory to draw further conclusions about the cubic solutions produced
in §5.2. This technique, discussed in some detail by Villegas-Dı´az [51], does not allow
us to consider the smoothing effects of the terms containing derivatives of h, but it does
tell us something about which shocks may be stable.
For the kinematic equation ∂h∂t +
∂q
∂θ = 0, the kinematic wave speed is given by w =
∂q
∂h .
Small disturbances propagate in the direction of w and may be absorbed by shocks
moving slightly to a new stable position, or build up at critical points where w = 0.
As described in §3.5.4, disturbances moving towards a critical point are focussed there,
their amplitudes increasing and the solution being unstable.
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Figure 5.14: Sketch to illustrate why w1 > 0 etc when q → ∞ as h → ∞. The
gradients are reversed if q → −∞ as h→∞.
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Figure 5.15: Possible shocks between positive branches of the cubic (5.2) when
c5 = 0, q = 1/6. Arrows indicate the direction of propagation of small
disturbances. The solid line is a stable shock, the dashed line an unstable
shock.
The cubic (5.2) has up to three real roots, h1 > h2 > h3. For i = 1, 2, 3, the wave speed
on that branch is
wi =
∂q
∂h
∣∣∣∣
hi
= −h2i sin θ + hi + c5.
As illustrated in figure 5.14, if q → ∞ as h → ∞ then the gradient and hence w is
positive for the largest root, negative for the next etc. The sign of wi is given by
q →∞ as h→∞ q → −∞ as h→∞
(i.e. θ < 0) (i.e. θ > 0)
w1 > 0 w1 < 0
w2 < 0 w2 > 0
w3 > 0 w3 < 0
If there is only one real root, the wave speed w1 has the same sign as above.
Shocks may occur between any of the branches h1, h2, h3. But solutions with some
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Figure 5.16: Possible shocks between positive branches of the cubic (5.2) when c5 =
−0.5, q = −0.0997. Arrows indicate the direction of propagation of
small disturbances. θA, θB are the edge of the region with only one
positive solution.
shock positions will be unstable. For example, in the case c5 = 0, q = 1/6, illustrated in
figure 5.15, then a shock at 0 < θ < pi/2 is stable, and any disturbance will propagate
in the direction of w towards the shock and be absorbed by it. However a shock at
pi/2 < θ < pi is unstable. A disturbance will propagate away from it, and converge at
the critical point θ = pi/2 at which w = 0.
Now if we apply this technique in the solution space where c5 = −0.5, q = −0.0997
then we get a solution that has the solution branches illustrated in figure 5.16. The
completely wetting positive solution having smallest area consists of branches
h =

h2 (−pi < θ < 0),
h3 (0 < θ < θA),
h1 (θA < θ < θB),
h3 (θB < θ < pi),
though this solution is unstable, as disturbances would build up at the critical point
θx = −pi/2. There is no stable way to include the upper branch in θ < −pi/2, or the
upper branch that occurs in θB < θ < pi. But the other upper branches can be added
to the smallest solution using shocks, in three ways:
• a descending shock from h1 to h2 in θ < 0;
• a descending shock from h2 to h3 in 0 < θ < θA;
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• a rising shock from h2 to h1 in 0 < θ < θA, then a descending shock from h1 to h3
in 0 < θ < θA.
Kinematic wave theory suggests that the first two possibilities, illustrated in figure 5.17,
are stable. The third option, in figure 5.18, may be unstable if the shocks are widely
spaced, as the down shock is unstable if it is isolated. But if the two fronts are close
enough together, then they can interact. The total double shock, considered as a whole,
absorbs disturbances from either side, and may therefore be stable. The separation width
beyond which they become unstable is alluded to by Shuaib et al. [43], and explained
in more detail by Levy and Shearer [30].
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Figure 5.17: Close-up of the solution to the cubic (5.2), c5 = −0.5, q = −0.0997
with a single descending shock. The shock is stable.
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Figure 5.18: Close-up of the solution to the cubic (5.2), c5 = −0.5, q = −0.0997,
with a double shock. The second front is unstable alone, but if close
enough interacts with the first, and the double shock is stable.
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Figure 5.19: Overlay of cubic solution with A=4.382 and c5 = −1 and full numerical
solution with smoothing terms c1 = 10−4, c3 = 10−3.
5.2.3 Maximum supportable film area
Figure 5.19 shows that for c5 = −1 the descending shock from h2 to h3 is close to the
full numerical solution found in §5.1 for c5 = −1. But why was no numerical solution
obtained for c5 = −0.5? In this region, for q = −0.0997 there is the cubic solution
illustrated in figure 5.17 and the single shock is stable. But the branches are a little
lower than for the c5 = −1 case. We conjecture that the solution we have been seeking,
with A = 4.382, contains too much mass for a single shock solution to be stable, and
that if this mass necessitated a wide double shock up to h1 in θ > 0, then it may not be
stable.
To analytically find the area under the branches of the cubic solutions for different
shock positions is possible, but involves extremely unwieldy algebraic expressions, to
little benefit. Instead we numerically seek the area for the particular case of interest to
us.
To select the branches to include for the integration, we need to know the positions of
the branch crossing points. For these we return to D, the discriminant of the cubic,
given by (5.3). At the branch crossing points, two solutions hi are identical and D = 0,
leading to
sin(θ) =
1
18q2
(
9qc5 + 4c35 ± 21/2
(
2c25 + 3q
)3/2)
. (5.17)
This yields four values of θ; in the case of c5 = −1, q = −0.3484 they are θX = −pi/2
(repeated), θA = 0.2098 and θB = 2.9318.
The maximum area when there is only a single shock occurs when the shock is at θA,
for a double shock the shocks are at 0 and θA. The single shocks are illustrated in
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Figure 5.20: The cubic solution with maximum area using a single shock, for
(i) c5 = −0.5, (ii) c5 = −1
figure 5.20. The areas are:
Amax (single) Amax (double)
c5 = −0.5 2.38 unbounded
c5 = −1 3.89 unbounded
For both values of c5, the upper solution h1 ∼ 3/(2θ) as θ → 0+. (This can be shown
by series expansion of h1). Hence the integral of the double shock increases as 3/2 ln θ
as the position of the rising part of the shock tends to 0, and the area of the film is
unbounded. As in (3.10), the limitation of the thin-film approximation prevents this
from being physically inconsistent.
For c5 = −1, the single shock maximum area is slightly less than the area A = 4.382 for
which we managed to find a solution, illustrated in figure 5.19. The discrepancy may
be due to the effect of the smoothing terms, or a slight double shock contribution from
the upper solution branch.
For the case c5 = −0.5, an area of A = 4.382 would require a wide double shock up to
h1 branch in θ > 0, and indeed we do not find a stable numerical solution for A = 4.0
or above. If we run the full film calculation with A = 2.381, we find a stable film, which
is illustrated in figure 5.21. As we increase the area as far as A = 3.5, the peak grows
as shown in figure 5.22, although the smoothing terms prevent it from exactly matching
the double shock.
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Figure 5.21: Overlay of cubic solution with A=2.381 and c5 = −0.5 and full numer-
ical solution with smoothing terms c1 = 10−4, c3 = 10−3.
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Figure 5.22: Overlay of cubic solution with A=3.5 and c5 = −0.5 and full numerical
solution with smoothing terms c1 = 10−4, c3 = 10−3.
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5.3 Further results for uniform droplet input
We have seen in §5.1 some of the effects of changing the parameters associated with
droplet mass, c5 and c6. However, much of the parameter range investigated in §5.1 is
of mathematical interest only, as the direction of mass influx does not correspond to the
direction of momentum influx. We now consider values of c5 and c6 for which the ratio
c5 : c6 is the same as c3 : c4. We keep the values of c1 to c4 as in table 5.1 and take
c5 = 10−3 × c6, so the azimuthal contribution is small, but physically consistent. We
vary A, and in order to achieve a steady state, fluid is withdrawn from the system at
a sink at θ = 0, at a rate to match the input. From the results in §5.1, with c5 and c6
both small we expect to see a base solution close to q = 1/6 with a shock in 0 < θ < pi/2
if the area of the film exceeds A = 3.951. From figure 5.1, we also expect a descending
shock over the sink as c6 becomes more negative.
5.3.1 The effect of cross-sectional area A
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Figure 5.23: Film profile h when c5 = −10−5, c6 = −10−2, various A. Other para-
meters are c1 = 10−4, c2 = −1, c3 = 10−3, c4 = 1, ucyl = 0.
Figure 5.23 shows the film profiles for a range of A, when droplet mass parameters are
c5 = 10−5 and c6 = 10−2. Steady-state solutions were found for A = 2.0 to A = 5.991.
In all cases, there is a small descending shock at the sink at θ = 0. With A = 2.0,
the profile is almost linear, growing steadily away from the sink. As A increases, the
profile develops a hump around θ = pi/2, until around A = 4.0, where it is close to the
critical profile. A further increase in area is incorporated with an ascending shock in
0 < θ < pi/2. The loss of mass through the sink makes the film thin immediately after
θ = 0, and this makes it difficult to find solutions for very thin films. Continuation
from nearby profiles was implemented, but no films were found with A < 2.0. For
A = 5.991, the largest area which a steady profile with these parameters could be
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obtained numerically, the shock is so close to the sink that the capillary wave at its foot
is close to interacting with the down-shock.
The effect of varying area with greater droplet mass contribution is shown in figure 5.24,
in which c5 = −6 × 10−5, c6 = −6 × 10−2. The build-up at θ < 0, before the sink, is
now sufficient to take away noticeable mass from the ascending shock, and even with
A = 4.383 no ascending shock is required. Solutions with smaller area could not be
obtained.
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Figure 5.24: Film profile h when c5 = −6× 10−5, c6 = −6× 10−2, various A. Other
parameters are c1 = 10−4, c2 = −1, c3 = 10−3, c4 = 1, ucyl = 0
5.3.2 The effect of increasing droplet mass contribution
In this section we consider the effect of the droplet mass terms c5 and c6 on profiles of
a fixed cross-sectional area. Again, the ratio is kept constant, c5 = 10−3 × c6.
First consider a very thin film where there is less mass in the film than the critical value
(A < 3.951). In figure 5.25 the area is only A = 2.5, and therefore no profiles include
an ascending shock. The development of the down-shock at the sink can be seen as the
droplet mass input increases and there is more mass extracted at the sink.
For this low area, with no ascending shock, the underlying flow is purely anticlockwise,
with no recirculation. Figure 5.26 shows streamlines for a film with A = 2.5, and various
droplet mass. In figure 5.26(i) the droplets contribute no mass. In (ii) they contribute
a little, and fluid entering the surface have a residence time of two–three cycles before
leaving at the sink. In (iii) the droplet mass term is as large as it can be for a stable
steady film, and the fluid has a minimum residence time of less than one rotation.
(This may be near to the ideal situation to achieve in a bearing chamber, as there is
no recirculation or stagnation points, and the residence time is low, minimizing the
risk of over-heating) If the droplet mass is increased any further, then a stable steady
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Figure 5.25: Film profiles h when A = 2.5, various c5, c6 = 103× c5. Other parame-
ters are c1 = 10−4, c2 = −1, c3 = 10−3, c4 = 1, ucyl = 0.
continuous film cannot be found, as too much fluid leaves at the sink.
When the cross-sectional area of the fluid is increased beyond A = 3.951 then with
no droplet mass contribution there is a shock at about θ = pi/4. In figure 5.27 the
area is A = 4.382. As the mass builds up at θ < 0 before the sink, this shock is no
longer required to incorporate the super-critical mass, and moves to the right until from
c6 = −4× 10−2 onwards there is no ascending shock at all.
Figure 5.28(i) shows the streamlines when A = 4.382 and droplets only contribute a little
mass. As in the case where droplets contribute negligible mass, only momentum, there
is a broad recirculation region, and stagnation points on the boundary. The residence
time of fluid in this case is 3.5 to 4.5 cycles.
Figure 5.28(ii) shows streamlines for a film with the same area but much greater droplet
mass input - the most for which a solution can be found, with maximum residence time
of just over one rotation. In this case, so much fluid is built up on the upstream of
the sink (θ < 0) that there is not enough fluid to require a shock solution in θ > 0.
Therefore there is no recirculation, the flow is unidirectional
When the area is further increased, then the ascending shock and associated recirculation
occurs even with very large droplet mass contribution. In figure 5.29 the area is to
A = 5.0. A similar pattern is followed as in the previous example, with the shock
moving to the right, but the case of the shock not existing no longer occurs. There is
enough mass in the system that the ascending shock always occurs for the stable steady
solutions that we are able to find numerically. Increasing the droplet mass contribution
further might move the shock slightly further to the right, but such solutions are difficult
to find numerically. Figure 5.30 shows the streamlines when A = 5.0 for two cases of
droplet mass contribution, and figure 5.30(ii) reveals that the maximum residence time
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Figure 5.26: Streamlines for a thin film with droplet mass, (i) c5 = 0, c6 = 0,
(ii) c5 = −5× 10−6, c6 = −5× 10−3, (iii) c5 = −2× 10−5,
c6 = −2× 10−2, and A = 2.5. Other parameters are c1 = 10−4,
c2 = −1, c3 = 10−3, c4 = 1, ucyl = 0.
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Figure 5.27: Film profiles h when A = 4.382, various c5, c6 = 103 × c5. Other
parameters are c1 = 10−4, c2 = −1, c3 = 10−3, c4 = 1, ucyl = 0.
Corresponding streamlines for these profiles are plotted in figure 5.28.
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Figure 5.28: Streamlines when (i) c5 = −10−5, c6 = −10−2, (ii) c5 = −7 × 10−5,
c6 = −7 × 10−2, and A = 4.382. Other parameters are c1 = 10−4,
c2 = −1, c3 = 10−3, c4 = 1, ucyl = 0.
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for c5 = −7×10−5, c6 = −7×10−2 is only just above one cycle. This suggests that further
increase in droplet mass flux would mean that no particles would spend a complete cycle
in the system, and so a completely wetting film would not be sustained.
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Figure 5.29: Film profile h when A = 5.0, various c5, c6 = 103c5. Other parameters
are c1 = 10−4, c2 = −1, c3 = 10−3, c4 = 1, ucyl = 0.
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Figure 5.30: Streamlines when (i) c5 = −10−5, c6 = −10−2, (ii) c5 = −7 × 10−5,
c6 = −7×10−2, and A = 5.0. Other parameters are c1 = 10−4, c2 = −1,
c3 = 10−3, c4 = 1, ucyl = 0.
5.4 The effect of sink position
In designing an engine bearing chamber, it may be possible to vary the position of the
sink through which oil leaves the chamber. Thus far we have assumed that the sink is
at the bottom of the cylinder, at θ = 0, but now various sink positions are examined, to
establish how varying the sink position alters the film. In particular, if there is sufficient
fluid in the cylinder that a bulge and recirculation region is found, then what happens
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Figure 5.31: Sink positions for which streamlines are plotted in figure 5.32
when the sink is at that part of the cylinder? Could the recirculation be prevented by
careful positioning of the sink?
For all the simulations in this section, the parameters are:
c1 10−3
c2 −1 A 4.382 (unless otherwise stated)
c3 10−2
c4 1
c5 −10−4 ucyl 0
c6 −10−2 vcyl as defined (4.10)
Figure 5.32 shows the film profiles and streamlines for sink positions ranging from −3pi/4
to 3pi/4; the positions are illustrated in figure 5.31. For sink positions −pi < θ < 0, the
sink is well away from the ascending shock and the solution behaves in a very similar
way to that already discussed, there is no qualitative effect on the film profile in moving
the sink. When the sink is in the quadrant 0 < θ < pi/2 then it affects the shock. For
shock position pi/4 < θ < 1.25 it causes the height of the shock to diminish, but there
is still recirculation downstream of the sink position. For θ = 1.3, the peak begins to
emerge upstream of the sink, and there is recirculation on both sides of the sink. For
θ ≥ 1.35, all the recirculation is upstream of the sink. So for these parameters there
is are no sink positions which completely remove recirculation, although it diminished
greatly when the sink was under the shock. Since results in §5.3.2 show that the size of
recirculation regions diminish with reduced cross-sectional area A, then it seems likely
that with slightly lower A then the existence of recirculation would depend upon sink
position.
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Figure 5.32: Streamlines for various sink positions. Parameters are c1 = 10−3,
c2 = −1, c3 = 10−2, c4 = 1, c5 = −10−4, c6 − 10−2, A = 4.382 .
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5.5 An example with dimensional parameters
It is instructive to follow an illustrative physical example of a film in a bearing chamber
through the derivation and results, to see what dimensional times and length emerge
for evolution of the film. In chapter 2 we defined the relationship between dimensional
variables (denoted uˆ etc) and non-dimensional variables as:
Time tˆ =(r0/U) t,
Film thickness hˆ = h0 h,
Film Velocity (Az.) uˆ = U u,
Film Velocity (Rad.) vˆ = ²U v,
Droplet Velocity (Az.) uˆE= UE uE ,
Droplet Velocity (Rad.) vˆE= VE vE .
Table 5.4 shows typical values of physical parameters for a bearing chamber geometry,
including estimates of film thickness and azimuthal velocity. The values for surface
tension has been increased for this example in order to consider a film which presents no
numerical difficulties in solution, and film velocity has been increased to the upper end
of the range, but others remain as in table 2.1. Cylinder rotation is taken to be zero.
Property Value
Gravity g 10m s−2
Density ρ 103 kgm−3
Viscosity µ 10−2 kgm−1s−1
Cylinder radius r0 10−1m
Surface Tension σ 10 kg s−2
Film Thickness h0 10−3m
Film Velocity U 1m s−1
Table 5.4: Estimates of physical parameters used as scalings (II).
From these physical parameters, relevant dimensionless groups are calculated, which are
shown in table 5.5.
Now in the case when the droplets contribute both significant mass and momentum,
the distinguished limit in §2.8.3, the scalings used are UE = U/², VE = U , and
α = ²a. Table 5.6 gives the dimensional droplet velocity components, and hence the
non-dimensional values.
The values of vE = −102 and Ref = 102 are of the size 1/², so are on the limit of validity
of the distinguished limit, which has discarded terms of O(²), since there might be terms
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Aspect ratio ²
h0
r0
10−2
Reduced Reynolds Number Ref
ρUh0
µ
102
Reduced inverse Weber Number Wef
σh20
U2ρr30
10−5
Froude Number Fr
U2
gh0
102
Reynolds x Weber RefWef
²3σ
µU
10−3
Reynolds / Froude RefFr
ρgh20
µU
1
Table 5.5: Estimates of size of non-dimensional groups
discarded that should be retained if coefficients become this large.
Dimensional Quantity Scaling Non-dimensional quantity
Core air velocity uˆE 102ms−1 UE = U/² uE 1
Core air rad vel vˆE −102ms−1 VE = U vE −102
Drop vol fraction α 10−6 ² a 10−4
Table 5.6: Estimates of droplet parameters
From the values in tables 5.4–5.6, the coefficients of the film profile equation (4.6) are
given as in table 5.7.
Coefficient Quantity
c1 RefWef 10−3
c2 −Ref/Fr −1
c3 Refau2E 10
−2
c4 −RefauEvE 1
c5 −auE −10−4
c6 avE −10−2
Table 5.7: Coefficients of the equation (4.6).
The solution to the steady-state film profile and streamlines of the underlying flow are
shown in figure 5.33. In this figure, non-dimensional values are plotted, so visually the
peak is deceptively large. The polar plot in figure 5.34 has been scaled to show the
actual aspect ratio of the film.
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Figure 5.33: Streamlines for uniform input of mass and output at θ = 0, when Area
= 4.382, coefficients as table 5.7.
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Figure 5.34: Polar plot to scale, for uniform input of mass and output at θ = 0,
when Area = 4.382, coefficients as table 5.7.
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The solution took 22 timesteps with δt = 1 to evolve to this steady state, from a uniform
film of thickness h¯ = 0.70. Of physical interest for oil degradation analysis, fluid particles
entering at the surface have a residence of between 2 and 3 rotations before leaving at
the sink. This corresponds to t = 30 (non-dimensional), or with the scaling above,
tˆ = 3s.
Figure 5.35 shows the non-dimensional velocity profile at several cuts across the film,
confirming that the surface of the film is moving whilst the wall is stationary.
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Figure 5.35: Velocity profile for uniform input of mass and output at θ = 0, when
Area = 4.382, coefficients as table 5.7.
Figures 5.36 and 5.37 show the u and v components of the non-dimensional velocity
field. From the same data, in most of the film, v ≈ 0.01, with a maximum around the
face of the shock of v ≈ 2. u is zero at the wall, and increases almost linearly towards
the surface, to a maximum of u ≈ 0.7. Converting back into dimensional variables, in
most of the film vˆ = 0.1mms−1, up to a maximum of vˆ = 0.02m s−1, and uˆ ≤ 0.7m s−1.
Figure 5.36: u component of velocity for uniform input of mass and output at θ = 0,
when Area = 4.382, coefficients as table 5.7.
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Figure 5.37: v component of velocity for uniform input of mass and output at θ = 0,
when Area = 4.382, coefficients as table 5.7.
The solution illustrated in figure 5.33, arises from the coefficients in table 5.7, which
could be generated by other combinations of droplet input and underlying Reynolds
number.
Users of this thesis should note that these are all estimates of physical parameters, for
illustrative purposes only, and more careful calculations must be carried out for design
purposes. In particular, in this example surface tension is too high for a physical fluid.
As we reduce the c1 coefficient to c1 = RefWef = 10−5, the peak becomes increasingly
sharp. At c1 = RefWef = 10−6, which occurs at the physical value of surface tension
σ = 10−2kg s−1, the solution breaks down. As in the cases in Chapter 3, where the
cut-off was ζ = α3u, here the cut-off is c1 = c
3
4.
5.6 Results with variable droplet input
As discussed in §4.2, the incoming droplets that drive the film flow may not be evenly
distributed about the cylinder. In this section we will consider what effect this non-
uniform droplet distribution has on the film profiles and underlying flow.
The base case of uniform distribution is illustrated in figure 5.38 and has parameters
a = a¯ = 106, uE = 102 vE = 104, equivalent to the coefficients given in table 5.8
This choice of a, uE and vE is such that varying a and uE has very similar effect, whilst
varying vE has little effect.
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c1 10−3
c2 −1 A 4.382 (unless otherwise stated)
c3 10−2
c4 1
c5 −10−4 ucyl 0
c6 −10−2 vcyl as defined (4.10)
Table 5.8: Parameters for uniform distribution example
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Figure 5.38: Streamlines for the base case of uniform input of droplets, parameters
as table 5.8
5.6.1 Single injector point for droplets
Figure 5.40 shows an example of the film height profile and streamlines when a single
injector type distribution of droplets is imposed. The droplet volume velocity is kept
constant but droplet fraction varies around the cylinder as illustrated in figure 5.39,
with a smoothed half-normal distribution given by (4.12):
a(θ) = (1− φa)2
√
2pia¯e−
((θ−θb) mod 2pi)2
2 + φaa¯.
a¯ = 106 and φa = 0. The greatest droplet fraction is at θs = −pi + 1, which gradually
tails off with increasing θ, as proposed in §4.2. Since a occurs in both droplet mass and
momentum terms, both are affected.
The effect on the film height profile is to increase the height of the peak compared to
the uniform case in figure 5.38. The peak is moved towards θ = 0, and the film thins at
about −pi + 1 < θ < 0. Studying the streamlines we can see that the underlying flow is
drastically altered from the uniform case. The recirculation is now closer to θ = 0 and
does not meet the wall, and the flow at θ > 0 (on the right hand side of the cylinder) is
clockwise, falling towards the sink.
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Figure 5.39: Droplet input function for single injector point, φa = 0
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Figure 5.40: Streamlines for film with single injector droplet input function, a vary-
ing, φa = 0, mean parameters as table 5.8
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Figure 5.41: Polar plot of the film thickness with a single injector droplet input func-
tion, a varying, φa = 0, mean parameters as table 5.8.
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The polar plot in figure 5.41, illustrates the force balance of this steady-state solution
more clearly. Caution should be taken interpreting the polar plot as the scaling exagger-
ates variations in film thickness. The droplet impact is small for θ > 0, so is insufficient
to overcome gravity. Therefore the fluid, fed with greater momentum on the left hand
side, is pulled down left and right to pool at the bottom and fall out of the sink.
5.6.2 Intermediate Single Injector cases
The flow in the single injector case is qualitatively different from that in the uniform
case, so intermediate cases with 0 < φa < 1 were investigated, to observe the transitional
behaviour. Such a case may arise in the bearing chamber if the majority of droplets
contact the wall directly after leaving the injector, but some are thrown off other parts
of the chamber.
An intermediate situation input function with a mixture of uniform and single injector
point droplet feeding, is illustrated by figure 5.42(i), and the corresponding film profile
and streamlines shown in figure 5.42(ii). In this case gravity still dominates sufficiently
that the recirculation bubble extends down to the sink, but on the surface there is
sufficient momentum from the droplets to maintain the anticlockwise rotation. Although
the recirculation bubble is very wide, it does not come into contact with the cylinder wall,
the full length of which receives fresh fluid from the surface. Flow near the stagnation
point near θ = 2 may however be very slow.
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Figure 5.42: Single injector point combined with uniform input, φa = 0.4. (i) Droplet
input function, (ii) streamlines for film with mean parameters as ta-
ble 5.8.
Figure 5.43(ii) shows another intermediate case, with a further increase in the uni-
form component of droplet distribution, corresponding to the distribution shown in
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figure 5.43(i). The recirculation bubble has narrowed, the peak moved further away
from the sink, and the minimum residence time has increased to be more than one
rotation.
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Figure 5.43: Single injector point combined with uniform input, φa = 0.8. (i) Droplet
input function, (ii) streamlines for film with mean parameters as ta-
ble 5.8.
5.6.3 Distributed sources
A model of the droplet input function if there are 10 sources evenly distributed around
the central shaft of the cylinder is given by (4.15),
a(θ) = a¯ ((1− φa) sin(p θ) + 1) ,
with a¯ = 106, p = 10 and φa = 0.75. The distribution is illustrated by figure 5.44, and
typical behaviour is illustrated by figure 5.45. The oscillations of the input are apparent
in the output. The droplet residence time is shorter, only 1–2 cycles, but there are
otherwise no major changes from the uniform input case.
5.7 Summary of this chapter
We have examined the effects of c5 and c6, the azimuthal and radial components of
droplet mass flux in (4.6), the modified equation for film height profile. Initially, we
varied these independently, having chosen a set of coefficients c1 to c4 and A which
(from Chapter 3) we knew to produce a stable steady state film profile. The total fluid
in the film, A, is kept constant by use of a sink. c6 has the effect of a build-up on the
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Figure 5.44: Droplet input function for distributed sources, φa = 0.75, p = 10
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Figure 5.45: Streamlines for film with distributed sources, a varying, φa = 0.75,
p = 10 mean parameters as table 5.8
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left-hand side of the sink, and since this parameter largely controls the outflow rate,
causes a sharp drop in film height over the sink.
The effect of c5 is initially more subtle, but if this parameter, equivalent to cylinder wall
rotation ucyl is substantially increases then the steady-state solution may cease to exist.
If c1, c3 and c6 are negligible, (4.6) reduces to a cubic of which c5 is one of the coefficients,
and we could plot the possible positive real solutions. Kinematic wave theory enabled us
to narrow down the possible stable shock solutions. Thus we saw that Acrit, the area at
which a shock solution is required, and Amax, the maximum area sustained by a stable
steady shock solution, are dependent on c5. Thus, for the parameters we had examined,
A > Amax which is why a stable solution was not observed.
The analogy between c5 and ucyl, the wall rotation, is useful for describing the film
profile, but streamlines reveal that the flow beneath the surface is not the same for
both.
In the section where c5 and c6 were chosen to be physically consistent with c3 and c4, we
saw that increases in droplet mass input reduce the area required for ascending shocks
and recirculation.
Non-uniform droplet impact can have surprising effects on the film. When a single
injector is used, with the parameters chosen, the extra momentum imparted to the
film at the injector site can cause such severe thinning that together with the lack of
momentum on the rising side, the flow field is completely changed. No longer is a
rimming flow seen, but the flow descends on both sides of the cylinder. Distributed
injectors do not have this effect, but the variation from the input can be clearly seen in
the film profile.
The streamlines show that the underlying flow has a recirculation region near the cylin-
der wall. This recirculation can be diminished but not eliminated by adjustment of the
sink positions to be underneath the shock.
In an illustrative example, we showed how this method may be applied for physical data,
and that the timescales for fluid residence in the cylinder may be in the order of seconds.
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Films with the additional features of
rotation and thermal effects
In Chapters 2–5 we have considered the development of thin rimming films driven by
the impact of droplets. The flow has been isothermal, and the cylinder wall stationary,
ucyl = 0. In this chapter, consideration is given to the additional effects of cylinder wall
rotation and thermally-driven surface shear. Introducing rotation into the model gives
us the opportunity to study a slightly wider parameter range, especially the case with
interesting physical features where the surface shear drives against the rotation of the
wall. A full examination of thermal effects on the film goes beyond the scope of this
project, but in certain limits of the fluid’s thermal properties, heating of the cylinder
wall can cause surface shear. We will examine this effect, known as Marangoni shear,
in the latter part of this chapter.
Both of these effects can be included in the model by an equation of the same form as
(4.6), the film-height equation we have already derived, and the numerical techniques
already developed can be directly applied. This therefore provides a convenient method
of verifying the numerical code, as previous work in this field has concentrated on the
case of rotating rather than stationary cylinders.
6.1 Rotating wall and droplet mass contribution
The case of a rotating cylinder with impacting droplets contributing radial mass but
negligible azimuthal mass and negligible momentum was studied by Noakes [34]. She
looked at both uniform and non-uniform droplet inputs, with and without an outflow.
We begin by reviewing and reproducing some of her results, which were generated with
a different numerical method without adaptive meshing, then look at the streamlines
beneath the surface profiles.
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6.1.1 Surface profiles for uniform injection of mass as verification of
code
Noakes’ key equation for film profiles is given by equation 3.2.1, in [34],
∂h
∂t
+
∂
∂θ
²h33
(
∂h
∂θ
+
∂3h
∂θ3
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
surface tension
− h
3
3
sin θ︸ ︷︷ ︸
gravity
+ h︸︷︷︸
rotation
 = λI(θ, t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
net mass input
, (6.1)
where ² is a surface tension parameter. λI is the mass injection and extraction function,
and for uniform injection and extraction is given by
I =
−99 for θs < θ < θe1 elsewhere
where θs = −pi/100, θe = pi/100 for extraction through 1% of the surface. The droplet
contribution is thus simplified, as if the droplet mass were raining lightly onto the surface,
with no azimuthal component, and no momentum or shear.
This model is equivalent to (4.6), with parameter values:
c1 ²
c2 −1 A various
c3 0
c4 0
c5 0 ucyl 1
c6 −λ vcyl 99λ at sink, 0 elsewhere.
We solve this equation by applying the method described in Chapter 4. Figure 6.1(i)
shows the steady-state film profiles when ² = 10−5 and λ ranges from 0 to 0.1, and
A = 5.026, equivalent to h¯ = 0.8. The results show good agreement with the equivalent
figure 3.28 in [34]. There is an ascending shock in 0 < θ < pi/2 and, as λ increases, mass
accumulates in θ < 0 and a descending shock develops over the sink at θ = 0. The only
discernible difference from Noakes’ result is in the peak for λ = 0, which in our simulation
is about 10% higher and correspondingly narrower. This is due to the the simulation
tolerances being slightly less precise, which can be corrected by adjusting the relative
and absolute tolerance parameters used by the bvp4c code, from the defaults of 10−3 and
10−6 to 10−4 and 10−7 respectively. The refined results are shown in figure 6.1(ii) and
are indiscernible from Noakes’ figure 3.28. Figure 6.1(ii) is also formatted to facilitate
comparison with [34].
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Figure 6.1: Film profiles with mass input c6 = −λ = 0,−0.01,−0.05 and−0.1. Other
parameters are c1 = 10−5, c2 = −1, ucyl = 1, A = 5.026. (i) Standard
tolerances (ii) Reduced tolerances.
6.1.2 Underlying flow for uniform injection of mass
As well as reproducing the film profiles, we can investigate the flow beneath the surface.
Figure 6.2 shows the streamlines for c6 = −0.01 and −0.1. Unlike in the shock solu-
tions generated by surface boundary condition of droplet impact, such as illustrated in
figure 5.2, there is no recirculation under the peak. When mass input is small, there
is very little radial motion through the steady-state film, and the fluid goes around the
cylinder several times before leaving at the sink. However when mass input is large most
of the fluid leaves after one rotation. This case illustrates the restriction on existence
of a steady-state solution with large mass input, as with mass input increased further
so much fluid would leave at the sink that insufficient remains to maintain a continuous
film.
Figure 6.3 shows the polar plot for the same case, small mass input and ucyl = 1, and
illustrates the force balance. Rotation opposing gravity causes a thickening of the film
to occur in the 0 < θ < pi/2 quadrant. Equation (6.1) is symmetric in θ and therefore
reversing the cylinder rotation causes the film thickening to appear in the −pi/2 < θ < 0
quadrant.
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Figure 6.2: Streamlines for uniform mass input (i) c6 = −λ = −0.01 (ii) c6 = −λ =
−0.1. Other parameters are c1 = 10−5, c2 = −1, ucyl = 1, A = 5.026
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Figure 6.3: Polar plot of film profile for uniform input of mass and output at θ = 0,
when c1 = 10−5, A = 5.027, c6 = −0.01, c5 = 0 and cylinder rotating
anticlockwise.
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6.1.3 A rotating cylinder with non-uniform injection of mass
It is also of interest to examine results for (6.1) with non-uniform input of droplet
mass into the film surface, as given by Noakes [34] figure 3.38. This is a model for
droplets coming from a single injector point, and the mass-input profile is defined in
(4.11) and illustrated in figure 4.2. Noakes’ definition is such that a scaling factor of 4pi
is required to implement this function with our transient code, and to make meaningful
comparisons with the uniform input case. To implement numerically we define c6(θ)
similarly to (4.12), with c¯6 = λ/(4pi), φa = 0 and θb = −pi + 1.
Figure 6.4 shows the resulting film profiles, which are indistinguishable from figure 3.38
in [34].
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Figure 6.4: Film profiles for non-uniform radial injection of mass with a rotating
cylinder, reproduction of Noakes’ fig 3.38. c1 = ² = 10−5, A = 5.027,
λ = 0, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, so c¯6 = −λ/(4pi) = 0,−0.008,−0.04,−0.08, ucyl = 1.
In order to compare with the uniform results we set c¯6 to the same values as in figure 6.1,
resulting in the film profiles shown in figure 6.5. The most prominent feature is the
sudden increase in gradient of h at θ = −pi+1, where the injection of mass starts. Most
of this extra mass is lost from the system at the sink, and the profiles between θ = 0
and θ = −pi + 1 are close to steady solutions with no incoming mass.
Figures 6.6 shows the streamlines for two of these cases, c¯6 = −0.01 and c¯6 = −0.1. The
first is little different from the uniform mass input shown in figure 6.2, but in the second
we can see that most streamlines start in −pi+1 < θ < 0, where most mass is taken into
the system. There is a gradual thickening of the film in this region, which is physically
intuitive when seen on the polar plot (figure 6.7). These solutions are very different from
the non-uniform input solutions seen in Chapter 5, for here the azimuthal film motion
is maintained by the cylinder wall rotation with or without mass input, whereas in the
previous results ucyl = 0, and the driving droplet momentum was significantly affected
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Figure 6.5: Film profiles for non-uniform radial injection of mass with a ro-
tating cylinder. c1 = ² = 10−5, A = 5.027, c¯6 = −λ/(4pi) =
0,−0.01,−0.05,−0.1, ucyl = 1.
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Figure 6.6: Streamlines for non-uniform input of mass, with (i) c¯6 = −λ/(4pi) =
−0.01, (ii) c¯6 = −λ/(4pi) = −0.1. Other parameters are ² = 10−5,
A = 5.027
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Figure 6.7: Polar plot of film for non-uniform input of mass and output at θ = 0,
when ² = 10−5, h¯ = 0.8 (Area = 5.027), λ = 0.4pi.
by reducing a(θ) in part of the cylinder.
Residence times for both the uniform and non-uniform cases are given in table 6.1.
There is little change in residence time between the uniform and non-uniform inputs.
uniform non-uniform
c6 Residence cycles Residence time Residence cycles Residence time
0 n/a n/a * n/a n/a *
0.1/(4pi) – – 12.3 91.0 *
0.01 10.3 75.6 * 10.1 78.6
0.5/(4pi) – – 2.3 15.7 *
0.05 1.9 13.9 * 2.0 15.0
1.0/(4/pi) – – 1.2 7.9 *
0.1 0.8 5.1 * 0.9 3.6
Table 6.1: Minimum Residence times. * Results corresponding to parameters used
by Noakes [34]
6.2 The distinction between the wall rotation (ucyl) and
azimuthal mass (c5) terms
In the film-height equation (4.5) the terms a ∂∂θ (uEh) and
∂
∂θ (ucylh) have the same
form in h. They are therefore interchangeable if we are just considering the film height
profile h. However the first arises from the azimuthal mass contribution at the surface,
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and the second from the rotating wall boundary condition. Therefore they are distinct
in the calculation of the underlying film velocities u and v, and the two flows with
auE = 1, ucyl = 0 and auE = 0, ucyl = 1 have distinct underlying behaviours.
As an example, consider the flow illustrated in figures 6.2(i) and 6.3, with c5 = −auE =
0, ucyl = 1, and other parameters as given in table 6.2. The same film profile is produced
when c5 = −auE = 1, ucyl = 0, but as illustrated by the streamlines in figure 6.8, the
underlying flow is completely different, with flow towards the sink on both sides of the
cylinder. Since droplet momentum is negligible, c3, c4 = 0, although vE < uE , this is
not a physically consistent set of parameters, but demonstrates the difference between
the ucyl and c5 terms.
Figure 6.2(i) Figure 6.8
c1 RefWef 10−5 10−5
c2 −RefFr −1 −1
c3 Refau2E 0 0
c4 −RefauEvE 0 0
c5 −auE 0 1
c6 avE −0.1 −0.1
ucyl 1 0
vcyl asdefined(4.10)
A 5.026 5.027
Table 6.2: Parameters for the two flows illustrated in figures 6.2(i) and 6.8
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Figure 6.8: Streamlines for uniform input of mass and output at θ = 0, when
c5 = 1 and cylinder stationary, ucyl = 0. Other parameters are c1 = 10−5,
c2 = −1, c3 = 0, c4 = 0, c6 = −0.01, A = 5.027
The velocity profiles in figures 6.9 and 6.10 illustrate why this difference arises. In
figure 6.9 there is a large wall velocity. The profile is almost uniform in y, slowing
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slightly at the top of the peak. In figure 6.10 there is no flow on the cylinder wall. With
no driving shear, the fluid moves towards θ = 0 on both sides of the cylinder, driven by
gravity and a continuous top-up of mass from the c5 and c6 terms. The flow is fastest
at the peak, driven by the large value of the c5 term.
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Figure 6.9: Velocity profiles for uniform input of mass and output at θ = 0, when
c5 = 0 and cylinder rotating, ucyl = 1. Other parameters are c1 = 10−5,
c2 = −1, c3 = 0, c4 = 0, c6 = −0.01, A = 5.027
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Figure 6.10: Velocity profiles for uniform input of mass and output at θ = 0, when
c5 = 1 and cylinder stationary, ucyl = 0. Other parameters are
c1 = 10−5, c2 = −1, c3 = 0, c4 = 0, c6 = −0.01, A = 5.027
6.3 Rotation with opposing surface shear.
The case where the rotation opposes the direction of the core flow gives rise to some
interesting flows, as discussed by Villegas-Dı´az [51]. In that work, the effect of the
droplets input was simplified to a surface shear term, equivalent to the c4 term in (4.6)
and azimuthal droplet momentum (c3) and droplet mass (c5, c6) contributions were
neglected. In this section we re-examine the corresponding results using the methods
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developed in this thesis, including an analysis of the film-flow streamlines. We will then
go on to look at the effect on these film profiles of the c3 term.
6.3.1 Re-examination of Villegas-Dı´az’ results
One of the most interesting flows Villegas-Dı´az found was in figure 4.9 of [51], for
anticlockwise (positive) rotation with clockwise (negative) shear, and various surface
tensions. The parameters (in his notation) are B−1 = 10−5 to B−1 = 10−1, Γ = 1,
γ = −2.1491, with h¯ = 0.5944. Equivalent parameters in (4.6) are given by:
c1, (B−1) 10−5 to 10−1
c2, (−Γ) −1 A 3.739
c3 0
c4, (γ) −2.1491
c5 0 ucyl 1
c6 0 vcyl 0
Table 6.3: Parameter values for rotation opposing surface shear
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Figure 6.11: Film profiles for opposing shear c4 = −2.1491 and cylinder rotation
ucyl = 1, with various c1 (equivalent to B−1). Other parameters are
c2 = −1 and A = 3.739. Dashed line is the cubic, c1 = 0.
Figure 6.11 shows the corresponding film profiles, which are indistinguishable from
Villegas-Dı´az’ figure 4.9. As we found in Chapter 3, the c1 surface tension parame-
ter has a stabilising effect, damping the profile peaks. The solution with c1 = 10−5
has little damping, and is an example of a double shock solution, reminiscent of the
solutions reported by Bertozzi et al. [11] to occur in the case of flow down an inclined
plane opposed by Marangoni stresses due to a temperature gradient on the plane. When
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c1 = 0 with these parameters, (4.6) reduces to the cubic
−h
3
3
sin θ + γ
h2
2
+ ucylh = q,
the solution of which is included in the figure. The cubic has three branches which can
be connected by shock solutions, and the film profile with A = 3.739 connects all three.
Figure 6.12 shows the film profile from figure 6.11 with the least surface tension, c1 = 10−5,
on a polar plot. We can see that the bulge in the film primarily arises from the oppos-
ing effects of the shear and combined gravity and rotation terms, as it occurs in the
−pi/2 < θ < 0 quadrant. On the polar plot the double shock appears as an extended
recirculation region, thickening in the direction of rotation.
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Figure 6.12: Polar plot of film profile for opposing shear, c4 = −2.1491, and rotation,
ucyl = 1. Other parameters are c1 = 10−5, c2 = −1 and A = 3.739.
With the streamline code, we are also able to look at the flow beneath the surface,
shown in figure 6.13. There is a strong recirculation region under the main spike. There
is a weak recirculation by the second shock, which is strongest for intermediate surface
tension values, and absorbed by the main peak for very high surface tension.
6.3.2 Effect of azimuthal droplet momentum c3 on shear and rotation
cases
The work by Villegas-Dı´az derives the film profiles in the case of rotation and an imposed
surface shear. However our derivation in Chapter 2 shows that only for very low droplet
volume fraction (α = O(²3)) and moderate impact angle can droplets impart this shear
term — equivalent to c4 — alone. Otherwise, they also contribute c6 or the c3 term, the
azimuthal component of droplet momentum, which has a ∂h∂θ dependence. In Chapter 3,
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(i) c1 = 10−5 (ii) c1 = 10−4
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(iii) c1 = 10−3 (iv) c1 = 10−2
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(v) c1 = 10−1
Figure 6.13: Streamlines for opposing shear and rotation, with increasing surface ten-
sion (c1). Other parameters are c2 = −1 c4 = −2.1491 and A = 3.739.
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the latter was shown to be significant, especially as a destabilising factor if it is large.
The c3 coefficient, because it arises from u2E , is always positive, regardless of the sign
of c4. Thus c3 has a destabilising effect whichever the direction of the external flow or
shear.
We now consider the effect of c3 on the Villegas-Dı´az solutions. The base case has been
chosen as (iii) in figure 6.13, with c1 = 10−3, c4 = −2.1491 and A = 3.739. To this
we add c3, from c3 = −10−5 × c4 to c3 = −c4. The results are shown in figure 6.14.
Results for c3 = 0 to c3 = 2.1491 × 10−4 are indistinguishable on this scale. There is
little change between c3 = 0 and c3 = 0.00215 = 10−3|c4|, but when c3 is increased to
c3 = 0.215 = 10−2|c4| the peak sharpens, and for greater c3 a steady-state film profile
cannot be found.
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Figure 6.14: Film profiles for azimuthal droplet momentum c3 =
0,−0.0021,−0.0214. Other parameters are c1 = 10−3, c2 = −1,
c4 = −2.1491 and A = 3.739.
In another example, from Villegas-Dı´az [51] figure 4.6, the parameters c1 = 10−5,
c4 = −3.5, ucyl = 1 and A = 13.12 permit a single descending shock in the −pi/2 < θ < 0
quadrant. Figure 6.15 illustrates once again that adding a small c3 term slightly increases
the height of the peak. With these parameters, if c3 > 0.07 then the shock solution is
unstable, and a steady-state film profile cannot be found.
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Figure 6.15: Film profiles for various c3 azimuthal droplet momentum, with
c1 = 10−5, c2 = −1, c4 = −3.5, ucyl = 1, A = 13.12. (i) includes
an overlay of the cubic c1 = 0 (ii) is a close-up around the peak.
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6.4 Derivation of heating effects
One of the purposes of the oil film on the chamber wall is to provide cooling of the hot
surfaces. This raises questions of whether the fluid flow provides an effective cooling,
and whether the heating of the oil influences the flow. This is a complex system, and we
do not attempt to tackle it all here. But in certain limits, heating of the film contributes
a term to the film profile equation that already occurs in (4.6), so work done on that
equation can be applicable to the thermal case.
6.4.1 Heat equation
The temperature of the fluid is governed by the diffusion equation
ρ cp
DTˆ
Dtˆ
= k∇2Tˆ (6.2)
where ρ is the density, cp the constant pressure heat capacity, and k the thermal con-
ductivity of the fluid. Tˆ is temperature, and tˆ time. The properties of the fluid, in
particular viscosity µ and density ρ are assumed to be constant with temperature.
In cylindrical polar coordinates with velocities as defined in chapter 2, the heat equation
is:
ρcp
(
∂Tˆ
∂tˆ
+ uˆr
∂Tˆ
∂rˆ
+
uˆθ
rˆ
∂Tˆ
∂θ
)
= k
(
1
rˆ
∂
∂rˆ
(
rˆ
∂Tˆ
∂rˆ
)
+
1
rˆ2
∂2Tˆ
∂θ2
)
. (6.3)
We non-dimensionalise, using variables
y =
r0 − rˆ
h0
, u =
uˆθ
Ωr0
, v = − uˆr
Ωh0
, t = Ωtˆ, T =
Tˆ − Ta
Tw − Ta , h =
hˆ
h0
,
where Ta is the ambient temperature in the core of the cylinder, Tw is the temperature
at the wall, and Ω is the rate of rotation of the cylinder. The scaling is chosen such that
the non-dimensional temperature in the film is positive for Tw > Ta. As before, h0 is
the film thickness and r0 the radius of the cylinder. Then (6.3) becomes
Pe
(
∂T
∂t
+ v
∂T
∂y
+
u
1− ²y
∂T
∂θ
)
=
1
1− ²y
∂
∂y
(
(1− ²y)∂T
∂y
)
+
²2
(1− ²y)
∂2T
∂θ2
(6.4)
where the Peclet number is given by
Pe =
Ωh20ρcp
k
, and ² =
h0
r0
.
If the conductivity of the fluid is large compared to the heat capacity, or if the film is
very thin, then diffusion of heat dominates its advection by the fluid, and Pe¿ 1. Since
the aspect ratio of the film is thin, ²¿ 1. In this case (6.4) reduces to:
∂2T
∂y2
= 0 to leading order. (6.5)
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6.4.2 Thermal Boundary Conditions
If the temperature at the cylinder wall is assumed to be constant, then
Tˆ = Tw, so T = 1 at y = 0. (6.6)
At the free surface, heat is transfered between the film fluid and the cylinder core.
According to Newton’s law of cooling, the rate of heat transfer from the surface is
proportional to the temperature difference across the surface, so
k∇Tˆ · n+ λ
(
Tˆ − Ta
)
= 0, (6.7)
where λ is the heat transfer coefficient.
Non-dimensionalising, (6.7) becomes:(
1 +
(
²
1− ²y
∂h
∂θ
)2)−1/2(∂T
∂y
−
(
²
1− ²y
)2 ∂T
∂θ
∂h
∂θ
)
+Bi T = 0, at y = h, (6.8)
where the Biot number is given by
Bi =
λh0
k
.
Note the sign of the ∂h∂θ term: if the film is hot, and
∂h
∂θ < 0, then
∂T
∂θ > 0, and this term
adds a contribution to the main heat transfer in ∂T∂y . The ²
2 in this term arises from the
1/r in ∇T and n.
For ²¿ 1, (6.8) reduces to
∂T
∂y
+Bi T = 0, at y = h. (6.9)
6.4.3 Temperature of the film to leading order
In summary, for ²¿ 1 and Pe¿ 1 the temperature of the fluid is given by (6.5)
∂2T
∂y2
= 0,
with boundary conditions (6.9) and (6.6)
T = 1 at y = 0,
∂T
∂y
+Bi T = 0 at y = h.
This system the solution
T = 1− Bi
1 + Bih
y. (6.10)
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Thus because the film is thin, and conduction dominates advection, the second order
gradients of temperature can be neglected, and the temperature has a linear profile in
y. At the surface, the temperature is
T |y=h = 11 + Bih
so for a heated wall, the surface temperature decreases if the film thickness increases.
6.4.4 Surface Tension
Now surface tension is a function of temperature of the fluid and we follow Kalliada-
sis et al. [28, 50] in modelling it using a linear approximation (6.11) for surface tension,
with σa the surface tension at Ta, and β > 0 for typical liquids. So surface tension
reduces when the film is hotter than the ambient.
σ = σa − β
(
Tˆ − Ta
)
. (6.11)
Unlike in previous chapters of this thesis, the surface tension is not uniform, since the
surface temperature varies according to the thickness of the film. Substituting y = h
into (6.10) and (6.11), the surface tension is given by
σ = σ0 − β (Tw − Ta)1 + Bih , (6.12)
and for a hot wall increases as the film thickness increases. Variation in surface tension
generates a surface shear, given by ∇σ · t on y = h where t is the tangent to the surface.
∂σ
∂y = 0, so this reduces to
∇σ · t = 1
r0(1− ²h)
∂σ
∂θ
tθ.
Substituting in (6.12) and t as in Chapter 2,
∇σ · t = 1
r0(1− ²h)
β (Tw − Ta) Bi
(1 + Bih)2
∂h
∂θ
(
1 +
(
²
1− ²h
∂h
∂θ
)2)−1/2
.
So to leading order in ², the surface shear is given by
∇σ · t = β (Tw − Ta) Bi
r0 (1 + Bih)
2
∂h
∂θ
. (6.13)
We can simplify this by introducing the Marangoni number, defined as
Ma =
β(Tw − Ta)
Ωµ r0
,
so
∇σ · t = ΩµMa Bi
(1 + Bih)2
∂h
∂θ
. (6.14)
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Now if ² < Bi ¿ 1, as would occur for a thin film if λ ∼ k, then (6.14) reduces to:
∇σ · t = ΩµMaBi ∂h
∂θ
.
Modifying the argument of Chapter 4, this additional surface shear term contributes
to the tangential stress T (θ, t) in (2.35), (2.64). Therefore if temperature effects are
included, we get an additional term in (4.6) of the form
∂
∂θ
(
1
2
MaBi
dh
dθ
h2
)
. (6.15)
Alternatively, we can write
MaBi
∂h
∂θ
= γ,
and γ is analogous to an imposed surface shear stress as investigated by Villegas-
Dı´az et al. [51, 53]. We can therefore follow their argument to derive the flux, and
reach
∂h
∂t
+
∂
∂θ
(
h+
1
2
MaBi
dh
dθ
h2 − h
3
3
sin θ
)
= 0, (6.16)
for a leading-order balance between gravity, rotation and shear stress. (Adapting equa-
tion (3.13) of [53], with B−1 = 0.)
Equation (6.16) is equivalent to (4.6), with coefficients given by
c1 0
c2 −1
c3 MaBi
c4 0
c5 0 ucyl 1
c6 0 vcyl 0
In the film-height equation, the term (6.15) is equivalent to the c3 term that we have
already generated from azimuthal droplet momentum. So one effect of heating the cylin-
der wall relative to the ambient temperature would be to create a positive Marangoni
number, and increase c3. As discussed in Chapter 3 and §6.3.2 the c3 (or αu) term tends
to sharpen any peaks (see figure 3.15) and create a destabilising effect. This is also
observed in flow down a heated plane [27].
A side effect of heating is to change the surface tension contribution in other terms.
Surface tension acts on the normal boundary condition on the surface (2.11), and occurs
in the c1 coefficient of (4.6). From (6.12), when ² < Bi ¿ 1,
σ = σ0 − β (Tw − Ta) ,
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and surface tension is modified by the temperature effects, but only by a constant at
leading order, there is no h dependence. The heated wall will thus reduce the surface
tension along the whole film profile, tending to increase the size of any peaks and, from
our findings in Chapter 3, further contribute to instability. At first order in Bih, surface
tension increases with film thickness and may slightly reduces this effect.
6.5 Summary of this chapter
In this chapter we have considered the additional effects of rotation and heating upon
the film profile. Streamline plots of the underlying flow in the film show that although
the wall rotation ucyl and azimuthal droplet mass input c5 are equivalent in the equation
for h, the underlying flow is quite different.
There is good agreement with Noakes’ results, both for uniform and non-uniform droplet
mass input. In these cases, where there is no significant droplet momentum or surface
shear and the flow is driven by rotation, there is no recirculation. Also in these cases,
non-uniform input of droplets does not change the direction of the flow, as we have
seen it might in Chapter 5 where droplet momentum was a significant driver. Here,
non-uniform impact has no effect on residence times.
There is also good alignment with Villegas-Dı´az’ results, and plots of underlying flow
show where recirculation occurs beneath the example with a double shock. The effect
on the Villegas-Dı´az solutions of including the c3 term necessary to extend the range of
droplet parameters for which his work is valid, is to increase the size of peaks and to be
destabilising.
In some limits of thermal properties, a Marangoni shear term arises in the film profile
equation. It is directly equivalent to the c3 term arising from the azimuthal droplet
momentum, and the same solution methods can be applied as we have already consid-
ered. Therefore, as we have shown in Chapter 3, heating the wall will tend to have a
destabilising effect on the film, increasing the size of any peaks.
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Conclusions
The key contribution of this thesis is a more thorough development and analysis of equa-
tions governing the interaction between the core, droplet-laden flow and the rimming
flow of an aero-engine bearing chamber than has previously been undertaken.
The interface between these flows is in reality a complex region, where droplets splash
and rebound. In this thesis it has been modelled as a single interface through which
droplet exchange occurs. Conservation of mass and momentum have been applied across
the interface. The thin aspect ratio (²) of the film has allowed simplification, and led to
(4.6), the equation for film height h. The coefficients c1 to c6 in this equation arise from
the droplet-driven boundary conditions, also from surface tension, gravity, and rotation
of the cylinder. An equation of the same form as (4.6) arises when Marangoni forces
due to heat transfer are included in the model.
As described at the end of Chapter 2, various combinations of the parameters c1 to c6
occur at leading order, according to the volume fraction (α) and the direction of motion
of the droplets. With the assumption that the film is primarily driven by a balance
between droplet shear and gravity, only certain combinations are valid. c4, the term
equivalent to an imposed surface shear, always occurs. If α = O(²3), the shear-only
mode — as studied by Villegas-Dı´az [51] — can exist but to extend the model up to
α = O(²2) and beyond at least one of c3 or c6 must occur.
Much can be learnt from solutions to the cubic equation (5.2) when the derivative terms
in (4.6) are negligible. Given c2, c4, c5 and ucyl we can find the flux q for which steady
solutions exist, and by kinematic wave theory deduce which branches are stable. The
cubic can have up to three possible real solutions. Villegas-Dı´az drew up a chart in c4-q
space, with ucyl = 1, to show the various possible solutions, and in Chapter 5 we showed
the equivalent in ucyl-q space with c4 = 1.
For the case with ucyl = 0, when the flow is governed by gravity c2 and droplet input or
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shear c4 only, and droplet mass is negligible, the cubic is given by (3.3) and the critical
mass is Acrit = 3.951. If A > Acrit, then there must be a shock between branches
of the cubic solution. Including the derivative terms of (4.6) smooths the shock. The
shock is associated with recirculation within the flow. When c6 > 0, and droplet mass
is significant, Acrit is increased. Unlike the case of the Moffatt problem, with ucyl = 1
and c4 = 0, the shock solution can support an arbitrarily large area A of fluid, up to
the limit of validity of the thin-film approximation.
Solutions of the cubic (3.3) with A < Acrit are neutrally stable. Kinematic wave theory
is a useful tool, especially when there are three positive solutions of the cubic and hence
a wide range of possible shocks. We used it to deduce which shock solutions can be
stable. From this we found the maximum areas possible for various parameter ranges.
For the case ucyl, c5 = 0, we found that the ascending shocks are stable, but descending
shocks were not, which limited the possible shock solutions to those with the shock in
the 0 < θ < pi/2 quadrant.
A disadvantage of the steady-state solver is that it does not conserve A, equivalent to the
mass in the system and thus any one of a family of solutions may be found, depending
on the initial guess. This gives insight into possible solutions but it is difficult to make
meaningful comparisons of the results for fixed areas. We also found that the solver
often failed to converge in cases where ζ was small.
A more versatile approach was to develop a full transient solver, and seek steady solutions
by looking for convergence through time. The agreement with the indication of the
asymptotic matching is excellent, although solutions close to the ζ = α3u cut-off area
difficult to find and require continuation from nearby solutions.
The same code was used to reproduce results published by Noakes [34] and Villegas-
Dı´az [51].
Both the numerical solvers showed that surface tension tends to damp peaks and az-
imuthal droplet momentum, c3, to increase them. A matching argument in Chapter 3,
backed up by numerical results, showed that there is a balance of c1 = c33. When the
cross-sectional area of the film is less than Acrit, steady-state solutions without shocks
may exist for any range of c1, c3. When the cross-sectional area of the film exceeds Acrit,
then for parameter values: c3 = 0, c1 = 0, steady-state solutions with shocks anywhere
in 0 < θ < pi can exist; c1 ≥ c33, steady-state solutions with smoothed shocks in lower
quadrant 0 < θ < pi/2 can exist; and c1 < c33, steady-state solutions with smoothed
shocks in upper quadrant pi/2 < θ < pi can exist. However the latter are unstable.
Surface tension has a strong smoothing effect but increasing c3 has little quantitative
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effect on the film profile, only a slight steepening of the shock, until we reach the cut-off
of c33 = c1 predicted by the matching argument. At this point the destabilising effect of
c3 is too large, and no solutions are sustained.
The term c3 was omitted from the model of Villegas-Dı´az, limiting the validity to
α = O(²3). When c3 is included, the validity is extended, but c3 has the same destabil-
ising effect.
Equivalent to c3 is the term arising from Marangoni forces when the film is heated. If
the cylinder wall is heated relative to the ambient temperature, the Marangoni number
is positive and c3 increased. As discussed in Chapters 3 and 6, the c3 term tends to
sharpen any peaks and be destabilizing. This is also observed in flow down a heated
plane.
That the steady-state solutions found by the transient solver are stable was confirmed
by adding perturbations and allowing them to evolve in time. It was found that for
solutions predicted to be stable according to the matching argument, perturbations
decay quickly. However there were unstable steady solutions found using the steady-
state solver for which perturbations could grow. Perturbations which add mass shift
a stable steady solution to a nearby one with a slightly larger shock. The results of
eigenvalue analysis of stability were inconclusive, with conflicting results from finite
difference and spectral methods.
When droplets contribute significant mass as well as momentum to the film, a steady
solution can be found when there is an outflow at the sink with the flux matched to the
total inflow. c5 and c6 are the coefficients in (4.6) of droplet mass impacting on the film
from the azimuthal and radial directions respectively. The mass mass outflow, primarily
balancing the c6 term, tends to generate a down-shock at the sink, and reduce the size
of other peaks. Sufficient mass influx c6 can prevent any steady solutions of this form
existing.
If c5 = 0, as c6 increases in magnitude, we see a descending shock develop over the
sink. The film thickens to the left-hand side of the sink. If c6 = 0 and c5 changed,
then for the film area A that was studied, a distinct transition is seen between c5 = 0
and c5 = −1, and stable steady solutions are not found throughout the parameter range
between them. We showed in Chapter 5 that this was because for c5 = −0.5 for example,
Acrit is reduced.
For c5 = −1 the film profile h is identical to that with clockwise rotation, as if ucyl = −1.
However the underlying streamlines are different.
The droplets may not impact uniformly around the cylinder, that is the droplet fraction
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α and velocities uE , vE may be function of θ. In the absence of data about the distri-
bution of velocities, we have varied only the distribution of droplet fraction, but this
affects both droplet mass and momentum input functions.
The effect of altering the droplet distribution is dependent on the average droplet para-
meters and whether the cylinder is rotating. In the Noakes case, changing the droplet
distribution has little effect, but for the parameters examines in Chapter 5 it as dra-
matic effects. If oil is introduced with a single injector, the distribution function may be
similar to a half-normal. If the flow is driven by shear, so that the droplet momentum
is large, then a single injector input can cause a thinning of the film after the injector.
This is in contrast to the thickening seen after a single injector point when the film is
driven by rotation, and the droplets contribute purely mass with negligible momentum.
In the latter case the non-uniform input barely affects the residence time of the film
fluid, only changing behaviour near the surface. In the former case, the non-uniform
input changes the direction as well as speed of the underlying flow.
Shear-driven flow contrasts with rotation-drive flow in that beneath a shock in the film
profile is a recirculation region on the cylinder wall. This may be associated with hot-
spots, although we have not undertaken the thermal modelling required to establish
the severity of these. Such modelling is considered the most critical area for further
development.
Reducing the total mass below Acrit and hence eliminating shock solutions may remove
recirculation. Strategic placement of the sink has also been considered, and although
for the parameters examined there are no sink positions which completely eliminate
recirculation, it greatly diminished when the sink was under the shock. Since results in
Chapter 5 show that the size of recirculation regions diminishes with reduced A, then
it seems likely that with slightly reduced A then the recirculation could be eliminated
completely by careful sink position.
Another important area for further work is to couple this model to a numerical model of
the core flow, so that more precise droplet distribution parameters can be established.
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Nomenclature
Other variables may appear, but if not included in this list they should be locally defined.
Greek:
α volume fraction of droplets in upper fluid
αu droplet momentum parameter
β characterises droplet impact angle, VE = ²βUE
β coefficient relating surface tension to temperature (Chap. 6 only)
δij the Kronecker delta
² = h0r0 the aspect ratio of the film
ζ non-dimensional surface tension related parameter
η(s) small perturbation
θ annular/cylindrical polar coord, measured anticlockwise from
downwards vertical
κ surface curvature
λ heat transfer coefficient (Chap. 6 only)
µ coefficient of viscosity
ξ(θ, t) = 0 surface function (in derivation of boundary conditions)
ξ(θ, t) small perturbation (in stability analysis)
ρ density
σ surface tension coefficient
τij viscous stress tensor
φ angle of droplet impact
Ω rotation rate
Latin lowercase:
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a scaled volume fraction of droplets
c1 to c6 coefficients of the film-height equation
cp constant pressure heat capacity (Chap. 6 only)
ei coordinate base vector
eij tensor
g acceleration due to gravity
h(θ, t), hˆ(θ, t) function giving height of surface, non-dim/dimensional, annular
hˆr(θ, t) height of surface, dimensional, cylindrical coords
h0 scaling on height yˆ = h0y
k scaling on droplet fraction. α = ²ka
k thermal conductivity (Chap. 6 only)
n normal to free surface
p, pˆ pressure, non-dim/dimensional pˆ = ρU
2
² p
q =
∫ h
0 udy azimuthal flux
rˆ radial polar coordinate, dimensional
r0 radius of cylinder
t, tˆ time, non-dim/dimensional tˆ = r0U t
t tangent to free surface
u velocity vector
uˆθ, uˆr components of velocity in θ, r directions, dimensional
u, v, uˆ, vˆ components of velocity in θ, y directions, non-dim/dim.
w = ∂q∂h kinematic wave speed
y, yˆ coordinate normal to cylinder in 2-d annular coords, non-dim/dim.
Latin uppercase:
A dimensionless measure of cross-sectional area of the film
BC abbreviation for boundary condition(s)
Bi = λh0k Biot number
D
Dt convective derivative
Fr = U
2
gh0
Froude number
M,Nl, T droplet dependent terms in boundary conditions
Ma = β(Tw−Ta)Ωµr0 Marangoni number
N =
(
1 +
(
²
1−²h
∂h
∂θ
)2)−1/2
factor of surface normal (may be variously defined in derivations)
P,Q,R, S, V general quantities used in the derivation of boundary conditions
Pe = Ωh
2
0ρcp
k reduced Peclet number
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Ref =
ρUh0
µ reduced Reynolds number of the film
Tij stress tensor
T temperature (Chap. 6 only)
U, V scaling on u, v. uˆ = Uu
Wef =
σh20
U2ρr30
reduced inverse Weber number of the film
Subscripts:
i, j subscripts used in the summation convention
E subscript used for fluid external to the film, in the core of the chamber
I subscript used for fluid internal to the film (usually omitted).
θ, r cylindrical polar subscripts
θ, y annular subscripts
s steady solution
K shock position, solution at shock
cyl conditions on the cylinder wall
a,w ambient, wall (Chap. 6 only)
hatˆis used for dimensional variables.
The jump notation [x] indicates xE − xI , the jump in a quantity across the interface.
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Useful Identities
B.1 Grad and Div in cylindrical coordinates.
In cylindrical polars neglecting the axial (z) component, for general φ, F [1]:
∇φ = ∂φ
∂rˆ
er +
1
rˆ
∂φ
∂θ
eθ, ∇ · F = Fr
rˆ
+
∂Fr
∂rˆ
+
1
rˆ
∂Fθ
∂θ
.
In the annular coordinate system, dimensionless variables,
∇φ = 1
h0
∂φ
∂y
ey +
1
r0 − h0y
∂φ
∂θ
eθ,
so the unit outward normal has components
nθ = − ²1− ²y
∂h
∂θ
(
1 +
(
²
1− ²y
∂h
∂θ
)2)−1/2
, ny =
(
1 +
(
²
1− ²y
∂h
∂θ
)2)−1/2
,
and the unit tangent in the θ direction has components
tθ =
(
1 +
(
²
1− ²y
∂h
∂θ
)2)−1/2
, ty =
²
1− ²y
∂h
∂θ
(
1 +
(
²
1− ²y
∂h
∂θ
)2)−1/2
.
B.2 Stress Tensor
The stress tensor is given by
Tij = −pδij + 2µeij
where in cylindrical polar coordinates
err =
∂uˆr
∂rˆ
, eθθ =
1
rˆ
∂uˆθ
∂θ
+
uˆr
rˆ
, 2erθ = rˆ
∂
∂rˆ
(
uˆθ
rˆ
)
+
1
rˆ
∂uˆr
∂θ
.
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Film-height equation to O(²)
C.1 Film height equation for generic droplet conditions
The derivation of the film profile equations to O(²) was carried out, and is provided here
for reference. We use the information from the O(²) term, (2.47-2.49) with boundary
conditions (2.55-2.59) to find p1, u1, v1 and h1.
p0, u0, v0 are determined in terms of h0(θ, t) (2.60). Integrating (2.48) and applying the
boundary condition (2.55),
p1 = − 1Fr cos θ(y − h0) + 3h0Nl0 +Nl1. (C.1)
Differentiating wrt θ and substituting into (2.47) leads to
∂2u1
∂y2
= Ref
(
∂u0
∂t
+ u0
∂u0
∂θ
+ v0
∂u0
∂y
− y∂p0
∂θ
+
∂p1
∂θ
+
1
Ref
(
2y
∂2u0
∂y2
+
∂u0
∂y
)
− 2y 1
Fr
sin θ
)
. (C.2)
Substituting in the known u0, v0 and p0 gives a polynomial in y
∂2u1
∂y2
=
4∑
n=0
Gny
n, (C.3)
where
G0 =Ref
∂
∂θ
(
cos θ
Fr
h0 +Nl1 + 3hNl0
)
− F0h0 + T0,
G1 =Ref
(
∂
∂t
(−F0h0 + T0)
)
+ 2F0,
G2 =Ref
(
1
2
∂F0
∂t
+
1
4
∂
∂θ
(
(−F0h0 + T0)2
))
,
G3 =Ref
(
F0
∂
∂θ
(−F0h0 + T0) + 13 (−F0h0 + T0)
∂F0
∂θ
)
,
G4 =Ref
(
1
24
∂
∂θ
(
F 20
))
.
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Integrating twice, using boundary conditions (2.56) on y = h0 and (2.58) on y = 0 gives
u1 =
6∑
n=1
Hny
n, (C.4)
where
H1 =
(
−
4∑
n=0
Gn
(hn+10 )
n+ 1
+ 3h0T0 + T1 −
(
F0
h20
2
+ (−F0h0 + T0)h0
)
− h1F0
)
,
H2 =G0/2,
H3 =G1/6,
H4 =G2/12,
H5 =G3/20,
H6 =G4/30.
Now differentiating wrt θ and use the first-order terms of the continuity equation (2.49)
and (2.63) gives ∂v1∂y . Integrating with the boundary condition (2.59)on y = 0 gives:
v1 = −
6∑
n=1
∂Hn
∂θ
yn+1
n+ 1
−
(
∂F0
∂θ
y4
6
+
∂
∂θ
(−F0h0 + T0) y
3
2
)
. (C.5)
Evaluating at y = h0 and substituting into the O(²) terms of the kinematic boundary
condition (2.57) gives:
∂h1
∂t
+
∂
∂θ
(
h1
(
−F0h
2
0
2
+ T0h0
))
− h0∂h0
∂t
+
6∑
n=1
∂
∂θ
(
Hnh
n+1
0
n+ 1
)
=M1
Substituting back in for Hn and then Gn leads to a pde for h1.
∂h1
∂t
+
∂
∂θ
(h1h0 (−F0h0 + T0))− h0∂h0
∂t
+
∂
∂θ
((
3h0T0 + T1 −
(
F0
h20
2
+ (−F0h0 + T0)h0
))
h20
2
−
(
Ref
∂
∂θ
(
cos θ
Fr
h0 +Nl1 + 3h0Nl0
)
− F0h0 + T0
)
h30
3
−
(
Ref
(
∂
∂t
(−F0h0 + T0)
)
+ 2F0
)
h40
24
−
(
Ref
(
1
2
∂F0
∂t
+
1
4
∂
∂θ
(
(−F0h0 + T0)2
))) h50
20
−
(
Ref
(
1
3
(−F0h0 + T0) ∂F0
∂θ
))
7h60
60
−
(
Ref
(
1
24
∂
∂θ
(
F 20
))) 2h70
21
)
=M1,
where F0 = Ref
(
∂Nl0
∂θ +
1
Fr sin θ
)
, and Nl0, Nl1, T0, T1 and M0,M1 are determined by
the choice of droplet conditions.
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C.2 Distinguished limits - Droplet cases
C.2.1 Very low droplet volume fraction, steep angle k = 3, β = −1
Nl1 = −Wef
(
−2h20 +
1
2
(
∂h0
∂θ
)2
− h0∂
2h0
∂θ2
+ h1 +
∂2h1
∂θ2
)
+ a(−3h0) (vE)2 ,
T1 = RefavE
(
3h0uE + 2h0vE
∂h0
∂θ
+ u0 − vE ∂h1
∂θ
)
M1 = a (h0vE) .
C.2.2 Very low droplet volume fraction, shallow angle k = 3, β = 1
Nl1 = −Wef
(
−2h20 +
1
2
(
∂h0
∂θ
)2
− h0∂
2h0
∂θ2
+ h1 +
∂2h1
∂θ2
)
,
T1 = −RefauE
(
2h0uE
∂h0
∂θ
− 3h0vE − uE ∂h1
∂θ
)
,
M1 = a
(
uE
∂h0
∂θ
− vE
)
.
C.2.3 Low droplet volume fraction k = 2, β = 0
Nl1 = −Wef
(
−2h20 +
1
2
(
∂h0
∂θ
)2
− h0∂
2h0
∂θ2
+ h1 +
∂2h1
∂θ2
)
+ (vE)
2 ,
T1 = −Refa
(
−h0uEvE +
(
−h0uE + vE ∂h0
∂θ
− u0
)
vE + uE
(
−uE ∂h0
∂θ
− h0vE
))
,
M1 = a
(
uE
∂h0
∂θ
+ h0vE
)
.
C.2.4 Moderate droplet volume fraction k = 1, β = 1
Nl1 = −Wef
(
−2h20 +
1
2
(
∂h0
∂θ
)2
− h0∂
2h0
∂θ2
+ h1 +
∂2h1
∂θ2
)
,
T1 = −Refa
(
uE
(
−h0vE + u0∂h0
∂θ
− v0
)
− (2h0uE + u0)
(
−uE ∂h0
∂θ
+ vE
)
−uE
(
uE
∂h1
∂θ
))
,
M1 = a
∂h0
∂t
+ ah0vE + auE
∂h1
∂θ
.
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Extension of analysis to negative uE
Equation (3.1) holds for both positive and negative uE , that is droplets travelling in
either a clockwise or anti-clockwise direction. It is worth checking that the symmetry
holds in terms of where stable shocks may or may not be found.
If uE (and hence αu can be negative, (3.2) should be written
∂h
∂t
+
∂q
∂θ
= 0, q = ζ
h3
3
(
∂h
∂θ
+
∂3h
∂θ3
)
− sin θh
3
3
+
(
αu
∂h
∂θ
+ sign(αu)
)
h2
2
, (D.1)
and (3.3) is replaced by
q = − sin θh
3
3
+ sign(αu)
h2
2
. (D.2)
When αu < 0, the solutions of (D.2) are the same as for (3.3), but with q and θ negative.
So the critical point is now at θc = −pi/2, for a flux of q = −1/6, and there are two
branches of the solution in −pi < θ < 0.
D.1 Smoothing of shocks by surface tension and droplets
The argument about matching shock solutions proceeds much as before, with (3.11)
replaced by
q = ζ
H3
3
(
1
δ3
d3H
dφ3
+
1
δ
dH
dφ
)
− H
3
3
sin(θK + δφ) + sign(αu)
H2
2
(
1 +
αu
δ
dH
dφ
)
. (D.3)
D.1.1 Surface tension dominant
For general αu, equation (3.13) is replaced by
q =
H3
3
(
d3H
dφ′3
)
− H
3
3
sin(θK) +
H2
2
(
sign(αu) + sign(αu)
αu
ζ1/3
dH
dφ′
)
, (D.4)
and the equation for fj becomes
d3fj
dφ3
+ aj
dfj
dφ
+ bjfj = 0, (D.5)
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where aj = sign(αu)
3αu
2ζ1/3
1
hj
, bj = − 32h2j
(hj sin θK + sign(αu)) .
So for αu < 0,
a1 > 0, a2 > 0, b1 > 0, and b2 < 0.
As φ′ →∞, fj can only be bounded with two non-zero coefficients if C1 = 0, C2, C3 6== 0
and xj > 0, which is only satisfied by x2. Therefore, as φ→∞, the inner solution H(φ)
can only be matched by the lower branch.
As φ′ → −∞, fj can only be bounded with two non-zero coefficients if C1 = 0, C2, C3 6==
0 and xj < 0, which is only satisfied by x1. Therefore, as φ → −∞, the inner solution
H(φ) can only be matched by the upper branch.
So for αu < 0, that is for uE < 0, with surface tension dominant it is only possible to
match the inner solution to the outer cubic for a shock falling from the upper branch to
the lower branch. Since the flux q is reversed, this is symmetric to the αu > 0 case.
D.1.2 Droplet momentum dominant
For general αu, (3.19) is replaced by
q =
ζ
|αu|3
H3
3
d3H
dφ′3
+
ζ
|αu|
H3
3
dH
dφ′
−H
3
3
sin(θK)+O(|αu|)+sign(αu)H
2
2
(
1 + sign(αu)
dH
dφ′
)
.
(D.6)
and (3.20) becomes
q = −H
3
3
sin θK +
H2
2
(
sign(αu) +
dH
dφ′
)
, (D.7)
leading to
dφ′
dH
=
H2
2
(
q + H33 sin(θK)− sign(αu)H
2
2
) . (D.8)
Proceeding as before, but with the roots hj of the more general cubic (D.2), leads again
to (3.27).
For αu < 0, the only difference from before is that the shock must be in −pi < θK < 0,
and therefore sin θK < 0, changing the sign of the left-hand side of (3.28) and (3.29).
Therefore it is only possible to match a rising shock, from h2 to h1, which must be in
the quadrant −pi < θK < pi/2. Since the flux q is reversed, this is symmetric to the
αu > 0 case.
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Derivation of linear stability analysis
Consider perturbations to a steady solution of (3.2). Let hs be a steady solution to the
equation
∂h
∂t
+
∂q
∂θ
= 0, q =
(
ζh3
3
(
∂3h
∂θ3
+
∂h
∂θ
)
− h
3
3
sin (θ) +
(
1 + αu
∂h
∂θ
)
h2
2
)
.
Apply the perturbation h = hs(θ) + δξ(θ, t), where δ ¿ |αu|, δ ¿ ζ and δ ¿ 1. Then
q = qs + δ
[(
ζh2s
(
d3hs
dθ3
+
dhs
dθ
)
− h2s sin θ +
(
sign(αu) + |αu|dhsdθ
)
hs
)
ξ
+
(
|αu|h
2
s
2
+ ζ
h3s
3
)
dξ
dθ
+
(
ζ
h3s
3
)
d3ξ
dθ3
]
+O(δ2),
(E.1)
where the base flow is
qs = ζ
h3s
3
(
d3hs
dθ3
+
dhs
dθ
)
− h
3
s
3
sin θ +
(
sign(αu) + |αu|dhsdθ
)
hs = const.
Therefore neglecting quadratic terms, we have
∂ξ
∂t
+
∂
∂θ
[(
ζh2s
(
d3hs
dθ3
+
dhs
dθ
)
− h2s sin θ +
(
sign(αu) + |αu|dhsdθ
)
hs
)
ξ
+
(
|αu|h
2
s
2
+ ζ
h3s
3
)
dξ
dθ
+
(
ζ
h3s
3
)
d3ξ
dθ3
]
= 0.
(E.2)
Expanding,
∂ξ
∂t
+
∂
∂θ
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+
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dθ
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− h2s sin θ +
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1 + αu
dhs
dθ
)
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ξ
+
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(
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+
dhs
dθ
)
− h2s sin θ +
(
1 + αu
dhs
dθ
)
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)
+
d
dθ
(
αu
h2s
2
+ ζ
h3s
3
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dξ
dθ
+
(
αu
h2s
2
+ ζ
h3s
3
)
d2ξ
dθ2
+
d
dθ
(
ζ
h3s
3
)
d3ξ
dθ3
+
(
ζ
h3s
3
)
d4ξ
dθ4
= 0,
(E.3)
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and further rearranging
∂ξ
∂t
+
(
ζ2hs
dhs
dθ
(
d3hs
dθ3
+
dhs
dθ
)
+ ζh2s
(
d4hs
dθ4
+
d2hs
dθ2
)
− 2hsdhsdθ sin θ − h
2
s cos θ
+
(
1 + αu
dhs
dθ
)
dhs
dθ
+
(
αu
d2hs
dθ2
)
hs
)
ξ
+
(
ζh2s
(
d3hs
dθ3
+ 2
dhs
dθ
)
− h2s sin θ +
(
1 + 2αu
dhs
dθ
)
hs
)
dξ
dθ
+
(
αu
h2s
2
+ ζ
h3s
3
)
d2ξ
dθ2
+ ζh2s
dhs
dθ
d3ξ
dθ3
+ ζ
h3s
3
d4ξ
dθ4
= 0.
(E.4)
Equation (E.4) is a 4th order ode for ξ.
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